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UK SIN
RAT TRAP, Bmmown Rats
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PRETTY LITTLE ANGEL EYES, Shnwaddywaddn

6
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DARLAN Franke, Maier

7
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SUMMER NIGHTS. John TravaltatOlivia Newton -John
INSTANT REPLAY. Dan Hartman
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Ensign

HOPELESSLY DEVOTED TO YOU Okv.a Newton John
St MY REST FRIENDS GIRL Cars

2

DO VA THINK 1'M SEXY, Rod Stewart

HANGING ON THE TELEPHONE. Biondi,
SANDY, John Travolte

RSO

1

1

Elektra

2

-

GREASE Ongmnl Soundtrack

ESO

GIVE 'EM ENOUGH ROPE, The Clash

CBS

R,va

3

2

Anota

4

11

Chrvsaln

5

3

25th ANNIVERSARY ALBUM. ShIrley Basses

RSO

6

5

Blue Sky

7

-

NIGHTFLIGHT TO VENUS, Bonee M

Chrysalis

8

9

WAR OPTHE WORLDS, Je3f Wayne's Musical Version
IMAGES, Don Wilkins

EMOTIONS, Var,om

K -Tel

LIVE, Manhattan Transfer

Atlantic

4

11

13

BICYCLE RACE/FAT BOTTOMED GIRLS, Oueen

11

22

I

13

10

14

23

BLAME O' ON THE BOOGIE. Jackson
ALWAYS AND FOREVER. Heatwave

15

9

16

24

MAC ARTHUR PARK, Donna Summer
PART T1ME LOVE. Dion John

17

12

GIVIN' UP GIVIN' IN, Three Degrees

18

25

TOAST/HOLD ON. Streetband

19

30

GERM FREE ADOLESCENCE. X -Ray Spell

20

16

DIPPETY DAY. Father Abraham & The Smurfs

21

17

PUBUC IMAGE. Public Image Ltd

22

11

RASPUTIN, Bonet' M

23

40

LE FREAK. Chic

Atlantic

22

-

24

72

IN THE BUSH. Musique

CBS

23

20

IF YOU

25

31

I

24

30

EVITA, Original London Cast

26

-

27

28

LOVE AMERICA, Patrick Juvet

DON'T LET IT FADE AWAY, Darts
DON'T CRY OUT LOUD. Elide Brooks

64

DANCE (DISCO HEAT), Sylvester

30

39

SHOOTING STAR, Dollar

31

70

LYDIA. Dean Frogman
LOVE THE NIGHT LIFE, Alba Bridges

32

38

I

33

35

LAY LOVE ON YOU. Luisa Fernandez

3A

15

SWEET TALKIN' WOMAN, EIectnc Light Orchestra

35

29

RADIO RADIO. Elvis Costello

11

4

Epic

12

14

GTO

13

6

14

-

Rocket

15

27

Ariola

16

B

21

EVERGREEN, Acker

18

13

SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER. Various

Decca

19

15

CLASSIC ROCK, London Symphony Olchesrra

Virgin

20

18

OUT OF THE BLUE, Electric Light Orchestra

Atlantic

21

16

LIVE AND MORE, Donna Summer

EVER FALLEN IN LOVE,

HAMMER HORROR, Kate

45

61

46

34

47

36

26

58

AMAZING DARTS, Darts

22

A&M

29

-

DON'T WALK

Fantasy

29

HOMICIDE, 999

26

PARALLEL LINES, Blonde

19

BROTHERHOOD OF MAN. Brotherhood of Man

23

I'M COMING HOME, Ton Jones

33

12

TORMATO, Yes

Jet

34

WELL SAID THE ROCKING CHAIR, Dean Friedman

United Artists

39

33

BLOODY TOURISTS, 10cc

Rak

40

36

STRIKES AGAIN, Rose Royce

41

40

STAGE, David Bowie

-

LOVE SONGS, Various

52

LIFE AND LOVE, Darns Roussos

Sire

49

44

LIVE BURSTING OUT, Jethro Tull

39

LIVE AND DANGEROUS. Thin Uzzy

58

42

WHITER SHADE OF PALE, Munch Machine

59

45

BRANDY, O'Jays

Phil Mt.

60

46

YOU MAKE ME FEEL (MIGHT REALL Sylvester

Fantasy

61

54

RIDE -O-ROCKET, Brothers Johnson

86

80
51

BE CLOSE TO YOU.

Commodores

GOODBYE GIRL Squeeze

LAY YOUR LOVE ON ME, Racoy

WHAT A NIGHT, City Boy
PRANCE ON, Edda Henderson

-

68

43

GREASE, Franke VMl'

69

48

TALKING IN YOUR SLEEP, Crystal Gayle

-

71

71

DR

RIVERS OF BABYLON, Roney M

-

73

26

14

44 .1

75

-

W)4O, Manic lrrd

RAINING IN MY HEART, Leo Sayer

72

19

17

SUMMER NIGHTS, Travolta/Newton-John

Red Seal

20

22

ONE NATION UNDER A GROOVE.
Funkadebe
Warner Bros/US

WELL ALRIGHT. Santana
RESPECTABLE, Rotting Stones

CAN'TSTOP LOVIN YOU, Leo Sayer

SOUVENIRS, Voyage-

16
17

19

20

rinpro.

I,P

Motown
A&M

PAPER ROSES

Warveck

5

SORROW

Philips

6

WHEN

7

DO YOU

STAR CHOICE

Vertigo

-

9

TOP OF THE WORLD

Rak

Verlpo

SOUL

9
10 ,

Capitol

11

Pinnacle

12

ESO

13

12

7

-

6

10

Chrysalis

16

-

Atlantic

17

13

CRS

El

16

19

11

14

UA

EMI
Chrysalis
GTO

7

1

15

GIVIN' UP GIVIN' IN, Three Degrees
SUN EXPLOSION, Manu Orbango
ALWAYS AND FOREVER, Heatwave
NOW THAT WE VE FOUND LOVE Thad World
YOU MAKE ME FEEL (MIGHTY REALI, Sylvester
DISCO DANCING, Stanley Turrennne
EAST RIVER, The R acher Brothers
DANCE (DISCO HEAT), Sylvester
BRANDY,O'Jays
SHAME, Evelyn "Champagne" King
GET ON UP GET ON DOWN, Roy Ayres

HOT SFkzr, Karin Young
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h.a

THIS OLD HEART OF MINE

4

BREAKING DOWN THE WALLS OF HEARTACHE

WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM MY FRIENDS

8

ALL ALONG THE WATCHTOWER

7

ELEANOR

15

Decca
GTO

1

SNIPS

Island
Fantasy

Fantasy
Arista
Fantasy
Phil lm
RCA

Polydor
London WI

8

I

8

12

I

9

19

TIME PASSAGES. Al Sriwart

10

1

2

TROUBLE MAN

3

UNTOUCHABLE
SHRIVEL UP
TICK TOCK

4

5
6
7

3

SUGAR AND SPICE

4

BE

5

DON'T TALK TO HIM

Johnny Th

HELTER SKELTER
(JUSTI MY IMAGINATION

10

WALK IN THE ROOM

º

A

-

Pe

Souxeie and The
The

Rend
'TM

r

8

I

WHO {IAVE N'OTHfNG

v

LET IT

DOCK/MEMPHIS TENNESSEE

12

TWIN SONS OF DIFFERENT MOTHERS,

12

13

LET'S KEEP IT THAT WAY, Anne Murray

13'

14

HOT STREETS, Chicago

RSO

14

16

CHILDREN OF SANCHEZ. Chuck Manµnne

A&M

Atlantic

.15

20

TIME PASSAGES Al Stewart

Arista

YOU.NEVER DONE IT LIKE THAT. Capten & Tennilln

A&M

11

READY TO TAKE A CHANCE AGAIN, Barry Manilow

Arata

12

13

SHARING THE NIGHT TOGETHER, Dr Hook

13

14

OUR LOVE. DON'T THROW IT ALL AWAY, Andy Gibb

14

16

STRANGE WAY, Frrelall

Cannel

Dan Fogelberg

6

Arantic
Full Moan/Epic

Trm Weisberg

Cannot
Columbia

Warner Bros

Casablanca

18

18

DOG AND BUTTERFLY, Heart

A6M

18

Chrysalis

19

26

CRUISIN', Village People

A&M
Phonogram

19

20

DANCE, DISCO HEAT, Sylvester

Fantasy

20

28

LIFE BEYOND LA, Ambrosia

20

23

STRAIGHT ON, Heart

Portrait

21

25

A SINGLE MAN. Elton John

21

21

BLUE COLLARMAN,Styx

AGM

22

24

BURSTING OUT, Jethro Tull

Chrysalis

22

24

SWEET LIFE Paul Davis

Bang

23

23

THE STRANGER, Billy Joel

Colombo

23

33

HOLD THE LINE. Teto

Columbia

24

8

WHO ARE YOU, The Who

24

26

DON T WANT TO LIVE WITHOUT IT. Pablo Cruise

AGM:

25

27

CHAKA, Chaka Kahn

25

27

CHANGE OF HEART, Eric Carmen

Arista

28

11

DON'T LOOK BACK, Boston

26

30

HOW YOU GONNA SEE ME NOW, Alice Cooper

Warner Bros

27

29

15

27

29

POWER OF GOLD;Dan Fogelberg &

28

28

ONE NATION UNDER A GROOVE. Funkadelli

29

31

OOH BABY BABY. Linda Ronstadt

30

34

PART TIME LOVE, Elton John

31

35

32

32

Chrysalis
Bronze
Warner Bros

6

,

33

7

34

36

HOT CHILD IN THE CITY, Nick Gilder

Tm Weisberg

Full Moan

AGM
PONart-FR
Casablanca
Warner Bros
MCA

MCA
Warner Bros

IT STILL GOOD FOR VA, Ashford

Erne

6 Simpson

Warner Bros

Columbia

28 -31

INNER SECRETS, Santana

29

30

MORE SONGS ABOUT BUILDINGS AND FOOD,
The Talk mg Heads

Sire

MCA

30

32

WEEKEND WARRIORS Ted Nugent

Epic

TOO MUCH HEAVEN, Bee Gees

RSO

31

37

LIVE BOOTLEG, Aerosmlrh

EVERYBODY NEEDS LOVE, Stephen Bishop

ABC

32

34

GENE SIMMONS

KISS YOU ALL OVER, Exile

Warner Curb

33

21

NIGHTWATCH, Kenny Loggins

I'M EVERY WOMAN, Chaka Kahn

Warner Bros

34

36

WAVELENGTH, Van Manson

WHENEVER4 CALL YOU "FRIEND", Kenny Loggins -Columbia

35

35

BISH, Stephen Bishop

RCA

36

38

CITY NIGHTS, Nick Golder

Warner Bros
Asylum

Columbia
Casablanca
Columbia
_

Warner Bros
ABC

35

9

36

38

37

45

WE'VE GOT TONIGHT, Bob Seger

.Capitol

37

39

SWITCH -

38

39

ON THE SHELF. Donny & Mane Osmond

Polydor

38

40

REED SEED, Grover Washington, Jr

39

41

RUN FOR HOME, Lindisfarne

Arco

39

42

ACE FREHLEY

40

42

'PROMISES, Eric [lepton

RSO

40

41

THE WIZ, Soundtrack

41

43

THERE'LL NEVER BE, Switch

Gordy

41

43

PAUL STANLEY

42

46

NEW YORK GROOVE, Ace Frehley

Casablanca

42

47

ELAN, Arelall

43

47

INSTANT REPLAY, Dan Hartman

Blue Sky

43

15

PETER CRISS

Rolling Stones

44

89

TWO FOR THE SHOW. Kansas

Elektra

45

48

STAGE, David Boyne

Asylum

46

46

MIXED EMOTIONS, Exile

Wainer/Curb
20th Century

THIS IS LOVE, Paul Anka

BEAST OF 'BURDEN. The Rolling Stones
BICYCLE RACE/FAT BOTTOM GIRLS, Queen

44

18

Marie Osmond

45

58

'Mud

48

48 iFUN TIME, Joe Cocker

Chrysu,s
Gordy
Motown

Casablanca
MCA
Casablanca

Atlantic
Casablanca
Kushner
RCA

Capitol

47

52

THE MAN, Barry White

Columbia

48

49

I'VE ALWAYS BEEN CRAZY. Wavron Jennings

Elektra

49

66

GREATEN HITS. Sleety Dan

Chrysalis

50

51

RUNNING ON EMPTY, Jackson Browne

1

1

Casablanca
MacARTHUR PARK SUITE. Donna Summer
LOVE THE NIGHTLIFE ID'ISCO ROUND(, Alicia Bridges Polydor

2

3

Casablanca
CRUSIN', Village People
Polydor
SHAKE YOUR GROOVE THING. Peaches Et Herb
7
6 CLAIM TO FAME/TRUE LOVE IS MY DESTINY, James Wells AVI
4 AIN'T THAT ENOUGH FOR YOU. John Davis Et the Monster

3

5

YOUR SWEETNESS IS MY WEAKNESS. Barry White
20th Century
Gordy
MARY JANE. Rick James

4

7

LE

5

4

6

2

M

7

9

8

8

9

12

DISCO TO GO. Brides OfFunkenstern
MacARTHUR PARK. Donna Summer
GOT TO BE REAL. Cheryl Lynn

10

13

DON'T HOLDBACK,Chaoson

Atada

FUNK AND ROLL, Quazar

Anna

47 `t49

Donny Osmond

98

50

Barry Blue

49

5

Alvin Stardust

50

54

CAN YOU FOOL Glen Campbell
FOREVER AUTUMN, Justin Hayward
Y BEST FRIEND'S GIRL, Cars

HÉRE COMES THE NIGHT. Niisk Gilder

The Bandwagon

1

2

¿/5 visco

2

1

3

3

4-

5

5

The Marbles

6

Mary Hopkre

7

Atlantic

LE FREAK, Chic

I

OrchestraSTE

8

9

10

Gerry and The Pacemakers

10

11

The Beatles

11

15

JE SUIS MUSIC/LOOK FOR LOVE,

12

12

13

16

The Ronettes

14

18

6 The Shadows

15

21

Kathy Kirby

18

17

17

14

CI,H R,ehard

BLUE BAYOW MEAN WOMAN BLUES

I'LL KEEP YOU SATISFIED

11

8

MY BABY

7

S

Arista

warner Bros

Y.M.C.A.. Voltage People

The Searchers

6 SECRET LOVE

t

TORMATO, Yes

PPED INTO MY LIFE. Melba Moore
YOU
Gold
OUEEN OF THE NIGHT; Loteatta Holloway
WORKIN' & SLAVIN' NEED LOVE). Midnight Rhythm AtlanEpic

SHE LOVES YOU

Man. 6Ma

MY GUY
DIRT

9

8

Years Ago 1234 November 19631
YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE

2

10

22

GOT LIFE/DO WHAT YOU GOTTA DO
Nina Simone

Pan

Tin Prom

JOUJOUKA

15

17

J,mi Hendrix

THOSE WERE THE DAYS
I

9
10

Bronze

The Turtles

-

AGM
Polydor

BROTHER TO BROTHER, Grno Vannelli

Joe Cocker

ONLY ONE WOMAN

AIN'T GOT NO

Alba Bridges

LOVE THE NIGHT LIFE,

A8M
Rolling Stones

SOME GIRLS, Rolling Stones
COMES A TIME, Nea Young

11

The Iseºy Brothers

5

9

JUST WANNA STOP Gino Vannel6

7

Barry Ryan

3

10

9

Hugo Monrenegro

ELOISE

8

7

8

RCA
ABC

Asylum

Carpenters

2

Ariola

Atlantic

20 ,18

?

7

Atlantic

Rengo Starr

PHOTOGRAPH
Years Ago 123rd November 49681
THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY

r

Capitol

LE FREAK, Chic

Asylum

ONE NATION UNDER A GROOVE, Funkadele

David Bowie

MY COO.CA.CHOO

YOU NEEDED ME. Anne Muiray

RSO

UVING IN THE USA. LUrrda Ronsradt
PIECES OF EIGHT. Styx

19

The Osrnonds

WANNA DANCE

GREASE. Soundtrack

4

,

17

Gary Glitter

FALL IN LOVE

8

10

Blue Sky
1
INSTANT REPLAY. Dan Hartman
Casablanca
2
2 MAC ARTHUR PARK, Donna Summer
Phd Int.
4
CLOSE THE DOOR/ONLY YOU, Teddy Pendergrass v
3
Capitol
4
5 PRANCE ON, Eddie Henderson
Epa
5
3 BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE. The Jackson,
Fantasy
Phil
Hurtt
15
8
GIVING IT BACK,
Casablanca
I LOVE AMERICA, Patrick Juvet
7 20
Mercury
8
GONNA LOVE YOU FOR EVER, Crown Heights Affair

I

5

6

Columbra

16

19731

1

LET ME IN

3

10

-

Ago 12415 November

LOVE YOU LOVE ME

1

1

ADM

I

5

Neil Diamond

Ananhc
Warder Bros

-17

of 4,
I

Phil Inn

Oasis

37

A WILD AND CRAZY GUY, Steve Martin

Columba

Made up from record requests at Heavy Metal Sound 'House. Kingsbury
Circle, London. NM. Tel: 205.17E0,204-7360.

DYNA-MITE

Chrysalis

'

MY LOVE Morn Caravan To Midnight), Robin Trower
TEAR VA DOWN IB side), Mororhead Seigle
AIN'T TALKIN' ABOUT LOVE Van Halen

18

4

EMI

EMI

4

6

DOUBLE VISION. Forergner

8

'Columbia

MCA
SIMPLE MAN (from Pionounced), Lvnyrd Skynyrd
Phonogram
JUNIORS EYES thorn Never Say Die), Black Sabbath
TALKIN"BOUT A FEELING,
CBS
Frank Marino El Mahogany Rush lave
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE (from Bad Reputation), Thin Luny Phonogram
TOO OLD TO ROCK & ROLL TOO YOUNG TO DIE
v Chrysalis
Mom Bursting Out), Jethro Tull

14

5 Years

ESL/

Sire

87

70

Chrysalis

RSO

PROMISES. Eric Capron

JUST TO

f

5

6

3

4

MY LIFE, Billy Joel

I

EMI

48

(YOU GOTTA WALK) DON'T LOOK BACK, Peter Tosh

GIVING IT BACK, Phd Hunt
Fanragi1'r
SUN EXPLOSION/BIG BLOW. Manu DMbango
Decca Lib
LE FREAK. Chic
Aratrk'I7 r
LOVE AMERICA, Patrick Juvet
Casadanca/L/ 175,
SIX MILLION STEPS, Rahn, Harris US Inspirational Sauna/Mr
GIVING UP GIVING IN, Three Degrees
Arad Nr
IT SEEMS TO HANG ON. Ashford & Simpson
Warner 13:44/14n
I LOVE THE NIGHTLIFE: Al,cra Budges
PdydºNA
N

CBS,1Te LP

32

SOME GIRLS. Rolling Stones

65

IN THE BUSH, Musrque

18

56

67

15

RCA

46

I'M GONNA LOVE YOU FOREVER, Crown Heghts Aflak Mercury

10

13

Anola

47

6

19

CBS

56

9

9

17

DJM '

TEENAGE KICKS, Undertones

8

16

THE BEST OF JASPER CARROTT1 Jasper Carroll

CLOSE THE DOOR, Teddy Pendergrass

8

Mercury

KILLING MACHINE, Judas Priest

57

7

11

-

41

4

20

32

56

7

6

15

21

45

54

3

5

MAC ARTHUR'PARK/SUITE,
Donna Summer
Casablanca/LP/1ñn perm
RASPIJTIN, Bonny M
Atari
n
BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE, Jackson,
Era,
b
NOW THAT WE FOUND LOVE, Thud World
Gland l20,
PRANCE ON/SAY YOU WILVCYCLOPS (45 rpm)/
BUTTERFLY. Eddie Henderson
Tower 13 lP
DANCE (DISCO MEAT(, Sylvester
Fantasy/LP/US Lin
GET ON UP GET ON DOWN, Roy Ayers
Paeydorll¿e LP

15

44

50

9

13

14

EASE ON DOWN THE ROAD. Dana Ross/Michael Jackson MCA
Arista
EAST RIVER, Breaker Brothers

-

47

YOU DON'T BRING ME FLOWERS,

3

ALIVE AGAIN. Chicago

GETTING TO KNOW YOU BETTER, Trevor Rabin
Chrysala
BAD BOY BOOGIE (from If You Wanf Blood), AC/DC
Adam,
FINDING MY WAY Rush
Mercury
HELL BENT FOR LEATHER Ifrom 68Eng MSchinel, Judas Priest CBS
Phonogram
EMERALD Ifrom Jailbreakl, Thrn Lary

Dan Hartman
Blue Sky/US 12in/CBSpa,rBLP
YOU MAKE ME FEELIMIGHTY REAL), Sylvester Faniaon'I]aEP

13

JAMES GALWAY PLAYS SONGS FOR ANNIE

CBS

5

Adanuc
Warner Bros

Casablanca

19

LONG LEGGED LINDA Status Duo

12

A6M

Whitfield

Vertigo

4

LIVE AND MORE. Donna Summer

17

8

INSTANT REPLAY,

Ulesong

LEO SAYER. Leo Sayer

& Dave

4

10

38

IN TROUBLE. Chas

5

12

31

Warner

3

12

42

ACCIDENT PRONE Status Ouo

2

11

43

GIVING IT BACK. Phil Hunt
YOU DON'T BRING ME FLOWERS, Steeisand/Diamond

2

EMI

UA

Buses

7

66

ABC

'EMI

Buºcocks

S3

-

,

Decca

TO THE UMIT, Joan Armarrading

STRUMMIN'/I'M

64

SMURFS IN SMURFLAND, Father Abraham and The Smarts

25

Mercury

K -Tel

Lotus

29

YMCA, Village People

1

Atlantic

1

38

58

75

Chrysalis

37

STUMBUN' IN, Surf Quarto/Chris Norman

I

Lotus

31

50

-

EMI

DOLLY PARTON, Dolly Panon

30

52

63

EMI

JAZZ. Queen,

32

HOW MUCH ( FEEL Ambrosia

Ceunem

2

16

7

11

IC-Tel/Magnet

- BOOGÍE, Various

Warner

DOUBLE VISION, Foreigner

3

52nd STREET B.tly Joe

2

15

6

10

CBS

EMI

-

Dr/

Atlantic
MCA

Polydor

2

3

USALBUMS

1

J. Webb

CBS

CBS 12'

I

5

Jet.

Harvest

AM HORSE (from 'Motorhead'L Motorhead
QUEEN OF SPADES Mom Preces of EKlht), Styx
THE GREAT WHITE HOPE (trom Pieces of Eight). Styx

4

,

K -Tel'

Lrfesong

51

67

-

3

K -Tel

INNER SECRETS, Santana

27

2

Casablanca

WANT BLOOD YOU'VE GOT IT, AC/DC

CHILD IN TIME (from Deep Purple In Rock!, Delp Purule
CARRY ON WAYWARD SON, Kansas
PRETTY POISON American Rem Jem

1

RSO

MIDNIGHT HUSTLE, Various

RSO

DESTINATION VENUS, Rezlllos
IT SEEMS TO HANG ON, Ashford & Simpson

50

8(1k

Polydor

DOWN IN THE TUBE STATION AT MIDNIGHT, Jam

49

Warwick

17

Ufesong,

LUCKY STARS. Dean Friedman

20

Motown

LION HEART. Kate Bush

21

44

Ronco

THE BIG WHEELS OF MOTOWN, Various

EXPRESSIONS Don Wrllams

Z7

43

Mercury

BOOGIE FEVER, Various

-

39

-

HEMISPHERES, Rush

Magnet

2

10

Ensign
Polydor

28

38

42

ALL MOD CONS Jam

36

PROMISES, Buºcocks

53

TONIC FOR THE TROOPS. Boomtown Rats

35

HURRY UP HARRY Sham 69

-

-

Vertigo

United Artists

19

41

CANT STAND THE HEAT, Status Ouo

GTO

37

40

K -Tel

Rocker

Logo

17

1

Barbra Stmisand

CBS

A SINGLE MAN. Elton John

EMI Inn

25

Mists
MCA

Radar

36

-

Casablanca

Anola

TOO MUCH HEAVEN. Bee Gees

33

r-

10

Casablanca

Bnghtman/Not Gossip

28

49

7

10

LOST MY HEART TO A STARSHIP TROOPER.

S.

29

48

9

EMI

Untied

1

MAC ARTHUR PARK, Donna Summer

1

Atlantic/Hansa

20 GOLDEN GREATS, Nell Diamond

10

RSO

pP

U5sINcis

Roy Orbison

Chuck Berry

9

18

Shreley Bassey
Bdly J Kramer and The Dakotas

19'

13

11

Canton

, 19

FREAK, Cher
ONE NATION UNDER A GROOVE. Funkadet,c
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Bellas (29) had thoughtfully
restricted revelling space to the

;ulcvLU1CV

dimensions of an average kitchen.
Perspire, glow and sweat we did as
the tiny rockers showed us how to
really put it away while standing
on each other's toes. Wee Angus
Young (over five feet) was the
most decorous of those present, but
more than one drunken Antipodean
was seen
many hours later
attempting to get back to the Earls
Court Road the easy way
on
their hands and knees! The docile
Cars, also In attendance, remained
non-pluased by the colonials'

1

-

Paper
DARLINGS,
ve've snatched them all!
Tnd of course I'm talking
about our last minute deal
vtth every record company
std every pop group in the
and to provide exclusive
doverage of all their acCivities for the next year!

Hy perfectly acceptable and
hove board methods
and the
payment of a staggering 0E5
dilion
Record Mirror will soon
le the only music paper on the
.tr'eets.
'
Your faithful correspondent was

-

-

shocked and stunned as anyone
ly'tlsis latest piece of fair trading
but all I can say now is that
TV have nothing on us. Read all
about it
only in Record Mirror!
'he paper that moves quickest.
rid pays the most.
s

-

pity that HRH Prince
Aarles didn't bow to the occasion
name his blushing bride at his
ace party last week. Despite
entertained by his favourite
dusky vocal three-piece
soup
e Three Degrees
Charlie was
-veryone's darling and nobody's
.room. even retiring early to get
)me sleep, the better to be able to
imp out of aeroplanes, ski, swim
rid sail the very next morning.
The Three Degrees, meanwhile,
o strangers to HRH's attention,
. rived in delicately shimmering
t}Vfon tiers for the party
nging into skin-tight spllt.toe-thigh stage costumes for their
low "so as not to deprive Prince
imaries of a quick glimpse", I'm
aid. So now you know too.
WILL BONEY
M fever once
again sweep the
WHAT A

'

-

!

t/Pa

land before

Christmas? Apparently so according to Col Chester

George

farmer

Story

(over 90). He's
t ordered no less

than

10,000

THE. much -reported happy,
totally and
meaningfully outgoing new-style
Mike Oldfleld persona for real? Or
has the 25 -year -old millionaire
been taking lessons in the studied
ad fib from Virgin stabiemate Julie
Covington (over 30)? Interrupting
young Mike at an extremely lively
)('IC concert last week
deep in
conversation with Ai Clark (30) I
was horrified to find that his
emotional Jollity bore more than a

IS

reformed and

-

-

passing

recent

He was happiest discussing a

prone to say) often give rise to
mirth among those who should
know better, but even I have to
smile at the latest slice of ardent
ferriinism from, of all places,

Reading Women's Lib
organisation.

-1

These worthy people

(aren't I careful?) are attempting

-

to ban the Fabulous Poodles
a
humorous pop group with little
claim to fame, apart from the fact
that they live in community -

IT'S A fat trap?. The huge Hellenic and the Dublin drawers dropper (Demla
and Bob to their friends) show that there's more to the Hokey Cokey than
meets the eye after a Roussos concert in Birmingham last week The fact
that the Rats' heads have now got nearly as big as the Greek's stomach is
proved by the fact that the Mediterranean maestro is actually wearing
Johnny Fingers (that's the tiny one on the left) pyjamas!

conscious Deptford
from
playing in the town because
they're sexist. And they're all men
too! Will these tedious red'
stockings stop at nothing?

giumbied more than

I'M

movie

one

remember Nicky
Headon, pistoldoting drummer
with the Clash? He's had all his
clothes stolen and is extremely
unhappy about It. It's a hard life.

rowdy

[92,000.

guest on the homeward Journey,
and perhaps Pere Ubu will soon be
doing lust that if they continue to
treat their friends In such a

surprised to hear

that teenybop Idol turned

mogul David

Cassidy, 28, has acquired
the film rights to the life
story of millionaire John
-Paul Getty III. Does this
mean. that David, who
Intends to star and
In the film, will
hroduce.
ave to recreate the

manner.

DO feel sorry for cleanpop group the Boyfriends, my dears,

not the refreshments, and had

IT'S ALWAYS a problem knowirig
what to wear for a coach'trlp my
dears, but had I known where the
Pere Ubu charabanc was headed
last week I would have obtained
the sartorial advice of Scott of the
Antarctic I don't mind telling you.
Chislehurst Caves It was, scene of
many a Screaming ,Lord Sutch
Concert In the sixties, and I can
only say that the Ohio tattles "blew
up a blizzard", what with drinks
freezing in their glasses and not a
trace of iron rations to stave off the
subterranean shivers "I'd rather
sweat in an Akron tyre factory,"

Inadvertently

providing the background
music to a''Rag Drag' _
Ball in London last week.
As if tills wasn't enough
their lead singer went
ahead and won the
competition as the best

'

th

.

and

was

promptly

,..qualified for dangerous danYoung Lee's hopes of
scorning the British Travolta

"nude''

SO OVER to Ireland, a country
where a mass Is something that

doesn't defy gravity. Churchgoers
at a church In Athlone (where?)
were reportedly horrified when the
sound of the Boomtown Rats
echoed around St Mary's Church
during a service. Apparently freak
electronics (or perhaps normal
Irish wiring) had -connected a
radio station to the church
speakers. Urgent talks are taking
place to prevent a repetition, and
it's reported that the Athlone
churchgoers still prefer their own
number one to that of the bare
bummed Boom town'Rats.
-

for these tasteless Aussies,
glamorous party -giver Moira

de DONE It at
last! And I am

'Drag Queen'. Makes
Paul 'I've never been to
Hollywood' Cook's attempts at dressing up (as
he did only recently)
appear positively feeble.
Which, Indeed, they were.

-

-

THEY'VE

to recreate an at home atmosphere

talking about

controversial
dance
-.NIL

ip

.1

t
¿`' ,'
A

°

troupe

Hot Gossip, now
so high in the
charts that for
their record not
on TOTP
to
soon will put

"14.1

r

'

tng!

of

ALL THE expected filth and
depravity I had feared was evident
in profusion at a grimy party given
for AC/DC in unfashionable
Hammersmith last week. In order

I

i

series

photographs (of the artist as a
young man), artfully snapped for
posterity only a week ago. "Not at
all bad," your correspondent
smiled knowingly.
"Do you think they're good
enough for Playgirl?" the composer replied, quick as a flash.
And just for the record, he
'didn't particularly like XTC,"
while that ever -lively Swindon
combo. were equally reluctant to
believe that if really was him at the
traditional backstage rendezvous!

AND CAN Rod really be wanting to
make a baby? The former
gravedigger was only last week
complaining of a swollen stomach
(liver actually
Ed) and of
feeling sick. But don't worry
darlings, according to the same
report these problems will soon be
shared by the leggy Alana
Hamilton _ now in a secure future
situation with the Scottish football
supporter
and eager to get the
bouncing balms on the way. But
Rod's problems I hear you ask?
Nothing more than too much port
and brandy, Rod's now on the
wagon with all the Richards .. .
not forgetting Kris Krtetofferson.

bumped into young Duncan I would
have congratulated him on a great
party. But what it all had to do with
an album called 'The Wild Places:
I'll never know.

DARLINGS, CONSIDER my heart
strings Weil and truly tugged.
Remember' Cat Stevens; He's
become a practising Moslem and
changed his name to Yusef Islam
(but will it affect the back
catalogue?)7 Remember Steve
Ellis, whose finest hour was not
singing on Love Affair's
'Everlasting Love'? He's gone
bankrupt, with 'debts of over

--

who found themselves

...

where Getty was caught
with his trousers down in
Hyde Park at dawn?

And

Icut

WELL, I expect you all know by
now that the Oxford Street lasers
are naught but a bore, and of
course I don't mean that literally. I
was pleased.therefore to see the
real thing In action at the
Planetarium
at a party held
for new singer Duncan Browne.
Just for once, more of us media
type's were blinded by the light and

famous love -In -the bandstand scenario

ucy.,

'

words

THE ANTICS of my fellow
."sisters" (as webware women are

.

HE APPALLING wave of sodlied Travolta-fever has claimed
lother victim, and I can't resist a
Igger my dears. This time
it wasn't some unnnppwwever
,lnIrtunate dying of starvation In the
leue for 'Grease' in Sutton
ldfield. rather a hapless entrant
ni the 'Grease' (and I quote)
lleco night Of the year" corn Ilion in Surrey's stockbroker
t in Sutton. Lee Harold, a 20serold hairdresser (and they
suauy make the best dancers my
:tars.) hit upon the unusual tactic
f ehmersaulting backwards and
.ricking out his opponent's front

to

uttered to more than one scribe the
week previously. "Mike Oldfleld
finally blows his brains out." he
mumbled, before breaking Into
operatic aria, which he claims will
be the next step.

-

-

resemblance

-

have now been firmly nipped in the
bud, he claims, and he's now
setting his sights on aping Bruce
Lee instead!

copies of the
new single
in order to
ake a special Christmas package
a bag, of
of
customers
his
onions and carrots ..
ratoea,
ail for fill Seems a
9the single
wibie enough Idea, for with
vance orders of nearly halfarr,llllon everyone else seems to be
.dying the record by the gross
yway. Commented Boney M's
'!cord company, Warners: "This
a known as a 'country marketing

fary's Boy Child'

-

behaviour.

tobujrn
,YELL MY

-

.r (°).

Yy

f15l`r.i

WELL. DID you spot last week's deliberate mistake?
Of course we printed Blondle's old lineup (you know,
that lot who make all the row behind Debbie Harry) in
a picture that must have been a Victorian fake from
some photo museum. These are the real lads (pictured
and as you can see they've got them pretty
right)
well lined-up already.
And Just as a bonus (were our faces red!) here's the
new -look Shangri-Las (left) which you should also have
seen last week. As you may have realised the hairgrips fell out of those bee hives a long time ago.

...

"i j
.

them In a Sex

O

Pistols

_
i

situa

lion. But who'll do the dancing?
Surely not Legs and Co? Apparently the video planned by
Gossip's mastermind is so, er,
titillating, that the programme will
have to be switched to a late
evening slot, and I look forward to
the fireworks.
¡i
t

THUS WINTER draws on and your
correspondent must once again
become selective as to whose
festive cheer she will willingly
partake of. Just before I go let me
remind you that my favourite news
man, Reginald Bosanquet to you
and Reggie to me, Is to turn his
talents to disc Jockeying this week
at Reading Top Rank on Saturday
and that's a sight I won't
miss for the world. And I'm sure
that won't be all TA be able to
tell you about next week. Join us
after the break. Till next week
byeeeeel
.

..

r
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Showaddy's greatest

DARTS
DATES
CHART STARS Darts are
to play their first live
concerts since lead singer
Den Hegarty left the
group ... In Ireland,

EARAW
IOHN

Darts' two

Nees Editor

MORE R

SUPERSTAR Rod Stewart will play three extra,
foncerts In December,
In addition to his 12 previously announced dates,
Stewart will play Birmingham National Exhibition
Centre on December 17 and Olympia on December 28
and 29. Tickets for Olympia are priced to and 73 only,
while tickets for Birmingham are all fs.
There are still tickets left for Leicester
Hall December 8, 9, and Brighton Centre 11, 12,Granby
13.
A spokesman for Stewart 's record company, Rive
emphasised: "the kids have no need to go to agencies
and pay extra money for tickets".
HOW TO BOOK: London; Postal applications Including an SAE to. BHMF Concerts, c/o Olympia,
Hammersmith Road, London W31. Cheques and
postal orders should be made payable to BHMF
Birmingham: postal applications only to BHMF, PO
Box 4LQ, London WIA 4LQ.

new

members, vocalist Kenny
Andrews and keyboards
player Mike Deacon, will
make their debut appearances with the band
at: Belfast Ulster Hall,
November 30, Porlrush
Arcadia December 1,
Dublin Stardust 2 and
Cork Savoy Theatre 3.
The band, currently In
the singles' charts with
Don't Let It Fade Away',
are also lining up other
British concerts for the
New Year although no
details are yet available.

LEICESTER
BASED rock revivalists Showaddywaddy
release their second 'Greatest Hite' album thin week -' and
Arista Records are making their blgge t ever marketing
campaign to promote It. 'Greatest Hlla ls7a-79' la the follows,
up loShowaddywaddy'sOreatestHlts'releaeed at Chrstmv
1078, The new 12 -track album Includes 'You Got What It
Takes', 'When', 'Danctn' Party', and 'I Wonder Why' .., as
well se the current hit 'Pretty Little Angel Eye.'. (see review
on album pages).
The marketing campaign to spearheaded by a two week
national TV campaign with excerpt.. from four of their songs
Showaddywaddy are currently on a major tour, climaxing
In a home town gig at Leicester's De Montfort Flail on
December l9,

-

1

Doomed tour
REFORMED PUNK group the Doomed, with three of the
four original members of the Damned in their line-up, are to
play a short British and Irish tour before Christmas
And the gigs are to include two special Xmas gigs
one In
their home town of Croydon
Full dates are; Portrush Arcadia November 29. Belfast
Pound 30, Cork Arcadia December 2, Dublin MacGonati Us
3; Liverpool Erics 8, Manchester Russell Club n, Aberdeen
Ruffles 14, Edinburgh Clouds 15, Birmingham Barbarellas
19, London Electric Ballroom 21, Croydon Greyhound 24.

-

Eagles single

e

AFTER

A long s0ence Weet Coast_out(It Use Eagles are to
release a new single
And the latest offering from the American superstars Is to
have a Christman flavour! .'Please Come Flame For
Christmas'. available Ina Ml colour bag front Bile Friday,
was written In the fifties by Californian bluesman Charles
Brown and Gene Redd and recently re-recorded by the

J

Eagles In Miami.

AND RATS

IRISH chart - toppers the Boomtown Rats have added
the stuffing to their 'Seasonal Turkey' tour . , with
an extra London concert before Christmas.
In addition to their concert at the Hammersmith
Odeon on December 7, which apparently sold out
within hours, the Rats also play there on December tt
the last date of their current tour.
The band, led by former freelance journalist Bob
Geldof, recently celebrated their third year In the
business
as well as their first No 1 hit!

And Wings greatest

THE

1

Of Kintyre

RUNAWAYS,

America's most notorious all
- girl group, have replaced
guitarist Vicki Blue with the
unknown 21 . year -old Laurie
McAllister (pictured above).
a

The band have also signed

new

contract

with

Phonogram International for
Europe, with a new album

'And

AN ALBUM of Wings' "greatest songs" will be released in
December.
covers their
'Wings Greatest' released on December
history from 1971 to 1978. There will be 12 tracks on the album
Including 'S1ilv Love Songs'. 'With A Little Luck', Band On
The Run , 'Hi HI Hl', 'Let 'Ern In', Jet' and of coarse.,, 'Mull

LIZ.ZY
SPECIAL

Albertós.follow,up

.

Now

,The

RunawaysL due out before the
end of the year.
There are no plans as yet
for a Brftlah deal or Br1tLh
release of the album, The
Runaways were "dropped"
by Phonogram UK after two
albums last year.

MANCUNIAN HUMOURISTS Alberto, Y Loot Trios
Paranoias are to follow the success of their maxi - single,
'Heads Down No Nonsense Mindless Boogie,' with a short pre
-Christmas tour.
The Alberto., who recently shocked the News Of The World
with the Inclusion of a four letter word on the single; then
bared all for a best - selling men's magazine, will be
promoting material from their latest album 'Sklte'.
They play the following December dates: Bath University
1, Sheffield Top Rank 3, Oldham Civic Hall 4, Derby
Assembly Rooms 7, Newcastle University 8, Glasgow Strath.
clyde University 0, St Andrews University 10. Edinburgh
Tiffany's 11, London the Venue 13, Cardiff Top Rank 17,
Exeter Roots Club 18, Plymouth Woods Club 19.
'Juan Lopez' Is the band's new single, released this week.
The Alberto, describe It as "a last ditch attempt to gain the

acceptance of the John Denver market"
And they added: "We've decided to come clean and go
back to slacks and pullovers... with a disco beat of course.

THIN LIZZY are to play a London concert at Rain.
mersmlth Odeon on December 17, supported by Irish
band the Undertones,

It will be Lizzy's "Christmas special", and their
last Ilve gig before they go Into the studio early next
year to record a new album. Tickets priced from E2.501
fo t4, are available now.
Pictured above is Llzzy's Phil Lynott with the
MIS Argentina, 19
triumphant Miss World 1978
year -old Silvana Suarez after the competition last
week. Lynott was one of the star Judges at the event
which reached a TV audience of nearly 20 million

- -

-

L

A fantastic tour and
agreat-new album 'For
The Sake Of Love'

,t c...

featuring Isaacs very
special rendition of `Just
The Way You Are' and
hot disco cuts `Zeke The
Freak; and `Shaft II'.
!

1poinor
met" Cassette

a
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GILLAN

T{AVE you heard the one
bo
the American to
London who had his cars
stolen from Inside hie

OILL.AN: after a mini tour of Ireland the band play the
following December dates: Oxford Polytet nla December t,
8t Albano Venue 2, Southampton Unlverslty 0, London Manic
Machine 7, Birmingham Aston University 8, Maidstone
Techrdcal College 16

car/

The red-faced
victim was Boston
-born
Rick Ocasek of American

band

the Cars

currently

--

War stolen
Wow Warners are offering a reward
Ring
Dave Jarrett on 01-484
3282.

D AVID JONANSEN

the

high in
singles charts with 'My
Beat Friend's Girl'.
And the 'Cars' that
went missing were the
flnlehed tapes for the new
Car album . , the only
ones to existence.
Ocasek had left his car
outside London nightclub
Dingwall last week,
when his briefcase
Contnining the tapes

LINDISFARNE

RICH KIDS: Wolverhampton Polytechnic November
Went Bunton PavWon 26.

25,

PENETRATION
PENETRATION: following the success of their first album'
'Moving Targets' Penetration are touring next month'
Wolverhampton Lafayette Club December I, Birmingham
Mayfair Ballroom 2, Croydon Greyhound 8, Norwich St
Andrews Hall 5, Derby Kings Hall 7 Middlesbrough Town
Hall 8, Manchester Mayflower 9, Cambridge Corn Exchange
15. London Thames Polytechnic 16, Newcastle City Halt 18
SUPERCHARGE: Birmingham- 1larbarellos December 1.
London Thames Polytechnic 2. London Marquee 3. Chlppenham RAF Station 7, Hampstead Westfield College 8.
London Chelsea College 0, Fulham Golden Lion 10, Durham
New College 12, Preston Polytechnic 13, St Andrews
University 14. Dundee Technical College 15, Dumfries
Stagecoach Hotel 17, Blackpool Technical College 18.
Plymouth Metro 20. Bristol Granary 21, Newport Village
Bowl 22. Dudley JBs 23, Leeds Fforde Green 24. Liverpool
Erica 26, Redcar Coatham Bowl 9. London Music Machine 31

LINDISF ARNE: final
December

added date

8

Salford

University,

THE BISHOPS
THE BISHOPS: whose single h Want Candy'

Is hovering
around the lower reaches of the charts, play the following
dates: Nottingham Boat Club November 22. Cm-entry
Lnchester PolyteccnIc 24, London School of Economic. 25,
Newcastle University December I. Maidstone Art College 9,
Hull College 12, Harrow. Polytechnic 13. lAndon Them.
Polytechnic 18. Salsbury College Of Further Education 26,
Middlesborough Rock Garden 22 Scarborough Penthouse 20

MATUMBI
MATUMBI:

as previously reported, the Britton reggae hand
support Peter Tosh on his forthcoming tour starting at
Manchester Apollo on December I

THIS HEAT
THIS HEAT; London Goldsmiths School Of Art November :o,
London institute Of Education December I London
Basement December 9.

THE LURKERS

THE LURKERS. London Electric Ballroom f two shows
pm and 7

30 pm

1

December 10.

-S

B EAVER
BEAVER: London Western Counties November
London The Kensington December 5,

22

and

23,

WILD ANGELS: Bretton Hall College December 8, Sunderland Polytechnic 9, Twickenham Technical College 16,

CYGNUS
CYGNUS: Edinburgh Herlot Watt University November 28,
Edinburgh Ital Club 30, Sunderland Polytechnic December 2,
Cardiff Top Rank 5, Manchester Mayflower 7: Dunstable
California Ballroom 9, Liverpool Erie's 11. West Runlon
Pavilion 15, London Rainbow 16 and 17 (supporting
Dlllinger), Edinburgh Tlffanys le, St Austell New Cornish

Riviera Club

9

DEADRINGER

THE

TROGGS; Edinburgh Herlot Walt University
December 8, Sunderland Pslytechnlc-9, London, Greyhound
14. 15, 16 and 17, Basildon Sweeney'sDisco 19

DEADRINGER:'Londoit Golden Won November 23, London
Kensington 24. Southend Shrimpers 26, London Queen Mary
College December lsl,

90 DEGREES INCLUSIVE

GENERATION X

DEGREES INCLUSIVE: Bath Academy Of Art December
Sterling University 6, Aberdeen College Of Commerce 7,
Hamilton Bell College 8, Edinburgh College Of Art 9, Harrow
Leisure Centre 13, Canterbury College Of Art H. Drogheda
The Gem 18,Dubiln McGonnagles 19, Portrush Arcadia 20.
Belfast Pound Club 21 and 22, ark Arcadia Downtown
90
1,

Camous

-

LURKERS

WRITZ
WRITZ: Exmouth Royal College December

29

THE TROGGS

'n' Keef Jack Good back
with 'Oh Boy'
-

12 and 19 -

WILD. ANGELS

ROLLING STONES Keith
Richards may have to appear
in court again on the charge
of possessing heroin.
For the Provence of Ontario have appealed against
hat they describe as
"lenient treatment" given to LEGENDARY PRODUCER Jack '6,5 Special' Good Is
the gm tarlat in a Toronto to recreate his famous early sixties TT/ show 'Oh Boy'
court last month.
on the London stage In January.
Richards was given a
Good, who produced the smash hit musical 'Elvis'
year's suspended sentence
will be
still running at London's Astoria Theatre
play
a
concert
to
and ordered
a series of Sunday
for the blind But the sen- running the stage presentation as
so far are,on
tence hug since been concerts at the Astoria..The four planned
criticised in the Canadian January28, February 4, 11 and 18. , the nights when
Parliament
'Elvis' won't be playing.
And former sex Pistol Sid
The original 'Oh Boy' was one of the pioneer rock 'n'
Vtcbue appeared In the New
on British TV, and the new version
York supreme court today roll programmes the non-stop music" of the original.
"alms
to recreate
to plead guilty
ITueadav)
The line-up will Include members of the 'Elvis' cast,
or not guilty to a charge of
murdering his girlfriend as well as guest artists and rock 'n' roll groups.

-

REGGAE SPECTACULAR

B LAZER BLAZER

SUPERCHARGE

ELVIS COSTELL.O is to follow his London Christmas shows with a full British
tour In January.
With hie third album 'Armed Forces' scheduled for release on January 5,
Elvis and the Attractions begin a 30 - date British tour Just after Christmas
their first UK foray since the 'This Year's Model' tour last spring.
The tour begins on December 27 at the Brighton Top Rank following their
seven night stint at the Dominion Theatre, Tottenham Court Road, London.
Support acts' on both the Dominion gigs and the tour will be John Cooper
Clarke and Richard Hell and the Voldolds.
As a special bonus to Costello fans, Radar have Included free with the Initial
pressing a three - track EP recorded live at Hollywood High School during
Elvis's third American tour last June. The tracks are 'Alison', 'Accidents Will
,
Ha
r', and 'Watching The Detectives'.
Track listing for 'Armed Forces' Is: Side One: 'Accidents Will 'Happen'
'Senior Service': 'Oliver's Army'; 'Big Boys'; 'Greed Shirt'; 'Party Girl'. Side
Twc: 'Goon Squad'; 'Busy Bodies'; 'Sunday's Best'; 'Moods For Mode .is';
'Chemistry Class'; 'Two Little Hitlers'.
Dates are: Brighton Top Rank December 27, Portsmouth Guildhall 28, Bath
Pevillion 29 Canterbury Odeon 30, Oxford New Theatre 81, Hemel Hempstead
Pavilion January' 2, Ipswich Gaumont 4, Birmingham Odeon 5, Derby
Assembly Rooms 8, Liverpool Empire 7, Manchester Free Trade Hall 8,
Bradford St Georges Hall 9, Newcastle City Hall U, Glasgow Apollo Centre 12,
Aberdeen'Capitol 18, Dundee Calyd Hall 14, Edinburgh Odeon 15, Carlisle
Market Hall 18, Preston Guildhall 17, Sheffield City Hall 18, Stoke Victoria Hall
19, Leedc University 20, Coventry Theatre 21, Leicester De Montfort Hall 22,
OJdkarr: Civic Hall 23, Taunton Odeon 25, Exeter University 28, Cardiff Sophia
Gardens 27, Biistol Locarno 28, Southampton Gaumont 29.

.

77 Club November 2a,
York
Revolution December in. Wakehetd Technical
College re,
teed. Royal Park Hotel 23. Bemsley Centenary Rain
31

REGGAE RF.OULAR: fresh from their tour supporting the
Boomtown Rats play the following date.; London Music
sic
Mechnic November 2.3, Newcastle University 24, Sunderland
Polytechnic 25.

RICH KIDS

ND ALBU

STRANGEWAYS: Nuneaton

han changed his gig from Manchester
Mayflower to Manchester Factory on November 2e.

London Marquee 8.

AN ALBUM containing a string of (our -letter words enclosed
In a sleeve of disgusting tastelessness.
That's the festive offering from Virgin Reef .rds.
The album is the third from former TV comedy duo Peter
Conk and Dudley Moore, under the pseudonym of Derek and
Clive. 'Ad Nauseam' released this week (see cover above) Is
described by a Virgin spokesman as: "The filthiest thing
we've ever brought up."

STRANGEWAYS

DAVID JOHANSEN-

BLAZER BLAZER: Great Yarmouth Star And Garter
November 23, Leeds TrInl[y 24, York Revolution 2s, Sheffield
Penthouse 27, ftalesowen Tlffnnys 30, Burton on Trent 70
Club December 1, Halifax Good Mood 2, Brentwood Hermit
Club 4, London Windsor ('ache s, Norwich Boogie House 7,

EV1S TOU

Sid

1

Tom

are
missing

?Cars

5

23

GENERATION X: have changed their gig at Manchester
Mayflower on December 15 to Manchester Factory on
November 27 They also add Leeds Brannigans on December
U, Dunstable California Ballroom 12, Colchester Woods
Le sure Centre I3.

PERE UBU

H AREM SCAREM

PERE UBU. added date Chelmsford Chancellor Hall
December 3

HAREM SCAREM Fulham -Golden Won November 21,
Exeter Lucifers 29, London Rock Garden December 1,
Romford Rabbits 2, Wrexham .lolly Tavern 6, Reading
Target 8, Dingwalls Coritden Town Il, Oxford Corn Dolly 12,
Stevenage The Swan It, Liverpool Sportsman 17.

JOHNNY RUBBISH

TIGER ASHBY

ROCK'AGAINST RACISM

TIGER ASHBY: Middlesex Polytechnic November

24, Hello
field New Centre 27, Nottingham College December 15,
Nottingham Sandpiper 10, Bishops Stortford Triad 26, London Swan Hamme rsmlth 30

JOHNNY RUBBISH: supports Pere llbu at the London
Electric Ballroom November 28 He also supports Japan And
Edge at the London Lyceum, November 26
ROCK AGAINST RACISM: promote their [Irst official 'anti.
racism /
-sexism" gig at Brighton Polytechnic on
November 25 with Misty, The Piranhas and black female
band Reality. More Joint "political awareness" gigs are
planned for the near -future

.0

THE STOPS

THE STOPS: the new wave band from Hull who supported
the Rich Kids on their last tour playy. London Windsor Caetla
November 28, Bshops Storlford Triad 29 The band, recently
signed to Black Bear Records, will be touring in ,their own
right In December

DP'S

Dye: Nottingham Sandpiper No. emitter 21

More news on page 6

Nancy Sponges.

SOMETIMES

I FEEL 5SO LOW
ALTERNATIVES'
SINGLE'PIC BAGBLUE VINYL. LIMITED ED. FROM `OBSCURE
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OLDFIELD'S

Nos
FORMER

punk comedian
Johnny Rohl-Mill enter. Into
the festive spirit with his new

-

a

TOUR

Tempehin, an early associate
of the Eagles, has new single
a version of the Eagles
recorded 'Peaceful Easy
Feeling'
out this week
taken from debut solo album
'Jack Tempchln' on Arista
SPECIAL rush -released 12th
version of Village People's
`San Francisco ('You've Got
Mel'. already an American
disco hit, out this week "by
nubile demand",
-

-

-

WHILE the )Mk. re-release
their Christmas disc, 'Father
Christmas , this week. First
released In December 1977,
It's coupled this 'time with
'Prince Of The Punks'.

Jingle

THE Shadows new single, out

ROLLER LES

FIRST British single from
"Belgium's answer to John FIRST Genesis live set,
Otway' Tens Cooler, out 'Genesis Live', to be rethis week on Big Bear issued by Charisma next
Records. 'Honeybee' will month at special price of
have an edition o1 10.000 In L3.25. Album first out In 1073,
Bruasel Sprout Green vinyl was superseded by 'Seconds
and touter la expected to Out' live set but now once
visit to promote the disc.
again in demand.

'Shadow to The Street'.

Friday,

this

hit

of

an

Is

In-

'Evita'

GRATEFUL Dead bring out DECCA's 'Blue Roots' series
their first album since last continues with Volumes %
year's 'Terrapin Station' on (British r'o'b), 7 (Savoy
December 1, 'Shakedown Brown) and 6 (John Mayan)
Street', to be released all out at the end of the
simultaneously. In Britain and month.
the US,

was produced

by

Little Feat's Lowell George NEW releases on small labels
Album' completion wan this week include the first
apparently the reason for
postponement of the Dead's
British concerts until next
year.

from Mettle Records, Tony
Hayes'

Home To

second single 'Rockln' On.
Down The Line' from teenage
rockabllly band Gina and the
Rockln' Rebels, and 'Take It

NEW LP from long - serving
American outfit the Outlaws
entitled 'Playan' To Win'
released on November 24

-

'Coming

You', Alligator Records

-

UI Away' from City Records'
all -girl band Girls School
(who appear at the London

Music Machine on December
giants
Earth Wind h Flre, with 51.
'Greatest Hits' album out
(see albums pages) release
re-recorded vet !don of
'September' as a single on TAJ MAHAL. American
December L
blues artist and long stranger to Britain,
LATEST Gladys Knight and time
the Pips single, 'Do You Hear will be making a one - off
What I Hear', backed with appearance at the Londo Y'
'Gospel Medley', released on Rainbow on December 11,
December3.,
are available now.

AMERICAN funk

Taj date

,

QUITS

McKeown has been replaced by South African
singer Duncan Faure. And last night McKeown
claimed: "They just couldn't stomach my wild life. If
you're a star you've got to live like one."
23 -year -old McKeown earlier this year "walked
out" on the group during an American tour after
undisclosed "rows" with the rest of the group. He
later told a newspaper that he'd been offered the
chance to buy himself out of his Rollers' contract for

20

£250,000.

The Bay City Rollers, currently more successful in
America than In Britain, are already rehearsing with
Faure. Their management denied McKeown's claims
that he'd been sacked.
Said a spokesman: "He left because he couldn't get
on with the rest of the group."
Now McKeown. who plans to form his own group, is
intending to see solicitors to protect his royalties
from the Rollers' records sales.

Muddy with Eric
LEGENDARY blues artist Muddy Waters is to appear as a special guest on the forthcoming Eric

Clapton tour.
And the 'Hoochie Coochle' man la also to headline a
at the Rainbow
London concert In his own right
Theatre on December 8. Muddy will be appearing
with his own six - piece band in his first London
concert since last summer.
The Eric Clapton tour begins in Glasgow this
Friday (November 24).

...

Extra Elkie shows
extra
SINGER Elkie
-

shows at
Brooks Is to play two
due to
the London Dominion Theatre in December
public demand.
shows
'on
announced
With her two previously
December 10 and 11 already sold out Elkie will also
be playing two matinee shows (at 7.00pm) on the
same days, with the second performance then
beginning at 9.30pm,
Tickets for the extra shows are available now.

Streetband on the road
---- rum

FE6TIYAL'7B fEATVE?In..lTHE 5Es11_:
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AiC
"Lamm
Nfd
AyaLO.
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Abo Non Stop ELVIS VIDEO E%HIIITIONI "Glen, Soo..n,r Stand.
IPrndom dimes from New ytekli ELVIS DISCO
licensed 5.,. -Food Auell.bls - Soborbvt. Giant Raffle
Sunday 10th December
1 am-I.
e,s,
Doors Open 12 noon
THE LOCAR NO HURST STREET, BIRMINGHAM
Tickets G SO Advance. ar ECM on Door
Amite/de from T,. Lararno, by ratans or pasting SAE end PO to
(Ms Show, e/o Locsmo.
Also from the DIek.ry Srom.prere finest. Bletnte,phern. T.L two
Sanday

mi 643 UN 0/021122 WA
Ihh December

TiffANT's. 61
nok.e. 13.0

Doors Open 12 noon

1

pm

1-» em

NEW BRIDGE STREET. OPP CENTRE HOTEL.

NEWCASTLEUPONTVNE

by calling or

.e,Why SAE b PO to EMN Shore- GM
Tiffany*,
Aleo from the Second Time Around. a Badon Lene. South Shields
Tel Eno 0631 SEMIS 6/2116
PLEASE ROTE! Under tee w Pdn* mail on day of Mow only
Al
Tale. Me be .veYbts en door on dal of More en ell donee
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FEATURES EDITOR
Sheila Prophet

The band have also been spending the last two
weeks putting the finishing touches to their debut,
'
album 'London' scheduled for February release.
Confirmed Jour dates are: Sheffield Totley College
December 5, London Marquee 6, Wimbledon Arts

NEWS EDITOR
John Shearlaw

CHIEF SUB

John Wishart

ART EDITOR
Jon Fre'win

IN BRIEF
THE

Clash have cancelled two concerts at

Glasgow Strahthclyde
University on December
4 and 5 after the band
realised that the shows
"wouldn't be open to non -students union members". A public licence
had been applied for but

reportedly wasn't

Information

on

(and updated) 28 - page
Small Labels Catalogue.
If you've wondered where
to get those obscure and
elusive records .. . look
no further. The relevant
November Issue Is out
now
price 40p.

BRITISH Eurovision

Song Contest winners in
1961, the Allisons, staging
a

comeback

this year

with 'The Allisons Sing
Christmas,' a 33 - track
album described as "the

biggest Yule tide feast
ever". The brothers are
also planning a tour next
year.
LONDON - born 'singer
Tina Charles, who hit
with 'I Love To Love' and
others, a recent winner in
the World Popular Song
Festival In Japan.
Singing 'Love Rocks'
Tina scooped the 'Grand
Prix' Award.

LIVERPOOL Romeo and
Juttets is the fitting venue
for a post - Christmas
be

held there on December
28. The "event" runs all
day. including a session
Of Beatles films (with a
rare showing of 'How I
Won The War' starring
John Lennon). Tickets
are £5 from: The Beatles
Appreciation Society, 15,
Telegraph Street. Staf-

Centre 7, Hatfield Polytechnic 8. Manchester
Polytechnic 9, Plymouth Woods Club 12, Exeter
Routes Club 13, Bristol Granary 14, Dudley JH's 15,
Bewbridge Institute 17, Swansea Circles 18, Leeds
Brannigans 28, Sheffield Limit 21, Cleveland ford. Further In"
formation from Stafford
Klrkle vington Country Club 21.
48069.
More dates will be added later.

SERVICES DEPT
EDITOR
Susanne Garrett

-

the

missing gear to Guy
Ponsord on 01 - 226 9156.

EDITORIAL
Tim Loft
Robin Smith
Chris Westwood

LATEST edition of rock
magazine Zigzag contains their invaluable

operational. Band are
hoping to resbhedule'
Glasgow concerts at BRITISH premiere of the
.alternative venue as soon Kiss movie 'Kiss Meet
The Phantom Of The
as possible.
Dark' goes ahead at the
end of the month.
LONDON - based new Selected local release
band the Magnets face a expected in the new year.
bleak future after having
L3000 = worth of gear
stolen In Bradford last FORMERLY with Small
week. The band play Wonder Records, cult
London Dingwails on artist Patrik Fitzgerald
November 27, which (currently supporting the
according to 'their Jam on their British tour)
manager "may be the has signed to Polydor,
last gig before we're with an album and single
forced to disband". Any expected early next year.

RABID toast munchers Streetband take to the road in, Beatles' Convention to
December.

ASSISTANT EDITO2

Rosallftd Russell

-

LES McKEOWN: walked out

FORMER -Tartan terrors the Bay City
Rollers have parted company .with the
group's vocalist Les McKeown ...
because he's "too wild".

Top

EDITOR

¡ALF MARTIN

Oldfield, whose new album 'Incantations' Is
at
reviewed on page 24, will play slit concerts In all
three separate venues.
The season begins at the Royal Festival Hall
scene of Oldfleld's last public appearance, at a 'Save
The Whale' benefit with David Bedford this summer
on April 21, with two shows aí6.15 pm and 9 pm. He
follows with one show .per night at the Wembley
Conference Centre on April 25 and 26, and one show
per night at the Wembley Arena on April 28 and 29.
At this early stage tickets are not yet available by
personal application, but can be obtained by post
from: 'Mike Oldfield Box Office', c/o Andrew Miller.
la Craven Terrace, London, W2. Prices are Wembley
Arena; 14.25, f3.50 and £2.75, Wembley Centre: £5, L4,
£3 and £2, Festival Hall; £5, f4.25. í3.50, f2.75 and
£1.20. Applicants should enclose a cheque or postal
order to Mike Oldfield Box Office.
It's stressed that the tickets will not be despatched
until.January 1979.

-

strumental versión of 'Don't
Cry For Me Argentina'
first played by Hank Marvin
on the original cast recording

US

1429'

been announced.

Bells'/'Hokey

Cokey'.

time: 01-836

'Evening: 01-8La

'

DETAILS OF the London concerts by best
selling composer Mike Oldfield, reported
in Record Mirror two weeks.ago, have now

.

REGGAE label Greensleeveº RUDE English reggae star
have launched a new "lover's Judge
Dread, a former
rock" label, known as Cool wrestler.
has seasonal
Rockers. First release le collection entitled
'Silhouettes' from London Dread's Greatest :Judge
band Cygnus. Other released this week. ItHits'
inGreensleeves new reggae cludes such memorable and
Include a Keith Hudson 12", "banned by the BBC" hits as
'Bloody Eves', and similar 'Big Six' and 'Up With The
from Ranking Joe and the Cock'. Also out from the
Steppers. 'The Hotter Claps Judge is his Christmas single
Clap Them'
FORMER Honies vocalist
Allan Clarke back with new
American =recorded album -1
Wasn't Born Yesterday' out
next week on Aura Records.

JTELEPHONE
4522

SINGER/songwriter Jack

*Santa's Alive' fin
collaboration with the Flee
Jesuit Brothers)
on
November 24.

Contain.

trlog

APRIL

RELEASES
mingle

flor

NEWS from Skrewdriver
camp indicates the group
have not split up, and are
about to undertake a

short British tour.
Meanwhile they support
Slade at Manchester
Mayflower Club on

Assistant
Chris Duyt

I
,

CONTRIBUTORS
Jim Farber
Mike Gardner
Steve Gett
Philip Hall
James Hamilton

Andy Johnson
Susan Kluth
Marilyn Laverty
Mark Manning
Kelly Pike
Fred Rath
Paul Sexton
Geoff Travis

Robbie Vincent
PHOTOGRAPHEW3
Steve Emberton
Mitch Kearney

November 26.

FORMER Bonzo Dog
Band insplrator Vivian

Stanshall continues his
comeback with gigs át
London LSE Theatre on

December

1

Rawlinson

End',

and

2,
Stanshall also released
new album 'Sir Henry At

month.

last

BEGGARS BANQUET,
whose artists include the
Lurkers and the infamous
Ivor Biggun, will now
have product distributed
and

licensed by WEA.
First release under the
new deal will be Biggun's

-

"The Winker's Album",
out this week.

MANAGING
DIRECTOR
Jack Hutton

PUBLISHING
DIRECTOR
Mike Sharman
ADVERTiSEMEN
MANAGER
Alan Donaldson
ADVERTISEMENT'
PRODUCTION
Michael Hitch
TELEPHONE
SALES MANAGEI
Eddie Fitzgerald

New venue, the Check In,
opening at Altrincham,

near Manchester this
month plans to feature

new wave and reggae and
local bands each week_
CapacityIs 300 and ad. mission will be kept low.
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yoú got acquainted with The Stranger' you'll find a lasting
friendship on '52nd Street'
`52nd Street' is the name of Billy Joel's new album, and it's got
everything you've come to expect from him. Caustic, incisive
lyrics. Melodies that linger forever. Subtle blends of light and
shade, thát derive from all kinds of musical styles yet retain the
magic and individuality of Billy Joel.
Explore '52nd Street' the new album from Billy. Joel.

If

83181
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.
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`1
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1

`52nd Street' includes the.single 'My Life.
1

Produce}i by Phil Ramone

7
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MIKE'OLD'FIELD cuddles,
kisses and caresses everyone
in sight. Flowers start
bloóming afresh in' Highgate
Cénietéiy-and-bunny; rabbits

I
4

blink at the celebrated corpse
anglais giving piggy back
rides to stunned scribe
ROBIN SMITH.
Slabstick pics'by
JILL' FURMANOVSKY.

put their waterships down -to

-

z

.

'd

HAVE á slight prób}ern,'On á}3e cord;á y11 see that
we'vé billed MIKE OLDFIELD in gehlk us lettering.
Cleverly s=iisptiejng that the articl a*eiitten by me.

yqu obviously coüldn't Wait tó turn

Afte r al1, It á
yeiza that Ot leldkut esd
you want to know about the new 1 m and what h&a
Hut you oan't aliHayc &et what=tweed , : Oldbeld d
deems

i

Up1
T? 1Ya

.

.

ae

mM

ttltytl5ure.

má11 a+ny.
_ C_rnor
e-fllelly Mened

rVtyWaY, 2 think youU agree
U*plctures are Pretty
me on hie hack. taken lretir my bNmtLlder 8D Cue hoe lines crud
resent M' 1tappY.Day W 7Ndke O t ñu ld
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one
; contains
of.continüous funk!
: 23 minutes
(U.S. Disco mixes
(Theme Song frorti), Which Way is Up
What You Waitin' For
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Put Your

a
am
Money

WWI
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AMC"+t3+ar

..r

Galaxy

Side two includes

.

The

Where Your Mouth Is
Car Wash

such classics as:
Drift Away - DOBIE GRAY
Clapping Song- SHIALEYELLIS

Walkin' In The Rain With The One I Love
LOVE UNLIMITED

AND MANY MORE!
DowntownDisco Party Nights

coming to your town soon
lotsa wveaways: records, badges, hats, balloons etc.

MCA RECORDS
1

Great Pulteney Street, London

W111

3FW

9

10
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OLDFI[LD AGAIN
one M your half-hour

tnlervleers, for this tucked
away Ina office little
gentleman Virgin Reenests
have decided to spend the week
taking Interviewers and
victim to various exotic locations
around Landon by Bentley
(dammit, you said It was going
to be a Rolls). I'm given a choice
between the I ,cmdnn Dungeon. the
Tower of London and Highgate
Cemetery. Fancying a bit of frearl
air, I pick the latter.
"Hello, I'm Mike Oldfield, Tm
very famous I made 'Tubular
Bells' you know."Oldfleld cuddles
me and .118 the photographer,
before setting back on the
luxurious seat, humming noisily to
himself. The first thing you notice
about the man is his eye... They're
an Intense, smokey blue colour
and he can fix you with a two
minute blink free stare.
We break the ice by discussing
our childhood In Reading. I still
live there. while Oldfield was
clever enough to move out.
i well remember my
headmaster being a really vicious
brute," he says. "He had a
selection of canes and each one
had a name. To be a teacher
you've got lobe a part-time
sadist They really do seem to
like all that whipping.
"Ube gave you the cane you
weren't meant to show any
emotion. If your upper lip didn't
tremble at all, he used to give
you a sweet and say 'stout fellow,
you're a real man well done'.
All that time you had this primal
scream of agony inside you.
wanting to burst out. Shall I
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demonstrate?"

Yes please.
'
Aaaaaaaaarghhhhhhhheeeeee.'
The noise is ear splitting and
the chauffeur takes a sudden
swerve to the right in terror.
Oldfield looks pleased with himself
and continues.
"There was no freedom at
school. I left at 15 because they
ordered me to get my hair cut.
I couldn't stand it, my hair was
so beautihrl'and they wanted to

cut it all off."
Oldfield smiles and gives my
shoulder a squeeze. I'm beginning
to get worried.
At last we arrive at the
cemetery, home of Karl Marx and
other famous persons. There's a
section, closed to the public, but
we head for It anyway.
"I-want a juicy bone," says
Oldfield.
I pursue him up a leafy track
past decaying tombs. The trees
blot out the sun and Oldfield is
nowhere to be found. At last he
emerges, casually walking down a
path.
"It's so peaceful here," he says.
"Can't you feel the presence of
so many people around you."
God, he's using that eerie stare
again. So I hustle him across the
road where It's more open.

"I used to be shy and boring",
used to be an old
he says.
hippy. Some people might call my

"I
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One great man to another?
a piggy back and for five minutes
he carries me round the
graveyard. Perilously he

negotiates a steep hillside.
"My initial encounters with girls
weren't very successful," he says,
"I used to make them hate me. I
was the victim of a repressive
childhood. My mother's dead but
my father's still alive. Everything
seemed to be going fine till the age
of five."
I try to spur film on to explain
further, but he just looks at me and
stares. It's nearly time for lunch
so we head back for the car.
"I want to buy a Lear jet, I'll be
able to afford one in the next four
years. I'm not a millionaire, most
of my money has been ploughed
Into my studio and house. You
know. I really would have loved
to join the Red Arrows flying

music boring and I think they're
right. 'Incantations' lm't very
much different from 'Tubular
Hells'. I've just been playing
around In my studio again.
Non-plussed I search desperately
for more questions.
Ahem ... you seem to be more
extrovert these days Mike.
M well, I've been on this
team."
course called 'Exegesis'. It costs
We park outside a plush
(B5. You sit in a room for a day
Hampstead restaurant. Oldfield
while a person talks to you. You're
spies
a shop selling Illuminated
only allowed a few breaks and
mirror things and other nick
It helps you relate to the world.
nacks.
Like a kid, he rushes over
you
in
are
It makes you realise
to buy some. A little earlier in
control of yourself '
he spotted a gold watch
the
week
a
bit
more
explain
ask
him
to
I
in a Bond Street window and
but he won't. He just leaps in the
without the bat of an eyelid dashed
air, stretches out his arms like
off a cheque for something like
wings and makes a noise like a
(2,5011. He also owns a Maserati,
jet. He lands near Karl Marx's
all of which leads me to
statue and stares Intensely at the
believe that he's ocher than he
bronzed head.
says.
But back to the ladles.
like
"I want to have a monument
I'm no longer shy with girls,"
that some day," he says. "Perhaps he says.
"I have a whole string
the inscription will read 'I'm Mike
of them coming down to visit me.
Oldfield you know, I made
They seem to stay about three
'Tubular Hells'.' I got the idea
weeks and they leave. I have a
when I sat down at the organ one
macaw at home, three dogs and a
day. I took the tape to On. and
cal that dribbles."
they said It wouldill make any
Mike decided to get married
money."
recently. It lasted two weeks
We head for a selection of less
before he wanted a divorce.
impressive graves.
"I'm what you could call totally
"When I die I want to be eaten
irresponsible. My philosophy is
by the lovely ladies on 'Top Of The
that regardless of what happens.
Pops'," he says. "I want to have
everything is perfect. You're
them crawling over my body,
perfect, Tm perfect and even
licking and sucking at me. I want
somebody who can't see is perfect.
them to dribble all over me as
U you go around thinking like
they chew my fine white flesh
that, then you have no problems,"
Oldfield enquires U I'd like

-

Are you mad, Mike?
"How can I be mad U everything
is perfect? What does eccentric or
mad mean anyway? I will a lot
of things to happen, you know. I
willed 'Tubular Bells' to be a
success. I willed that 'Hergest
Ridge' would be boring. I like
people to hate me, then to like

a.
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me."

Pause for an interruption by an

Italian Waiter.

"I

hear you are something to do

with museeec. I write leerics
myself they come from the heart.

Sometimes the leerics they do not

fit."

Mike joins in a vocal duet with
the waiter.
"Someday I want a really great
love song," Oldfield continues. "I

conjured my wife up, she was like
a vision of the Goddess Diana.
I shall dedicate it to her,"
I ask him if his bizarre attitude
is cultivated.
"No, I'm just behaving like I
did when I was three. It was a
very happy time for me. I'm just
not being repressed anymore."
Pause for a further interruption
from the lady from the mirror
shop. She tells Mike his purchases

will

'1

5.

1:

be sent to his home by

Securicor.
My gosh, you do stare at people
don't you," she twitters. "But your
eyes are very appealing. Are you
somebody famous?"
"Hello, I'm Mike Oldfield, I
was responsible for 'Tubular

l

Bells'."

"Oh gosh, really.I never know

what to say when

I meet

celebrities,"
Oldfield proceeds to smother her
hands in kisses before pulling back
her sleeve and doing the same to
her arm, She shivers with passion,
"My what a saucy young
man." she murmurs before
departing.
Phew. we've come to the end of
the story. Before you go Mike.
how can I enrol on that Exegesis
course?

{

'
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RS being carried (Not for the first time ---Ed)
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BONEY M: 'Mary's Boy Child'
(Atlantic). If this isn't number
one within a couple of weeks
of release, I'll be greatly
surprised. I might even put
money on it. This lot have the
market so well taped it fair
takes my breath away. With

and the Xmas market Is an
obvious target. Their delicate
harmonies and light Jamaica
coating has given this the
Midas glow. You'll be sick
of it by the time you're
hanging up your pillow slip
I guarantee it. A sure sign of
a megahit.

S.T.O.P.S.: 'Glad I'm Not
Woman' (Black Bear).
Sounds as though they've
had a couple of good ideas
and tried to match them up

NEIL YOUNG: 'Four Strong

the sure footedness of Abba,
they've cleaned up this year

into one song. The
marriage doesn't really
work, but I liked the
sinister little breaks that

come through every now
and then. Unfortunately it's
not strong enough to carry
the song and it's not helped
by being half way between
a gallop and a canter.

NEO: 'Trans -Sister' (Jet). On

the couple of occasions I
saw Neo, I didn't like them
because 1 thought they were
all aggravation and front with
nothing to back them up.
I'll take it back now. The
aggression has been
transformed into a driving_
front line and they've pulled
together the previously
directionless ideas Into a
cohesive sound. Deserves to do

well.

FUNKADELIC: 'One Nation
Under A Groove (Warner
Brothers). Let me tell you
now that Fm only reviewing
this because you're likely to

buy It by the barrow load,
like your brothers and sisters
in the US of A. I think it's
rubbish. I can't bear all that
messy scat singing and tedious
old bass lines. It bores me to
death. A hit.

BEE GEES:
start the hate
mail now

ñ.
Li,

.

-

Winds' (Reprise). Talking of

bores, here's the cookie to take
them all. That whining drone
drives me to drink. Another
pensive paralyser. Mine's a
gin.

GLORIA MUNDI: 'Glory Of
The World' (RCA). It's about
a thousand times better than
the live performance I saw

(and never forgot). It has the
added advantage of being
shorter than the live show,
which is a relief. Short on
originality but long on brass
neck. Could even be'a hit.

DAVID ESSEX: 'Goodbye
First Love' (Phonogram).

What a load of old cobblers.
I'm not above a bit of sloppy
sentimental romance (quite
like it actually) but this is
soaking wet. Wonder if he's
got shares in Kleenex? I've
never really thought much of
his voice, but this ballad
doesn't tax his voice as much
as some of the other rock
stuff he's attempted. He struck
his niche, but I don't want
to crawl in there with him.

In My Bed'
(Phonogram). Nice clean
1OCC: 'Reds

sound, well scrubbed
production. Lots of tricky little
effects with a faint echo of
Queen -like arrangement. Bút I
don't like Brillo rock and my

-

BONEY M: a No.
brain isn't technically minded
to appreciate all the wonders
of modern studios. Gimme
some DIRT!

SLADE: 'Merry Xmas
Everybody' (Polydor). And
dirt we have. Or grit really.
Not only that, but five year
old grit, cos this first saw
you through the Xmas of '73.
Wonder how many copies they
had left over that they'restill
releasing it :.. A hit of

-

course, but a shame they
couldn't do something new cos
I think they're great.

.

BEE GEES: 'Too Much
Heaven' (RSO ). Get your
Basildon Bond out, prepare to
start your vitriolic who -the.

hell -do -you -think -you -are hate
mail. I don't care. Another
cóntender for the Big Spend
period, but they might not get
Boney M off the top this time.
It's a ballad Ideal scope for
all those tight tr9usered

-

S.T.O.P.S:
sinister
breaks

,

falsetto wobbles - and so
becomes the last record played
at the disco. Save the last
'
dance forme and all that
sort of thing. It's the kiss
'em and leave 'em anthem,
rather than the getting to
know you grind. (I'm
beginning to sound like our
own James Hamilton. Isthis
serious?).

kind of thing you'd spend the
night alone with and get all

CIMARONS: 'Rock Against
Racism Truly' (Polydor), I
don't mind grooving round the
Music Machine to this, but
unless I was on my feet I'd
go to sleep. I might even drop
off standing up listening to
it. Nice though.

Is so brash and blinding.
They're really better to Katcb
live because their aggressive
approach to music is more

mopey. You can book space
to cry on my shoulder.

THE CLASH: 'Tommy Gun'
(CBS). Well I like it a lot
more than I liked 'White Man
In Hammersmith Palais', but
I still think that the vocals
let them down when the music

immediate, but this Isn't a bad
second best. The staccato
bleep they've run through this
song is a lot like a sectional
a Vanilla Fudge song, but

as! don't suppose the Clash
have ever bothered with VF.
It's not likely they ripped it

IAN MATHEWS: 'King Of The
Night' (Rockburgh). The UK's
answer to Neil Young, our
very own somnambulist
singer/songwriter. A pretty
good, song but it's hardly
gonna shake the charts. The ,

off. I think I'll have to live
with it for a while before I
decide to get really
enthusiastic about It. It
doesn't strike right away.
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FATHER ABRAHAM k THE
SMURFS: 'Christmas In
Smurfiand' (Decca), This
must he the biggest thing to
happen at Decca since they
turned down the Beatles... but
wouldn't you like to get your
hands round the throats of
these annoying little squeaky
voiced blobs? And listening to
these squawks going on about
sentimental claptrap. Let me

e'
a_

t

r

ónÉnÁnon,
UIIDER

A

'

everywhere before. And
Lindisfarne don't need to use
lines like that when I know
they're talented enough to
come up with something
better. This Isn't their best, not
even their second best, though
It's got a fairly attractive late
sixties sound about it. Try
again.

1

GROOVE

at them...

'WALTER EGAN : 'Hot
Summer Nights' (Polydor).
Polydor are bringing out a lot
this week. Pack it in chaps.
Anyway. there's a lot to be
said for the element of

fal.ar+4raÁaw and the bwarl.

RACHEL SWEET: 'B -A -B -Y'
(Stiff). This lady is magic.
Her voice is so ... so ... well,
it's great. Listen to her album
and you'll see how versatile
she is. This single is her
Brenda Lee period, a cracker,
and should be a huge hit. I
think she's one of the best

IFMItt

(

-

female singers to emerge in
years and she's got more
guts than the Elide Brooks or
the Julie Covington of this
planet and they have hits.

-

7.

surprise In marketing. And
what could be more surprising
in the middle of the Xmas
stampede than a song about
hot summer nights. I suppose
they're hoping you'll be
looking at next year's holiday
brochures at the time.It's
all right actually, I don't
mind it at all.

-

So,buy it.

CRAWLER: 'Sail On' (Epic).
A fair to middling attempt

KELVIN BLACKLOCK: 'I
Don't Want Our Loving To
Die' (EMI). A young man
with a mildly interesting
background and even more
mildly interesting is that this
was produced by the Rich
Kids' Midge Ure. Even more
amazing is that Robin "Van
Winkle" Smith has wakened
up to point out that this was
a hit for the Herd (remember

t.,t,,..ü

them? Remember Frampton
in 1968? It was a reasonable
song then and it's not bad now.
Well done wee Midge. It might
be a hit.

.,n,

y,

V2: 'Man In The Box' .(TJM).
The intro's pretty lousy, but it
improves. If they cut off that

LINDISFARNE: 'Brand New
Day' (Phonogram). "I've seen
the light of a brand new day"
is a line I've seen somewhere,

,-,

.4-

dirge at the beginning and
zipped straight into the song
I'd have like ita lot more.
They've got a lot of power
and it's an encouraging start
to a career. They've got the
feeling, but they could use
better lyrics. This lot are a
bit duff.

The Jodsons:
Destined
tó Boo le;T:

,
r

;6,,r

'

that features (as always) good
vocals but the rest of the
band could do with vitamin B
shots. Or shots of almost
anything that would keep them
off their bums. I like them
but I don't think they extend
themselves. This just makes
my eyes glaze over. S'all right
if you like having glazed eyes.
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After ten great years
making music, The Jacksons
hit a new peak with their latest
album 'Destiny.'
'Destiny' features the hit single
Blame It On The Boogie' plus seven
11I\\1
more soul stirring tracks that show
\1111t
1,ii
.i,ligi,,
dp,
that the wide-eyed Jacksons
is stronger and more
magic
,q;'
I' Ill
;lli
infectious than ever.
'iol
'Destiny' is in
,f',
Your
ill//
Jl
the record shop.
Find it there today.
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TEY CA
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Square cut or Pere shaped these rockers
won't lose their shape. BARRY CAIN collared
the dope smokin' Ubu tribe in Toronto
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I'd like to give a great big
Toronto welcome to those doyens
of demagogy. those inveterate
veterans of The Different. Pere
Ubu. Yoohoo Ubu!
First, let's say hullo to David
Thomas, singer and co-composer..
lmk at that chateau of a body
(Gasp), that light fingered walk
(Wow), that freshly baked face
( Aaaah! ). Doesn't it make you
want to just die? The man's a
walking Billy Smarts with eyes
that curl away from you like a
fire -eater's moustache. But only
when he talks.
And now let's say a big high to
the rest of the band Tom
Herman. Scott Krauss, Tony
Malmone and Allen Ravensteln
all looking as though they missed

-

-

the 5-45 to Woodstock and have
been waiting for the next bus ever
since.
They're gathered in The
Horseshoe Tavern, Toronto. I still
can't figure out on which side of
the city The Tavern was situated
simply because one part of
Toronto looks very much the same
as another part of Toronto
there's shops next to offices next
to hotels next to homes; there's
roads with cars in: there's people
(but not at night) on the
pavements.
This godforsaken hole is the
most undistinguished metropolis It
has ever been my misfortune to
encounter, No wonder Keef turned
to the white stuff here. It was
either that or make obscene

-

In
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PERE UBU cling to
Cleveland, the spot that
spawned them, nurtured
them, kil ..

ywn' 4u.e`iarmn.

.

telephone calls to the opei'ator
all day for kicks.
The Tavern reflects its mother.
All round tables and freezebox
faces. If they become Ubu
neophytes by the end of the
night then maybe there's hope for
the place.
Thomas and company amble on.
The Big Top looks uncomfortable
In an Ill-fitting suit that covers
his bulky 20 stone frame and six
foot two inches height like a pair
of silk pyjamas on a rhino. His
brow is perpetually creased, but
it's a feigned seriousness, as is the
impassion of his pleas to the
audience.
Thomas is a unique performer.
He looks terribly uncomfortable
on stage as if he realises every
movement, every word is a
hideous faux pas. Yet you know
It's an act. The guy's been doing
It too long for it not to be.

Masterful.
But that's in between 'songs'.
When he actually 'sings' It's for
real. Through the sweat showers
and the pounds of facial flesh
at
comes the Ubu mesmerism
once moribund and about to be

-

born, lachrymose and Joyful.
Unlike their two albums the sound
is fluent. The 'special effects' are
substituted by meticulous
musicianship.
It appears the audience are
diehard Ubu fans anyway, actually
calling out requests. Imagine
shouting 'Life Stinks' or 'Non
Alignment Pact' at your friendly
neighbourhood concert Thomas
realises they have the technology
and capitalises on It by sweating
some more

'

And when It's allover Toronto
t
dies again.
Pere Ubu have been together
for three years with just the
occasional line-up alteration. They
released a number of singles on
their own label. That was followed
by an album 'The Modem Dance'
before they signed a deal with
Chrysalis who have just released
'Dub Housing'.
They toured Britain earlier this
year and got an orgasmic
reception from avant guardian egg
heads with a certain air of
snobbery pervading their ame

licking.
But there was

no doubting

Ubu possessed á morbid sensibility
each track on their album is
like the dismembered victim of a
sex murderer. A leg In the long
grass, a head in the hedge, an
arm near the arch. All mean
nothing until gradually pieced
together on the bloodstained
pathologist's slab. It takes time,
but the cadaver begins to resemble
somebody, somebody you've
known in the past, somebody you
can't quite put a name to,
somebody who might have meant
something. Long ago.
Like they love to hear you say
"Pere Ubu are expanding the
boundaries of expression."
Backstage Thomas sucks grass
fumes from underneath a glass,
up, up Into the wide blue yonder
of his nostrils. Almost immediately
he emits an uninterrupted series
of catapult coughs that renders
him incapable. His face puffs up,
turns crimson. His eyes bulge. You
can just see the whites which
ain't as white as maybe they
should be.

-

He finds a chair and drops, still
wheezing. The others take no
notice as they form an orderly
queue behind the grey fume filled
grassglass.
The dressing room is tiny and
with Thomas in it, positively
claustrophobic. The smoke doesn't
help matters. He's wearing a
cheap blue mac that's as Illfitting as his suit. Everything he
seems to wear looks far too short.
Even his ... but that's another
story.
"I was a high school drop -out,"
he says and right away the eyes
begin their darting movements,
movements that persist throughout
out little tryst.
"It didn't seem to make much
sense staying on. Everyone
appeared to be pretty
uninteresting. It just didn't seem
to make any sense.
"I was going to be a teacher like my father, but that lasted
slit months. Then I started writing
for a music paper.' wrote under
the name of Crocus Behemoth.
The name was given to me by
an old girlfriend, a white panther,
who used'to collect names.
"I ended up writing virtually
everything in the paper. I got tired
of It. Tired of writing about music.
I wanted to go out and do It."
Wonder if Jimmy Olsen ever
felt that way? The room is getting
smokier, the glass is getting
emptier, the mac is getting bluer,
the body grosser, the ceiling lower.
"I know we're described as an
industrial band and that's
erroneous. I guess! can
understand It when some people
say our music has nightmare
qualities but to be honest I
don't really think about It that
much. I say what we are Is a
folk band. We approach the whole
thing like a folk band. I mean, the
Velvets used to be described as
a folk band.
"When people start trying to
intellectualize on the subject of
our music I feel sorry for them.
We really don't think about It'that
much.
"Rock should be fun. It's a game
this business. I still can't get over
the fact that somebody Is giving
me money to record. We used to
have to borrow money from our
friends to do that. I think it's

-

wonderful that we're getting
money to do what we want. I
don't understand why. But It's
wonderful.
"None of us have to work odtslde
of music any more. We can go
over to Europe. Ain't it great. And'
what's even funnnier is we don't
have to give them back anything.
We're just doing exactly what we
want to do and nobody Is
telling us otherwise. They put us
up in hotels, drive us around. Ha."
He's actually thinking this as he

goes along. Not a hint of pre-

meditated thought. Why, he even
gets into "I can't imagine ever

being popular. It would be fun
if it happened I've nothing
against making it. But I still
can't really see it happening."
Does he regard himself as the
leader of Ubu?
"The band is the leader of the
band. If one person doesn't want to
do something we won't do it."

-

Democratic huh?
"No, anarchical."
Naturally (I say that simply
because Thomas couldn't really
.be anything but) he's pessimistic
about the future. But It's an
unconcerned pessimism.
"Sure, something will go
wrong, something will go bad. We
try to be very practical people
and that's often mistaken for
pessimism," whoops, "but let's
face It, how many bands last that
long?

"Rock is about music, not
personalities.
"I am nothing outside of Ubu.
The photographs that were taken
of us today are the first ones we
have actually posed for In two
years. It's an uncomfortable
situation posing for photographs
like interviews. But we are doing
them as a favour to our record
company."
He doesn't buy the new musick
convenience.

-

"Industrial rock is nothing more
than a hook. In the early days
we used to talk about it and its
relevance to Cleveland. But it's
just not Important. What is
Important la getting away from
Joe Public buying his ticket to
see a show, listening and then
going home.
"Hers supposed to expect
something just because he bought
a ticket. That's old thinking He's
as much part of the show as the
artist, of equal importance.
There's no discipline and there
should be. I have a Job to do, the
audience has a Job to do.
'I've never gone to a show and
expected something. Whether I'm
listening to a record in my room.
or having some friends around. or
watching a western. I never expect
to have a good time, That causes
too much trouble and worries
because then It starts getting Into
'Am I having a good time or
not' and that's a waste of time.
"The only thing.' ever expected
was to get accepted in Cleveland'
I Just hoped that at some point.
uld
some day
oh. I doncomeI
around. I was wrong.Clevelandwo
lose any sleep about it, but It's
a drag.
"All it boils down to is I do mY
Job. This is my work. This V my
I expect
life. I enj my job
their f
other peopleoy to en joyand
Cleveland is in Ohio
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punk movement in 1978. It's gone the
same way as the vast majority of bands
It fostered; to ruin and obsolescence.
Now It's being rented out again. Those

with any brilliant

ideas about
pioneering the next big thing In rock 'n'

TIM

by

to

billboard?

E

it isn't a
grind you up
it's a tum you up

THERE

middle of that
unprepossessing
lavatorial facade la In fact, the famous
Roxy Club, the incubus of London's
somewhere

roll should ring Bancroft
3448 and check the

rent.

and Co
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SID AND NANCY

IT IS now exactly
six weeks since
John Ritchie,
otherwise known ás
Sid Vicious, former
Sex Pistol, was
arrested at New
York's Chelsea
Hotel and indicted
for the alleged

his

murder of
girlfriend Nancy
Spungen. Ritchie's
future is still
precarious, but new
evidence that has
come to light since
his arrest has made
the adds stacked

SID IN 1977

against him seem
less daunting.

actions after being
bailed out of court on
trust of 50,000 dollars.
Within a week he tore
open his right arm with
a broken light bulb,
allegedly shouting, "I
want to join Nancy, I
didn't keep my part of

Spungen's death
occurred between the
hours of five and nine on
the morning of October

Medical experts
ascertained the cause of
death was internal
haemorrhaging resulting
from a stab wound in the
lower abdomen.
The conclusion
immediately jumped to
by members of the
1.2.

the bargain."

Now the police have

admitted that a robbery

did take place in the
couple's hotel room on
the night of the death.
This, in itself, proves
little. The Chelsea Hotel
is notorious for its
sordidness, the lower
portion of the hotel being
largely populated by
degenerates and drug
traffickers. Robbery is
anything but rare, and

"punk community" on
both sides of the Atlantic
was that death

constituted half of a
suicide pact between
Ritchie and Spungen.
This Immediate
suspicion was not
diminished by Ritchie's

the disappearance of
money from the room could have occurred post
mortem by any of the
scavengers that frequent
The Chelsea, prior to the
police being called in.
But statements made
by one Rockets Redglare
who had apparently
been acquainted with the
couple for about a month
suggest that this
wasn't necessarily the
case.
Rockets, a methadone

Capsules at 20 dollars
apiece.
He had been unable to
get hold of the drug, but
he saw that Spungen's
purse contained a wad of
100 dollar bills. The
purse was empty when.
hours later, the police

-

addict, occasionally
supplied Sid and Nancy
with Dilaudid, a drug
usually given to cancer
victims. He turned up at
their room that night
because Nancy had
"ordered" 40 Dilaudid

arrived after Rttchle's

.

befuddled emergency
call to them.
Rockets says that
when he left Spungen
and Ritchie at Sam, he
went downstairs and
made a phone call In the
hotel lobby. He claims he
saw an acquaintance,
known to him as Steve,
who also supplied the
couple with drugs,
heading for the elevator.
Steve didn't notice
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that Steve had shown
him a knife three months
ago, a long -bladed knife
with a jaguar carved on
the handle. He drew a
sketch of the weapon,

which the detectives took
to study in another room.
When they returned,
they offered tO drive
Rockets to a methadone
clinic. This change in
attitude convinced
Rockets that the
detectives believed he
had drawn the weapon
that had caused
Spungeh's fatal wound.
The accounts of the
night of the murder are
further confused by a
character called Neon
Leon. in whose room
some of Ritchie's most
prized possessions were
discovered shortly after
the incident.
Leon, who went into
hiding for a few days

after the death of

Spungen, claimed that

_

ns
Ayr

Rockets, and later
denied being in the hotel
that late in the morning.
Rockets Redglare was
interrogated by police
for nine hours. Towards
the end of the interview,
the detectives asked him
if he knew whether Steve
owned a knife.
Rockets announced

".41/4a
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the couple knocked on
his door at 3 am on the
morning of the death,
and left Ritchie's touring
jacket, gold records and
various bits and pieces
from the Sex Pistols
tour. Leon also claims
that Spungen rang hint
at 4.30 am. Rockets
denies that any calls
came Into or went out of
the hotel room.
Leon also was reported
as saying that Ritchie
had said earlier in the
evening that he was

"going to kW
somebody".
Ritchie is currently in
a psychiatric ward.
recovering from more he
self inflicted wcwnda

,

state of mind can only
guesaad

Record
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1978-77

Britain's most
famous recording complex,where artists such as Dave Edmunds, Lindisfame,City Boy,
Rush,
the Tom Robinson Band, Roy Wood and Ace háve recorded albums.

liviirMlialanNYSARE

RAY MARTINEZ,1 OHN DAVID
AND DAVE CHARLES, guitarist, bassist and drummer respectively, all of whom have had

varied and respected careers both in groups and as session men.

'7IEGRDUPIS

AIRWAVES, brought together by Pat Móran,who
produced their turntable hits 5o Hard Living Without You, LoveStop and Nobody Is'!
and continues in that capacity ón théir first Phoñógram album:

7'7iE2S',1JGlLE IS "NEW DAY," a joyous exhibition of a cappella

harmony that might just .be. the Christmas single bf the. season.

,

J7IE/7LBiIMIS "NEW-DAY,"

a showcase for Airwave's vast
range of musical capabilities frorri,the,extraordinary harmonies of their single to the funkiest
pop on vinyl.

,

New Day
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By Our Television Affairs
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COP OF

orn 4
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ITY Ór0 FOR THE DOUBLE

r
In our December issue we offer you

ITV chiefs last night revealed how they had
"gone behind the back" of the Corporation to forge
a last minute deal with the country's pop stars
which they hope will lure viewers away from the
BBC in the "crucial" early Thursday evening slot.
"It was a touch and go situation," admitted an
ITV executive. "We've been after the programme
for some Ume and when we realised that ft was up
for offer at what we considered to be a bargain
price we didn't think twice."
ITV have recently "lured" hit programmes such
as 'Morecambe And Wise' and 'Match Of The Day'
as well as artists like Bruce Forsyth, from the
BBC. But the latest shock move in the ratings battle
has left the BBC flabbergasted.
Admitted a BBC spokesman: "We don't know
which way to turn. 'Top Of The Pops' has always
been our 'family' show and we had what we call a

.
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BACKSTAGE ROCK by
em Gorman (Published
by Pan, in paperback,
price 90p).
IF YOU really. want to
know what It's like
backstage, I'd advise you
to blag your own way
there instead of forking
out 90p on this load of
cobblers.
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programme to 'Family Favourites'."
But said an ITV executive: "There's no chance
of the format being changed. The artists will be
paid much more, they'll receive much less blanket
exposure and besides which the BBC havé been
sitting on a'goldmine for too long. We feel we have
obtained a bargain In a situation where everyone
will benefit."
ITV's shock move has already angered BBC
chiefs, who last night promised a full-scale enquiry
into what they described as "underhand tactics".
When Record Mirror contacted 'Top Of The
Pops' producer Robin Nash, currently on holiday In
Famugusta, he said: "I'm stunned and shocked,"
And he added: "You haven't heard the last of
this." HUGE WELDON
.

-

cuckoo land.
The pictures aren't
much to look at either, so
save yourself the money
and the time and put it
towards going to a gig
where you'll probably

observe

more

And now to the

book

itself: the story of Dolly I
think Dolly's right when
she says she hasn't lived
long enough to mein a

biography,
material

but the
Nash at!

Ms

than. collect wasn't bad

- that

Gorman has managed to Is, the story as told by
during his entire period of Dolly. But she ran far tee
research into this much of the (sometimes
bunkum. ROSALIND non relevant) ramblings
RUSSELL
of the peripheral people

And when she did come
across someone prepared
to put Dolly down, site
DOLLY by Alanna Nash didn t appear
to really get
(published by Reed to the root of the
problem
Books)
She was also Impeded
I'D LIRE to get one thing by some of Dolly's family
straight. Right now. I am who were reluctant to
not a man, And never talk about the genius in
have been. So if Ms Nash the family, so she missed
commentary ,to the would like to take one of a great
Mr -Gorman (an audience as to what my quotes for any future detail. deal of necessary
Australian Immigrant) they're actually doing. publication (and she is
What did come serves
sees backstage life (both Worse
that a young welcome to do that) I
of the artists and the lady could point out the would appreciate It If she was Dolly's hard headed
stars), through the eyes functions as they happen. got my sex 'right. After attitude towards her
of an innocent. And a What a prat
all, it's important to me. I career and she describes
hippie Innocent at 'that.
I was most amused also was. going to carp on the struggle Dolly had to
His little cameos are by his Idea of how a rock about her accrediting one
disentangle her busmass
liberally sprinkled with writer lives
getting up of my other quotes to from her family
stories of people standing midday and casually softie chap
from the Although that's described
at the side of the stage knocking together a story Melody Maker, but she in some detail, I still fell
holding joints or roiling in the afternoon before points out that Dolly that a closeness hadn't
up joints. I can honestly taking the bird out for the Parton does have the been established between
say it's been some time evening. Apart from habit of doubling up her writer and subject I
since I saw anyone do being a sexist, he's ob- best lines, so I've decided know myself that this Is
that. So how u6 to date viously living in cloud not to.
quite difficult to do .lth
she lets
Dolly Parton
you get just as close ad
mom ...,,....».,..,r
she thinks you ought to
h Dilly
The problem
la that you tenwitd to get
bowled over with her
Charm and so Y0,5
hesitate to say whate
really on your mind. It'ss
ploy that's worked evil
Mr the divine Miss P. She
fends off questions with a
style that rarely shows
you to take liberties. Oily
once did she get a little
and K
rattled with me

-

-

o

'ji

t+

9
r,

was about

-

something

stumbled on by accident
while talking to her after
a

disgustingly

pose

party in Beverley Hills asked her If she fdn
comfortable with all

k

WALLABY DAMNED! However did a nice Australian housewife get mixed up in
this line mess? The very nice Barry Humphries, yes Barry, an Os through and
through ... how could he mock one of Britain's national instltutlons? The sound of
indeed! Call that a sense of humour, hmmm, I'd rather get a
from a half-starved kangaroo and you know what they're like after a few days In
the bush! But Barry, Edna, the Dame, call yourself what you will, how dare you
suggest that Australia has a Culture, or even one famous person besides yourself? I
mean, all those thinly -disguised famous faces on the cover Barry, my dear.
honestly they're more Porn than a dingo's donger, more Brit than an Outback
dunned! Olivia Wooden John (born In Cambridge). the Bee Gees (born In the Isle of
Wight)? Think we came up the Murray River In a Fosters' can Dame Edna? As for
this down under spoof...-all I can say Is that it's on the funny side of Byerage.

-

r

S

About

five years out, I'd say.
His attitude to the,
music biz Is humourless
to say the least: He opens
his books with a long
chapter on roadies (hard
working chaps) and
Immediately goes right
over the top with .his
description of them as
having "a lot In common
with bands of Samurai",
Samurai? Most roadies would laugh in his
face. But the best bit
there was' when he
suggests that to prevent
boredom amongst the
fans while gear is being
shifted around, the road
crew should carry mikes
and keep up a running

vital show on the air?"
ITV now plan to screen 'Top Of The Pops' on
In direct competition
Sunday mornings at l0 am
with BBC's 'Farmers' World'. And it's also
rumoured that they will be changing the Utle of the

-

`

u

PLUS

k

gentleman's agreement with the artists appearing
on It that It would remain that way."
And he added: ''We feel that ITV have opened
their cheque book and acted unfairly In this
situation. How can-we, as a public corporation,
afford to spend more than U ,000 to keeping such

'TOP OF The Pops', the long -running
BBC programme featuring pop artists
miming to their hit records, has been
sold exclusively to ITV ... for a price
'estimated to be
excess of
f8 million".

L

,

Correspondent

CENTRE

mmassage
Tfxs

TIMS

these Tinsel Town types
and she misunderstood
me to mean that she
wasn't polished enough io
Cope

with them.

I'm

not saying Mat the

function of a biography

l

to annoy the subject Inlot
making dis closures. but
think Alanna Nash could
have got closer to the true
Dolly than she d'Id
ROSALIND RUSSELL
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Jarvte has gone and as
well as a replacement for
him, there will probably
be a sax player.
As Stewart's songs lend
to be biographical, he
couuldn't really let Britt
get away without comment. Well, at least
everyone le going to think
'Is That The Thanks I
Get?' is about Britt, so
why should I be different!
Here's an 'example: "You
kicked the shit right In
my face/is that all the
thanks I get?/They said
we made such a pretty
pair/Living In harmony/I'm sorry honey
but I disagree/It seemed
more like a comedy." It's

i

Á1,8U

+++
+++

linsrubie

+

Unhesrabir

Buy It

Glieiuspan

++ 6lseltsmass

ORE LIVE

THAN DYED
STEWART: blonde Britt and seem's to
Blondes Have More Fun' be settled with the blonde
Alana. And although he'll
probably be narked at me
saying it, this is his best
album since 'Gasoline
Alley'. Although the
all had some songs
know. He and I have been others
on that l really liked, this
through most colours of is the first
in ages that I
the rainbow at one time enjoyed
or another, but speaking pletely (I'llalmost comcome to the
personally I don't think reservations
In a
that specially nice things minute),
happen to blondes.
It
starts
with
off
the
Mind you. this album
track 'Do Ya Think
he's made as a blonde is single
I'm Sexy?' which gives no
100 per cent better than indication
the trend of
'Footloose And Fancy the rest of of
music. It's
Free' which he made as a by far thethe
most
redhead (I think
well, sophisticated song
he
half way between red and attempts here and
so
blonde). After my review different, It soundsis as
of that, he o, ent mad at though It was made as a
saying
me.
that I was five single and not as an in.
years behind the times tegral part of the
and was still hanging on You'll probably album.
to the old days of the heard it already, sohave
I'll
Faces. Well, It wasn't the give no more than a brief
old band I particularly description of it as a disco
missed (though they were type song.
a favourite of mine), it
By the time he sllps.into
was the quality of the 'Dirty Weekend' you
songs and Stewart's realise this is more like
persona. I happen to think the Rod we know and
that his personal life love. I don't know If he's
affects his music quite a changed tack because of
lot and a year ago he the flack he's got in the
wasn't too happy.
past couple of years, but
But nos it's all he's got back to basics,
changed. He's unloaded back to love songs'- be
ROD

a hell of a good song and
gives final proof (if any Is
needed) that Stewart can
come up with the goods

(Rive R VLP 8 ),
THE RIDER an the back
of the sleeve says "Or do
they
,.?" Well, the
bottle -blonde one should

...

when he's mad enough. I
love the way his voice,
breaks in the middle of
the line "Is that the
thanks I get for loving
you", but In case you're
thinking he's still upset
about it, he follows it with
a laugh.

That's all the

congratulatory stuff out
of the way, now to the

rest.
ROD goes back to his roots
they broken hearted, or smothering it under a ton
out and out lust And the of theatrics. It's a ballad
arrangements have in the best traditions of
changed accordingly. 'Mandolin Wind', there's

He's ditched a lot of the
schmultz and honed down
the sound, making it less
like a Hollywood film
score and more like rock
and roll.
One of my favourite
songs here (possibly THE
'favourite) is 'The Best
Days Of My Life', which
could easily have come

off

'Atlantic
Crossing' album. I don't
a

pre

see this as going back, but
using the talent he always

had.

even a vocal line from

'Gasoline Alley' in

it...

'Ain't Love A Bitch'
also gives a reference to
the past
a passing nod
to the memory of 'Maggie
May': "You made a first
class fool out of me/oh
Maggie if you're still out
there/the rest is history."
The acoustic guitar gives
It the atmosphere of late
Faces, and 'A Nod's As
Good As A Wink'. I was
relieved to hear these two

-

Instead of tracks,

because

it's

stopped the ' feeling I'd
had that he had gone past
his peak.
'
As always, he mixes his
tracks well, and the two
rock numbers here (out
and out rock as opposed
to the soft rock) are

'Attractive Female

Wanted'

track.

straight

and

the

title

They're fairly
forward bum

waggling songs and an
indication of what we can

expect when he does his
UK dates at the end of the
year. By the way, also
expect a change In line up
of

the

band

Keyboard

then

player

too.
John

He's

included

'Standing In The Shadows
Of Love'. which Is a fair
enough version, but I
don't understand why he
puts in old standards on
his albums when he's
capable of producing

excellent material

himself.
'Last Summer' didn't
seem as strong as the rest
of the songs, with its 'Girl

Ipanema' type
arrangement. It's all
right, but not great. And
last
'Scarred And
From

Scared' which comes Into
the 'Killing Of Georgic'
category. While I think
It's well done, I don't
think Stewart ')s at his

best

singing

about

something that far out-

side hie personal ex.
perience (It's about the
singer killing someone),
Tom Jones got away wit;
It in 'The Green Green

Grass Of Home', but
Rod's attraction Ilea In
people being able to
Identify with his Inw
songs f if not his lifestyle,.
But despite that, this Is
a fine album and one
which should put his

musical

reputation

straight with lot of fans. It
has for me. e + e e
ROSALiND RUSSELL
VARIOUS ARTISTS:

(Pickwick PLE

BOTHER

somewhat

7001)

o4 thou.

haphazard

bunches of ditties hot
from The Hyde. N WV. The
curious thing Is, why
after they've told you that
these are mere tasters to
whet your appetite for

further Pickwick
T Rex and

Bee

salt.

it wasn't

single, nor did the Duals
'Stick 'Shift' hit the TO
although It's a celebrated

-

bit of hot -rod legend.

Anyway, the ones you
might want to Include Mr
Bloc's 'Groovin With Mr
Bloc', The Troggs 'Wild
Thing' and 'With A Girl
Like You', Johnny Guitar
Watson's 'I Need It',
Fleetwood Mac's 'Man Of
The World', The ShangM
La's 'Leader Of The
Pack' and 'Remember'
(yet again!) and 'Take
Me To The Pilot' from

Elton

John.

SUSAN KLUTH

1

1

'tr

..
AMi

nfrtarktnscltry
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VERTIGO

Single 6059 215 Album 9103 258

Not

a bad bunch however, and
definitely cheap at the
price. + + + +

®

vol

the

Animals' 'Bo Diddley
that made the charts as a

C'EST LE ROCK 'N' ROLL

and ñe forget pas Plastic Bertrand's album AN

Gees'

As usual take the title
a certain pinch of

with

Roll:'

Bertraq

pax of

albums, neither of which
artists appear on '20
Original Rock Hits'.

Remember Le Qúatre Seasons classic hit "Walk Like A Mari'?
Now Plastic Bertrand has comé up with un nouveau version
with the nouveau title "C'est Le Rock 'N'
The first 15,000 are in a full-colour bag that's a real yeux-catcher,

Pta &Ct'ç

goodies,

they then give you

w

Le single de la week

'20

Original Rock Hits'

a

f

Pall

i

.
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Pronto Monto' is one of
those albums that comes
very close to achieving a

lot but, In coming

so Close
and failing, might as well
have missed by a mile as

yard. The sisters write
and Interestingly, If not particularly Innovatively.
Their eclecticism is quite
endearing but in all their
songs there's little
finality. Too often an
a

cleverly

PALEY
BROTHERS: 'The Paley
E

Brothers

SRK

WV12)

(Sire Records

THE PALEY

Brothers
wear clean white shirts

and Clean faded jeans.
They have )teen faces
and shiny teeth. They are
American pop stars and I

should hate them,

If I

was

rip. But try as I might
m not- and so my verdict Is give these boys a

break.
The

music is sheer
sticky sixties bubblegum.
All the tracks are highly

commercial,

highly

disposable, boy meets
girl melodies. At Umes
fhey'even sound like The
Monkees, which can't be
bad. However It is the
'Spector influence which
dominates. The boys sang
pleasantly but the big
production adds the

character

this

to

essentially nice album.
'Rendezvous' and 'Too
Good Too Be True' are
the clever toetappers, full
of )angling tambourines
and subtle sound effects.
'Come On Let's Go'
features The Ramones
and is a thrashing rough
n' ready piece of pop.
This is a controlled album
full of Cheap songs, which
will sound great on a
Cheap radio. At what they
attempt. In their own
simple way, The Paleys
succeed. They look like /
sound like potential
teenage heartthrobs. You

intriguing verse

followed not by a climatic
chorus but by an in or a
repeated versbree,k or a
chorus that just Isn't
strong enough. Take
'Dead Weight': it's a
pleasant song but the
chorus seems to be toned
down for some reasnn. so
that Julie Covington's
version of it on her new
album is at least as effective
and It shouldn't
be, because Kate and
Anna wrote It and they of
all people should know
how to interpret it.
'Bundle Of Sorrow,
Bundle Of Joy' works

better. being

ALVIN

Rock'

LEE:

steals from
Clapton's, '401 Ocean
Blvd' repertoire. 'Little

Boy' finds Lee coming on
like JJ Cale coming off
the downers, and, worst
comes last, 'Let It Rock'
contains the most Berry
and

Lee_ Lewis cliches

you'll find this side of a
Steve Gibbons album.

Still, apart from make
albums which will appeal

culturally

to

deprived

Yanks, what can a poor

boy

do?

Show

some

respect for everyone
concerned and retire
from the world of

with

Lingalonga Lee

some modicum of grace, I
would suggest.
+

'Let It

4

r.

DARTS: 'The Amazing
Darts' (K-tel DLP7(1s1)

on former
sad thing.
on them is even
a

sixties, post-blues bqom

from late

K583a1)

Britain, Hamburg,
Blues
Marquee. Windsor

frustrating.

rather,

(Chrysalis'

Emerged

any difference, but I must
admit to finding the
MCGarrlgles, not a little

preoccupation

with this most tiresome
genre. 'World Is Spinning
Faster' and 'Images
Shifting' are dire, or

't

Monto' (Warner Brothers

will make

neck's

This is a farce. +

McGARRIGLE: 'Pronto

and

Nobody' and 'Downhill
Lady Racer' exemplify
the Nottingham red-

RONNIE GURR.

biographical blurb tells
Alvin's story to date.

you

Ems.

Lovin", 'Ain't

Your

PAUL SEXTON

ANNA

to
nothing I say

blues.

+ + +

,

up

fingerlickin'

misses; It's almost very
good, but is that enough?

rock'n roll preterition
which deserves pity
rather than a cynical
critique.
The accompanying

tirely

half the
Is pure
Macon
'Through \Viii

product

more

sadder. 'Let It Rock' Is a
sorry little exercise in

Now whether you continue to like them Is en-

-

remark

too. There are lots of near

Trading

their first
uel
albumaland f its sequel
'Dancer With Bruised
Knees' was favourable.

ware a Áás
be

suppose we can excuse
him on that score, To
expand on that last

congruity of the old Elvis
song 'Trying To Get To
You' 1s quite successful,

LIVING

used to be Important?
They were one of those
bands you were allowed
to like, because the press

observation Is
followed up with "Lite la
what you make It", Yea,
verily arrant nonsense of
the most insipid kind.
Every track sounds
grossly unoriginal, but
then again the big 0, was
never Ten Years After's
or, presumably, Lee's
bowl of brown rice, su I

plainte Pour Sainte
Catherine' from their
first album. The In-

glories is

REMEMBER when Kate
and Anna MoGarrlgle

This

complete; and the title
track, sung in French, Is
reminiscent of 'Con1-

CMBfl90)

KATE AND

on, eh fellow aesthetes.

-

have been warned. + + +

PHILIP HALL

Is

mystery and more!" spot

'

K -TEL presents 20 tracks
from the amazing Darts.
Wowee. The ideal Xmas
present for any member
of the family. Everyone
will love these catchy
melodies, why even Gran
will bop along to 'Daddy
Cool'. This is trendy
music of the fifties.
Watch the advert, buy
the record. Thank God
Darts have some talent In
their limited field of

l

dated
Festival, Fillmore, recreating
rock'n'roll. By the way all
Woodstock, Isle of Wight,
are available
tracks
these
Ten Years After, on Darts last two albums.
solo...and now. Now Alvin
has a new solo album, with 10 new Alv compositions, a fresh chapter
In the career of one of

rock's premier guitar
heroes.
The album opens with

'Chemicals, Chemistry,
Mystery And More', a
limp dirge wherein Lee
informs the listener that,
hey, "Life Is all one great

big

universe of

chemicals,

chemistry.

However this is the album
which will make Darts a
household name. It -is a

professional, slick
fun in

product. Darts are
a very harmless sort of
way. They are easy

listening entertainers,
full of polish, but sadly

lacking In excitement. I
liked the singles but this
album is too much of a
muchness. Millions will
prove me wrong. + + +
PHILIP HALL

Nothing like a dame

EDNA EVERAGE: 'The Sound Of
Edna (Charisma CAS 1140)

MY HEROINE!
I mean, what other lady Could
tackle such delicate songs as the
tragic 'The Night We Burnt My
Mother's Things and the poignant 'I
Miss My Norm' (about her hubby's
excuse me for being blunt
prostate operation) with such taste
and sensitivity. You thought she was
just a pretty face? Wrong. Edna

-

-

does of course have niceness
(niceness, being defused as using an
under - arm deodorant and Cleaning
your teeth three times a day) but she
also has taste and senslti
oh, I've

-

said that already, haven't I?
Her abilities don't stop there
though She also applies her natural
talents to a wide variety of other
subjects. from the sympathetic 'Life
In A Goldfish Bowl' to the jolly
"Every Mother Wants A Boy Like

Elton', a very Clever take off of a
certain other superstar. In fact,
Edná s only real mistake is to record
1f I can give you just
a 'punk' song
a teeny weeny bit of advice, dear, I
think it's best to own up to your age,
and not to try to sound younger than
you are. After all, there's nothing
wrong with being in the full bloom of
your middle years, Is there?
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Of course, a mere

record can

never replace the wonderful rapport
Dame Edna achieves with her
audience during live performances

(whin,

as she so

rightly puts It.

just like family) and to be
perfectly frank (1 hope you don't
mind me mentioning this, Edna) the
appeal of this album does tend to
pall after a couple of listens.
However, it would make a lovely
Christmas idea for all those of you
who number Australians among
don't we
Yallu)
OCX SHEILA PROPHET.
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BUM'S

CENE COTTON'S name
Is one you're probably
trying to forget after last
years neardilt 'Me And
The Elephant' ;But If, late
me. you found that
through that record's
overt sentimentality it
was still enjoyable and
quite sad, you might he
interested in the gets.

ru á`7r

tlernan'R new album, and
n particular a track
called 'Before My Heart
Finds Out' which IA in the
same style and at least as
good. Neither was written
that
by Gene Cotton

JJ

LEANING

the

on

backstage bar at Hammersmith Odeon last
week, after another enjoyable Judas Priest gig.
I noticed a mirror printed
with the lettering of Mott
The Hoople and their
support act on that 1973
tour, Queen
the days of
regal splendour, when
Freddie and the lads had
just released their exciting debut platter.
'Queen II and 'Sheer
Heart Attack' were more
than welcome follow-ups.
but 78 saw the band on
the sad road to commercialism,' after the
enormous success of

-

'Bohemian

Since

Rhapsody'.

disappointing platters
have

ensued-

none

of

which managed to retain
the vitality of earlier
efforts Rack to the

Q UEEN: have they hit rock

continues where the likes
of 'Néws Of The World'

penned

lyrics of the latter are
embarrassingly bad, with

beet of the bunch are the
two written by
our Fred singing about Roger Taylor, drummer
namely
making albums.for EMI 'Fun It' and 'More
Of
and Elektra, amongst That Jazz': also 'Dead Oh
numerous other won- Time' should not be
derful things
still, forgotten. Therefore, out
nothing like a little piece of a baker's dozen, to
of advertising for the deliver only five winners
record companies.
simply WI enough and
I suspect that the words definitely doesn't merit
are meant to be taken in a compulsive buying.
light
hearted manner,
Production is back in
like those of 'Fat Bot- the capable powers of
compositions. Opening tomed Girls', but they Roy Thomas Baker, who
the
side Is hardly reflect much of a recently scored well with
Mustaphá', complete sense of humour. Indeed his work Tor The Cars,
with hideous religious - a further lack of twit Is and who was responsible
`Ilke walling, and this seen on the triple gatefold for those initial Queen
along with the cuts from inside cover picture, of a albums: but then he had
the current single is only multitude of naked material of a higher
redeemed by John females with -their torsos quality to deal with.
yes, you
Deacon's If You, Can't supported by
'Jazz', however, will
bicycle doubtless continue to
Beat Them', and 'Let Me guessed it
Entertain Yóu', two saddles!
Increase the 'financial
rockers which bring a
The flip side of ,the holdings "of thesars,
sparkle of life to the record is a collection of Mercury, May, Taylor
proceedings. Yet the seven numbers and the and Deacon, but It Is a

left off.

Recorded in Montreux,
during the jazz festival
(geddlt? ), it does have its
moments, certainly more
than that last LP, but
these are still few and far
between. 'Bicycle Race'
and 'Fat Bottomed Girls'
are of course included, as
well as a number of very
nondescript tracks, these
being mainly Mercury

-

-

-

first

from
'Crash Landing'. defend
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'TRIDENT'

'Trident'
.TETLP

Includes

a

entlUed 'Moving
most irresistible Down The
The
moment. Musical title aloneHighway',
ex
seduction exemplified, plains this clearly
band's in
the song features tenons. They are an

exquisite acoustic guitar
and violin interplay and
brought to mind the same
kind of musical texture
that The Faces achieved
In their 'Mandolin WinIf/'Maggie May' period
on 'Crash Landing' Is of
true value and worth,

especially noteworthy is
side two which features
'Clown In The Crowd',
one of the best mid -period
Who songs that Townsend
never wrote. 'Talk Of The
Town' good tune, great
geetar hook -and 'Odd
Man Oul,' This gem is the

song

embarrassingly

dated
West Coast band. Almost

all the songs are

second

rate, laid back melodies
'Take It Too Hard' Is an
average rock number
with an above avera
guitar solo; bloo y
uninspiring music. These
are songs to flap your

flared -jeans along to.
However there are
some

good

points

for

trendies still Interested in
California. In fact on the
slower numbers they
sound almost pleasant
'Hard To Love Somebody'
stands out as a very crisp
Country rocker: I alnvtct
found myself 'Origin,
Jiggeratna, bristling with Wang with IL, and ih.it
hummable Ifcks and hot a pretty Ji.thl brie
oozing with the Eyes' and 'My
t
cosmopolitan Romany are
non"
feel that la Bethnure haired billable. tat
nice Tloat', k
unique forte.
strom-est term I can,. e
This is a well prod) I ed
To sum up. 'Ci'ash
Landing' la a fine, fine well sung, well eise:d
record and should appeal album. At times ill t
o ven
sound like If.
to anyone who las ea gale
P. rl, wits h . pp'
n,ek ys 1/ A a ell of Il1'h';

-
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Melody 'Metal
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- Just Wnn

Full marks to the
Csapo/Williams writing
axis for not allowing
themselves to be
restricted In one field of
composition. The two
most blatant examples of
the pair's progress are
two smoochers entitled
'Sometimes' and 'You're
A Dreamer.' The latter 1
found to be thé album's

Although every track
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CASSETTE

'Nothing New' and the old
stage favourite 'The
Fiddler' all contain the
grandolse punch of the
old Bethnal yet the
magnificent production
here highlights melody as
well as bombastic power

J
F

-

last . year was
by Benny
and the track
Whitehead
great pity that they almost certainly be in question here by Randy
couldn't have supplied regarded as Infra dig.
Goodrum. Gene did cosomething more action wl-Re the pleasant 'You
Those of you capable of Were Right' here, and hie
packed, at the same time.
that
all
transcending
I would dearly love to like
latest US single 'Like A
Queen as much as I did In bullshit, however, know
Sunday In Salem' which
the early seventies but and love music that Is Is a Little more abrasion,
on
It
will
Judge
the task is becoming good and
but with 'Shine On' h
increasingly Impossible solely that criterion, achieves little. That one
when their products are 'Crash Landing' Is good, Is just too lightweight and
void of the correct often great music.
dispensable, as Is Waiter
ingredients. Queen '78:
The title track of this Egan's 'Only The Lucky'
by appointment to
The remainder of the
opens Ind
commercial pop / rock little beau? some
potent songs are, if not works of
closes with
addicts only. ++', stoccattó
at least vary
art,
rifting
drum
STEVE GETT
'She's Sweet
backed by some brazen Ilstenable
work. The She's Somebody' and
synthesiser
BETHNAL: 'Crash refurbished sense of 'Going Through The
OLanding' (Vertigo -'9102 dynamics is immediately Motions Of Love' are
hammered home when typical of them but 'Save
realise that the hard The Dancer' is more
IF THERE'S one thing you
rock
roots which aggressive. His duet with
that sickens me it's the
the first Kim Carnes, 'You're A
scumemy rat -pack dominated
album
are
now offset with Part Of Me' (written by
mentality that deems some marvy
glissando Kim) Is also, dare /say d.
certain bands U and some
Indeed "nice". It is possible to
Non Ti, Evaluated on this harmonies.
throughout
album have too much of this,
the
sad level Bethnal would
Bethnal continually avoid there are times when It's
the formula that made not Just easy listening,
Dangerous Times' such a it's an absolute cinch
fiery affair. Songs, like Even so ft's music I would
single

bottom?

--

three

then,

L

and Queen have
(EMI present
emerged wlthi
and
unhappily. this m erely

QUEEN: 'Jazz'
EMA 788)

GENE 07170N: 'Save
The Dancer' (Arlo). ARL
kD015)
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ave ore fun
at Boots.
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£1 off four of Rod's latest.
t'
`t4

Boots first cuts are the deepest Because
we've taken £1 off each of Rod's four latest
albums, including the newest of all,"Blondes
Have More Fun"
They're albums full of all his legendary
hits like "You're In My Heart;' "Hot Legs," "The
Killing Of Georgie" "Sailing" and "Tonight's

rf

The Night'.'
With his biggest ever UK tour this
winter and another smash hit single,-"Do Ya
Think I'm Sexy?:' it's hard to believe Rod has
any more tooffer. But at Boots you'll find some
of his greatest albums, at prices to rave about.
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Blondes Have More Fun. Includes his 'new hit single "Do Ya Think I'm Sexy?"
Rec. Retail Price £4 49.
Boots Special Offer Price £3.49*
1

Foot Loose And Fancy Free. Featuring the two hit singles,"Yoú re In My
Heart" and "Hot Legs" plus"' Was Only Joking"
A Night On The Town. With "Tonight's The Night "The Killing Ot Caeorgte:
and "First Cut Is The Deepest"

-

f

Atlantic Crossing. -Sailing:' "I Don't Want To Talk About Ir" "This Old Heart
Of Mine'
Rec. Retail Price £ 4,99 Each

BootsSpecial Offer Price £3.99'Each
t

r.j.....r.

in ~MI

50p off equivalent cassettes.*

Access and Barclaycard welcome
'At these special otter prices
until December 30
From Boots Record Departments
subject to stock availability
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Make the most of your Boots.'
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also shows that they are a
tinny, cheap pop group
with a collection of very
sWy lyrics. Even when
they use a horn section as
on the superior 'Hey
Girl', the production still
sounds unbelievably thin.
Criticisms aside, at the
moment I keep playing
this record It is appealing, but I wonder how
long It will be before I tire
of what Is essentially a

e...a.......e.
ARLYN GALE: 'Back To
The Midwest Night' (ABC
ABCL 52811
.

IT SEEMS that the two
years Mike Appel held up
Bruce Springsteen's
career with litigation,
while the star tried to
escape his managerial

clutches, were not
wasted. Appel has been
busily nurturing the
talents of Mr Gale,
Five years ago there

was

plethora

a

'of

pretenders to the Dylan

including

crown,

Springsteen. Now Bruce
Is the one to beat and poor

Arlyn

superficial sound.

One of the most suc-

cessful songs Is 'PS 78'
where most of the lyrics
are in French. However
on 'Bernadette' and
'Shave' they use childish
innuendoes in their attempt to be humorous. On
'Real Teeth Are Out' and
'The Pogo Never Stops',
John Lydon is the subject
of their weak satire,
sacrilege!
They play Opportunity
Knocks music; full of
instant variety but sadly
lacking in style. All the
tracks are very commercial but little more.
On the fast frantic
numbers they almost
sound convincing. "It's
ironic that on my

IKE...

MIKE OLDFIELD: 'Incantations'
(Virgin VDT 101)

AAA. Aaaaaaaaah. Here I am midway through side one. There's a flute
warbling and a chorus from a girl
choir. The sun's shining and 1 feel
blissful.
Every home should have a copy of
'Incantations' nestling on'the coffee
table. I thought that by now I might
have got a bit Jaded with Oldfield.
But no, the spell is still cast.
This is Oldfield at his most
pastoral. Side one is flopsy bunnies
sniffing at the flowers music, from
one of those BBC 2 documentaries.
But at the beginning of side two, the
Disney feel is Interrupted by the old
ploy of strident whining guitar. The
tranquility is continued with the
choir and steady pulse beat building
into an incandescent chant. The
theme is broken by a Cecil B De
Mille jungle epic, completed by
droning sounds and native tom toma.
Maddy Prior (I think) intones a
piece from Longfellow's Hiawatha
(I don't understand the significance

of

it either).

Side three is like a crazy English
madrigal, with its collection of
warbling pipes and reaping Cymbals
before the guitar dominates again.
It's in danger of becoming tedious,
until just at the right moment
Oldfield sweeps skilfully across with
the pipes
blending them again
with the main theme. The whole
piece Is spiked with a growing
feeling of urgency.

-

It climaxes with shimmering
cymbals and guitars en masse
producing hypnotic whirling dervish
notes. Side four is a fantasy (sorry
about this I'm getting a bit carried
away) of harp sounds replaced by
the xylophone and a sudden twist
Into light reggae.
The climax Is a pounding of brass
broken by the xylophone and more
guitar. The main theme is eventually
+ + +

SMITH

.i->'.vA

has been
railroaded into the favourite track, 'Blab

crystallised

'THUMPER'

ROBIN
,4,11

`4

competition. The cover Blah Magazines' they
has him, looking like a admit, tongue in cheek,

cross between

by

keyboards.
revisited
Anybody want to hear it again?
What do you mean it's boring. + +

Nils that:

Lofgren and Bruce, under We:re like the Monkees,
the murk of what seems We've got no Ideas of our
to be Brooklyn Bridge.
own,

g

immediacy and I get the
feeling he would, like
Springsteen, make more
sense live.
These are early days in

Mr Gale's career

and I,

for one, am more than
Interested in any future
output.. But I shall wait

till

the next album before
rejoicing in Mr Appel's
talent finding skills but
this offering Is enough to

that it's worth
the
making
arrangements for the
say

celebration.

-y

+ + + +

MIKE GARDNER
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THESE are perhaps the
only foreigners I believed
in, 1 thought they played
wry pop songs, but then
I'd only heard selected
tracks. Now that I've
a

something of a "cult
following crew
that
expression sometimes

-

singles market,
because 'Can't Stand

Losing You' is for me the
best track here, attractive in its simplicity
and tinges of reggae.
Their new single is 'So

marked by

a

been 'Born In The 50s', If

GRUPPO SPORTIVO:
'Back To 78' (EPIC EPC

heard

suspect they'r,e

frantic chorus, but a
better choice might have
`5

fait album,

doubts are setting tn. I
knew we shouldn't have
joined the EEC.
'Back To 78' confirms
that Gruppo can write
catchy melodies but it

But Kate's

-

about the Police being an
arresting band, what
about the album? I

Lonely',

,

POLICE:

the

only for its easily remembered chorus. 'Be
My Girl - Sally' tells the
story of an inflatable
young lady (never mind

the Feelgoods' 'She's A
Wind - p', in this one
she's a blow
up). The
whole album jogs along
with a sort of lightweight
metallic theme to it. It's
nearer bubblegum than
punk but apart from
certain occasions in songs
I've mentioned K falls
between the two stools,
and Is ultimately a bit
unimaginative. There you
are lads, a long sentence,
(Damn, I wasn't going to
do any Police jokes). + +
+ PAUL SEXTON.

Never

(Mall 88501)

Change'

KUBINECS past career
has been varied if not

stunning. The only part
worth mentioning though
is the fact that he was
Patrick Moraz's vocalist
in his band in Swltzerland, but as the blurb
informs, "this Isn't
significant as it may
sound." It certainly isn't,
80 per cent of the tracks
bear no relation to
Moraz's symphonic rock.
The music is much more
in the vein of his producer
/ keyboards player John
Cale
Cale has Influenced him

u

heavily, all the tracks
bear a strong Cale sound,
but Kubinec has given
them a more commercial
sound. 'Tear Myself
Away' on the second side
Is In fact "total pop".

The exceptions are 'Out
In The Rain' and 'Elf
Sires'. They both veer
towards his Moras roots
but he has bagpipes
instead of synthesisers,
yes, bagpipes. Enough
said? 'Elf Sires' Is a
rather whimsical number

past

had all

are

eight

other

racy tracks on the album.
There does tend to be a
lack of distinction bet
ween them, mainly due to

(A&M AMLH 88502)
FORGET THE cracks,

although it grappled into
the 40s of the top 75. never
quite did itself justice.
(Incidentally, it's interesting how many
singles stop just short of
the BBC publicised top
40. I demand a national
Inquiry). Perhaps there Is
some rough accuracy in

Things

'Some

There

'Outlandos d'Amour'

means a band has about
seven fans but not in this
case. 'Roxanne' was one
of those singles that
received lots of acclaim
but for some reason
avoided the charts; and
'Can't Stand Losing You',

DAVID KUBINEC:

our technology but blew
themselves up. Deep ehl
Never fear though.

P.

TH'E

-w -f

on a
civilisation who

preconceived

notions. But the overall
sound has too much
lightness, too much soft
jazz and funk influences
for the comparison to
stand up for long while
still retaining a healthy
foundation in rock and
rot
But the real knockout
punch Is the misty 'Tiger'
On The Lawn' with its
washes of synthesisers,
shimmering harmonics
and stealthy bags while
Arlyn's plaintive vocal
wraps up a strong atmospheric piece with its
deserved delicacy.
But it's really the
decoration on a tasty and
very filling cake that is a
slow burner in terms of

V

based

Luckily Arlyn is quite a We are a cross between,
bit more than a cheap Abbe and eheheh!" + +
photocopy. Sure there are + SS PHILIP HA1
some Springsteen styled
mannerisms and the first
few bars of the title track
don't do much to dispel

any

1`,

his voice range which
doesn't vary throughout.
But one track that does
really stand out Is 'Love
In The First Degree'
which ,has a strong
background bass line and
a clarity to Kubinec's
voice, which in parta has
a certain Jaggeresque
quality to it.
+ +
+ SI JON FRE WIN

e=si-

r

a myth

KATE BUSH: 'Llonheart' (EMI
EMA 787)
AGAIN, the question, "Why me?"
Am I supposed to be objective
about this, to critically analyse
something about which I know sod
all and care even less?
Can I ever forget that ridiculous

dirge

they called

'Wuthering

Heights', that castrated screechy
vocal 'abrasing every bone, glass
and gold filling in sight?

Do you expect me to come right
out and proclaim this, the
Lionheart's second long player, to be
the proverbial icing - on - the - cake,
the crucial move, the album which'il
finally.jack - knife our Katie onto a
truly monumental platform?
Well the hell: !won't.
I won't because, If one takes the

pme

out to' leer through the make up, anatomy and gaga - overkill,
through, the clinical production, the
air brushed soft focus techniques,
through the entire myth, one Is
greeted with a "product" which is,
at best, moderate, lacking, and often

severely irritating._
Kate's surrounded herself with a
crowd of sessloneers: Duncan
McKay, Stuart Elliot, David Paton,
Ian Bairnson
and they sound
like session - men, being thoroughly
anonymous, nothing more than a foil
for the lady's own highly - attuned
ego, Consistently lacking any
genuine "push", zeal, tension,
desperation, identity.
Therefore, the feel is often bland
and soulless. Strictly MoR with a
"clever" tinge: lyrics vague enough
to lift the project out the purest what?
wallpaper slot, and Into

...

...

:reL'

'Symphony In Blue' which actually opens, Is marginally less
laughable than most of the other
goods, being genuinely catchy in a
trivial kinda way, it gives out to a
moody, part - successful 'In Search
Of Peter Pan', which unfortunately
collapses into pointless daftness

with a tenderly

-

delivered "When

you wish upon a Star" supplement,
and a backdrop of brooding strings.
And it all sounds so serious, dammlt.
'Don't Push Your Foot On The
Hearbrake' is also mildly entertaining fodder which nearly rocks
along (in a studious, designed,
calculated, placid, safe manner)
though Kate's vocals at this point
become pure nails - on - black -

board screechola.
Strictly aw - tul are 'Oh England
My Lionheart' and 'Coffee Home ground', which are bare
faced
testaments to Bush's occasionally
horribly cringe - inducing high pitched whine, evidenced best (or
worst, depending on where you're
standing) by the lines "Pictures of
Crippm, lipstick smeared / Torn
wallpaper, have the walls got ears
here?"
But - sorry - you won't get me with
yer catchy choons, and you won't get
me with yer clever lyrics, five -star
'accomplished' music tan and
production perfectos.
This is flat, conceived. etlüness.
from'
don't know where it's Coming
don't
don't know where it's headed,
1
waste.
a
It's
say
care. I Can's
simply
really dislike It túwiew, others
opinion.
This
mean nothing,
the
like them .
willDe a supers+
Kate Bush, you
orrow. + + !4

CIS

VOYAGE: 'Fly Away'
(GTO GTLP 035)
INCREDIBLE to think
that the first album from
Voyage hit these streets
(officially) only six
months ago.

But here,

Marc, Slim, Pierre .Alain
and the gang (more than

one of those names turn
up on Cerrone's newie, by
the way .. ) are back

with

a versatile, rather
beefy and generally quite
daunting LP that Is, as
they say, better than
ever.
The album opens with
'Souvenirs', a tuneful
lightweight thing worthy
of a Three Degrees type

outfit, followedim-

mediately by the heavy
jazzish funk of Kechall

Fantasy'
supreme

featuring

a

break.

vibes

'Let's Fly Away'

Is

a slice

of fantasy folly. with
Sylvia Mason doing
Karen Carpenter, and
this month's bit of
exhibitionism, 'Golden
Eldorado' carries on thr
same beat Into a Latin
hustle format with an
even greater set of
romantic sixties touches
sobbing trumpet solo et
al. Not that 'Fly Away is
.anything but '78. and with
songs virtually segued
into each other, it should
be a handy way round
parties ++ + + t` SUSAN
KQ.UTh

-
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FIST TOE WAS

THE
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'INSTANT REPLAY' SINGLE,

-INSTANT RRPLA¡)
NOW COMES TFIE AL&UM
SINGLE
FFATURING THE.SCORCHING
HARTMAN5
OF
bAN
NO SIX MORE TR(\OKS

POUNDING

.

+

A TOP TEN HIT FOR DAN HARTMAN.

PULSE

PL

nos

-..
. e, ¡,,.
mica

CE P

WIZARDRY.

GUAikANTEID TO BRING YOU
'INSTANT REPLAY' IS
INSTANT YOU PLAY IT.
INSTANT SUNSHINE-- THE

i

NEW `f ,
ALBUM }-}

GET IT NOW.

1
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into life perhaps not as
often as they once did

-

the power is still
there. And 'Babylon By
Bus' catches most of It.
With the last live album
(from the Lyceum concerts) Marley was not yet
"broken" as the across the -board star, A quartet
of best - sellers later he Is
and who can blame
Island, or Marley, for
capitalising on the fact?
The album, hopefully,
will run in tandem with a
the recorded - at
Rainbow movie 'Bob
Marley And The Wailers
Live', Both are "the story
so far", both excellent
entertainment, and both a
pinnacle until the next
move.
If, as Marley indicated
all - too
briefly in
Jamaica earlier this year
the next stop is to be a
serious move back to
Marley the introspective
Rastaman, or if, as Is the
more likely it will be
Marley .taking another
step Into the American
reggae/funk/soul commercial arena 'Babylon
By Bus' will still be
history.
Superb for the times,
and an unmissable
epitaph for an era. + + +
+ JOHN SHEARLAW
but

LBUM

-
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ELP: resting on their laurels

'ELP
'

I

K30552)

NOW IS the time for ELP to fart around. Now is the
I time for them to rest on laurels and recline in the sun.
Now is the time for me to carry out something of a
hatchet job in not less than 300 words.
In all honesty, 'Love Beach' reeks of putrifaction.
I It grieves me that I have to say that, after liking ELP
i for so long. 'Love Beach' is a rough album compared
with the art deco of 'Works'. The experience is like
taking a cold shower after a warm bath.
fake's voice is allowed to rampage all over the first
I four tracks_ Only the title tracks stands apart. with
Its heavy injections of frisky drumming.'Taste Of My
Love' is a bore, Lake's voice battling above
keyboards -and drums as he.meanders around some
turgid lyrics. There Isn't enough room for the band to
breathe as they follow each other around in ever
i decreasing circles. The songwriting team of Lake
and Sinfield seems to have lost its Inspiration
especially on 'The Gambler' which seems a dull echo
of past funnies like 'Jeremy Bender',
Then there's 'For You' with a wide - eyed Spanish
flamenco type opening. Lake attempts to smoulder
but the edge In his voice disapthrough the song
pears and he sounds like a cabaret singer attempting
i to bleed emotion all over the floor.
'Canario' is Emerson's soiree and the saving track
of side one. Nimble fingers pound away before a
flurry of drums and then moments of sombre peace.
ISide two is completely taken up with 'Memoirs Of An
Officer And A Gentleman'. A wedding cake of a
concept especially with 'Love At First Sight', about a
Ivirginal girl In white satin. The track just drips and
gushes. Instead of feeling sentimental you Just want
to laugh.
'Letters From The Front' is the final tumble
downhill. The concept begins to sound like a Gilbert
and Sullivan production ih the village hall or a
Pythonesque drama of our chaps gamely fighting the
Hun.
This hurts but + + ROBIN SMITH

-

albums.

It's matter
and
discipline
unashamed plagiarism;
a

cif

relaxed

Clapton Is no longer an
innovator in any sense all
but a superstar
copycat. Only four of the
10 tracks here feature EC
as composer, and those
four are so stereotyped
that they are as good as
being by someone else

all,
a

IERIC CLAPTON:

-

.q u. tuna k..sasSr.lirts.

NEIL
DIAMO D

dislike or condemn 'Babylon By, Bus'
Clapton for
doing. If he
make more
could always
being God,

what he's
wanted to
money he
go back to
but It's a

temptation lye's
resolutely resisted.

The only trouble is, he's
resisted it too pedantically. Really, Clapton's
only genuine talent Is
guitar playing. He has a
rather mediocre voice,
and as a writer, he's
competent but humdrum.
He should take alesson

from

Bowie,

who.

realising that he'd once
and for all shaken off the
stigma of Ziggy Stardust,
was confident enough to
recreate him this year,
knowing no - one could
trap him in 1973 amber
because of all he's done
since. Clapton should
consider the same; he's
proved himself to his
public, so now he can
afford to let himself go.

is
so far, the best of
stage show that has
travelled the world in a
cocoon that is both
bizarre and bfeathtaking NEIL DIAMOND: '20
and with its coming one Golden Greats' (MCA
can only sense that all EMTV14)
involved are relieved to
AND HOW can this be
have got It all down_

Marley
a

It's an album that
allows both for a rest ..
and a statement. Starting
from the dressed - up
(and equally successful)
re - working of 'Lively Up.
Yourself' (already heard
raw on the 'Live' album)
Marley covers territory
ranging from 'Concrete.
Jungle' ('Catch A Fire'),

'War' /

'No

More

Trouble', 'Stir It Up' right
through ' to the more
recent triumphs of
Marley the_soulman (and
Marley the Rastafarian,
don't let;it be forgot) in
'Jamming' and 'Is This
Love'.
It's an album that
Unfortunately, features
whatever the
'Backless' relies on the pariahs ("I was at ,the
same formula of half Lyceum in 1975, man, and
amplified guitar, natural he's sold out since then")
;blues, and southern swing may gloomily elaborate
that Clapton worships.
one of the best music
Like Ferry and Bowie and rhythm outfits ever
and Dylan and many consummately treading
others, he-has had a go at the electric line between
paying tributes to the sort reggae, rock'n'soul. All
of music he enjoys most, the influences channelled
rather-than trying to unerringly into one voice;
come up with something that voice; one message.

-

-

new.
,The trouble Is, all the
others got At out their
system in one album
(except for Ferry, who is
just as deserving ofi
criticism). Clapton won't
let go of the past. And I'm
begining to think that he
couldn't If he wanted to.

+++ TIM LOTT

MARLEY

AND

THE- WAILERS:

'Babylon By Bus' (Island
ISLD 11)
IN A year where Bob

Marley

everything

has
be

done

possibly

-

-

superstar on the US
circuit until ousted by the
infinitely less charmismatic Barry Manilow
only this year
attention in

- sprang
to
along
'1970

with-'Cracklin' Rose'

-

so

for

a

music easily accepted on
the pop airwaves, yet still
capable of offering live
excitement that lasts
over two albums (even U
the "best" of the tapes
were culled from concerts as far apart as
Toronto and Rotterdam I.
The poses may be
becoming strained
the
arms outstretched, the
dreadlocks flying. the
rhythm section crackling

-

NEW LIVE SINGLE

...

followed by hit after hit of
the 'Sweet Caroline' and
'I Am I Said' kind.
He still relies on those

BREAKING GLASS
ART DECADE
ZIGGY STARDUST

songs for his stage performances (shall we say
the songs of the peak
years) 'and although his

work

stantly accepted)

-

pulsating
'Exodus'
guitar and bass and the
"movement of Jah
people"
are now more
in tune with movement of
white Europeans' from
London to Lucerne
jigging furiously In the
well. The
front rows
perils of being a superstar can't be easy to come
to terms with, and

has become.
Bob Marley Is at the top
of his tree right now, hta

BOB

Since Diamond's latest I,
bout with Britain at
Woburn Abbey and the
London Palladium we've
heard little enough from
him
and as the world
waits for the next step
(Diamond as movie star)
who can blame his, ahem,
former record company
for, in those immortal
words, "capitalising on
back catalogue"?
To all intents and radio
purposes Nell Diamond
longer than most the top grossing, top - selling

ever 'eavier strains of

religious - cum musician
figurehead which Marley

-

brilliant?

subsequent

And if the faster and

especially

RSD 5001)

anything less than

One love. He believes It,
he deliversit. It's true.

...

(except (or 'Golden
Ring', which, despite

sounding very similar to
The Band, has a real
charm of Its ow o ).
CLAP TON may not be
Of course just about
clapt - out just yet, but everyone in rock 'n' roll,
he's getting there. This, copies everybody else.
yet another tasteful but but the trouble with Eric
slightly monotonous Is that he keeps copying
exercise In the art of the same people
J
being Laid Back, could Cale, Delaney and
probably be more ac- Bonnie. American roots
curately titled 'Testicle - music, cajun, blues, r 'n'
less' rather than b, country and western_
Palatable, but not exacUy
'Backless'.
Still. maybe it's an pushing forwards the
Improvement on barriers of music.
L.egless', which would
I suppose he's happy
have tied characterised standing on the same spot
some of bus earlier all the time, but the grass
Backless' (RSP Deluxe

-

-

EMERSON LAKE AND PALMER: 'Love Beach'

(Atlantic

really beginning to can to survive in the
show under those feet. unlikely position of, world
Frankly, I can barely tell class rock star and the
the differnce between devout and soulful
'Backless' and the first figurehead of a socio /
Clapton solo album. religious cult
the
There's even a J J Cale contradictions are many
track on both of them
and one has just got to
this time it's 'I'll Make believe his position is
Love To You Anytime', unique
what better
which is an exact replica than án excellent live
of Cale's style.
album?
But it's difficult to
And excellent it is.
Is

with

CBS has been equally as
rewarding (If not as In-

the
greatest hits aspect in his
case has scarcely been
over -exposed.
as

So,

here's

20

THREE TRACKS
FOR 99p (rrp)
IN COLOUR BAG

seen on TV,
of 'em for

Christmas. Remember
'Shilo', 'Soolaimon' or
'Song Sung Blue'?
'Cherry Cherry' Play

FROM THE ALBUM
'STAGE'

There's not much
missing, even if you
already have 'Love At
The Greek' (live, newer,
double), and Diamond
eveii in this concentrated

listening.
dosage

-

Is

Record: PL 02913
Cassette: PK 02913

essential

Fair crack of the whip

and all that

It's the big

-

whether
from

newee

Single:

CBS or the big oldies from
MCA Diamond will be a
winner. Actually I consider him one of the

BOW

I

BC,'

premier singer /

songwriter / performers
of the decade, but casting
subjectivity to the winds
one of the best "TV
releases" fn far. + + + +
JOHN SHEARL A M
bid
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rude letters to music papers about It
(Maybe that's WHY you've been
waiting two years MM I It's quite
obvious that Magnet has the
foresight to realise what a large
record buying public gay people are.
May I thank all the hard working
people In the promotion depart.
ments for all the good work they're
doing for the music business,
whether I ant on their malting lista
or not.

-

AILMAN
KerdC2i
t

q

.

to

rite
40
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Liz Bailey, Leicester.

A
1
Wog

Of course, you COULD always
suppose

try crawling, hut I don't
you've thought of that.

PEARLY GATES VS
TECHNICAL ABILITY

NOME IS WHERE
THE HEAD IZZZZZ
'

FEELI must write

this letter as
stoned. I have Just got back
from a Hawkwind gig and my head's
not all there. (This is a common
symptom arising from repeated

1

-Ifeel

\

physical contact between the
cranium and a Marshall amp
A
Doctor Writes). Well, would yours
be after dropping LCD (LCD?
What do you know that we don't?
MM) and getting Into a Hawkwind
gig, It's really neat. Anyway, back to
my so called letter. I've liked Haw k wind since thetr first album but
since that excellent guy Lemmy left
them, I'm not so keen. Hawkwind
have even Changed their name to the
Hawk lords and that's really bad
swag. So how about an interview,
poster or something. They're a
pretty unmentioned band. I'll have
to go now as this letter's doing my

-

IF ANYONE from Radio Luxem
bourg is reading this, perhaps you
could let me know why you chose to
take on a girl singer, Pearly Gates.
as opposed to employing a female
disc Jockey? It seems ridiculous not
to give the first girt disc jockey
placing to a girl disc jockey (Keep
going, you've lost me but I'll catch
MM). Shelia Prophet asked
up
why there are no girl disc jockeys
well, there are and I am living proof
of one. Admittedly we don't number
as many as the men, but we are
around. Unfortunately, we are not
considered seriously and are there
to play sounds. Managers, In
general, Want us to wear sexy
clothes and are not really interested
In our technical ability. only In the
fact we are gimmicks they can use
to promote a sexy Image for the
club. All I can say girls, is go out to
get appreciated for the music you
play and stand up to the manager
who wants you to wear / not wear
certain items of clothing. We'll win
through In the end.

'

-

--

o

It 0.,

ose

head in.

TheFreaky Tripper

My God, where did they dig YOU
up from? And by the way, I don't
think It's the letter that's doing you
in, It's these funny new chemicals
you seem to have discovered. Stick
to Junior Aspirin.

I,.

Cherie
Berks.

wer%

oi

wrA

SHEILA PROPHET, you're great!!

For once I do believe you've given
Slade a decent review. Not only have
you given the album a fair hearing
for that I take back everything
I've ever said about you but you'll
find they're on the way back up.
Anyway you sexy thing, how about a
signed photo. Or better still, will you

-

ON AN' ON
ON AN' ON

marry me?

Kevin Massey, East Ham, London.
Sorry, she's set her heart on Mike
Oldfleld
. must be his tubular
.

.

bells.

ANOTHER WOUNDED
YES FAN WRITES
IF SHEILA Prophet

Is a

critic, I'm

Fozzy Bear. What did she do before
she became a music critic? Was she
by any chance
the Labour Party
(Labour' never done a days work
MM) in her life; how dare you

I

-

1,

Maidenhead,

because like them she doesn't know
what she's talking about. That
review she gave to Yes' 'Tormato'
wad a pack of lies. You can tell by
the first couple of lines that she
hated the group. Did she listen to the
record? Why do you hate this group.
In its 10th year of music this month.
Andrew Tweeddale, Marlow, Bucks.
Yeah,: It sounds like It too Foz, old
son.

GETT'S KISS
OF DEATH'
writing to tell you how
disgusted I was with Steve Gett's
useless, pathetically hopeless write
up on three superlative albums by
Kiss. I simply want to know what
happened. to the write tip_ of-the
fourth album, by Gene Simmons.
I AM not

That's all.

D. Teague, Bourne. Lincolnshire.
Sorry DT, my fault. I was so
overcome I forgot to,put it In with
the rest. It went in the Nov 18 Issue.

- Rosalind Russell.

-

H EART TO
H EARTLESS

.1

WHO THE hell Is Chris Westwood
(I don't know
who he Is -at home, but when he's
here he's definitely Chris Westwood
MM). He obviously has no taste at
all because Heart are one of the best
bands in the world. They have minds
Infinitely superior to his but then
everyone has. I'm buying my copy of
the album today just as soon as I
stop writing to morons like you.
L. Lory, Manchester.
How does it feel to be one of a
minority group?

BEWARE. THE day of Kraftwerk
domination is nigh. The day we shall
become showroom dummies or man
machines. The day we will all travel
by Trans Europe express or
autobahn. You have been warned.
Clone 2714, Dusseldorf.
Oh, so they're even making that
LCD stuff in Germany?

AN'

John Lennon
Yoko Ono
Waiting in coob
the great artists are living but why
are artists like them great and true
not allowed to expose themselves
Into focus
Where has the world gone, when the
great artists have to sleep?
Anon.

That LCD's certainly
around, ain't It?

SAME OLD KRAUT
MACHINE DREAM

getting

WHAT THE,
WHO THE, ETC.
WHAT THE hell does Ronnie Gurr
think he's doing, giving Kate Bush's
single 'Hammer Horror' a bad
review" Is he Insane, or deaf?
Kate Bush critic, Swindon.
Possibly both, but we won't tell
him if you won't.

THE CASE FOR RUDE

NOW SERIOUSLY...

LETTERS (CONT.)

IF ANY of you out there are
reasonably sane and

sober

-
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TIM LOTT: RIP HIM TO SHREDS!
DEAR TIM Lott hate you. How can you call Jethro Tull's new
single dim and wayward? It's exactly the opposite. As for
Blondle, which you reviewed on the same page, they churn out
pathetic bubble gum music which is easily dispensable.
However, because of prate like you it'll go bounding up the
charts.
Yours, with much love and affection, Paul Kennedy, Colchester.
PS God, what a boring letter
God, you're right.
1

`

PROPERTY
STRANGLEHOLD
AFTER READING Susie Taylor's
letter about Dave Greenfield of the
Stranglers becoming her neighbour.
I wonder if her father would be interested In selling his house?
The Swedish Vagrant.
PS Are the clouds Interesting In
Milton Keynes?
Look, I have enough maniacs
writing to me without you starting,
oh what? Take a look at this
.

cracker....

and

I READ with great interest the would like to write to others of the
remarks of Jim Black of Southsea same ilk (Can't be many left, looking
complaining about not being on at this weeks mail) we've had a
Magnet's mailing list. I have tried request from an English teacher In
for two years to be accepted on some Korea who's looking for people- to
mailing lists and in some cases have correspond with students there. U
had no answers but I don't write you're Interested, send details of
yourself and your hobbles (clean
ones, please) to Young-ae Kim, PO
Box 5500, Central Seoul, Korea.

When he's at home?

411

14

in-

terested in your technical ability.
Keep at it.

AT THE FEET OF THE
PROPHET (PART 57)

-

Kennedy,

I'm sure they're all terribly

4
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the hottest letters
ANYONE WHO nays we don't getbefore
the GPO cooks
preferably
can eat their words this
one.
with
did
they
11ke
'em

-
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themselves as passed
recent years, the Commodores have established'
masters of sophisticated soul.
Sensitivity, exuberance or, downright no-nonsensefunk You call the tune,
they'll play it.
To signal the success of this unique blend of musicianship and raw excitement,
Motown Records has released. an album containing the Commodores' most
unforgettable material.
From "Machine Gun," theme tune of 1974, through the classic song of parting
"Easy," "Just To Be Close To Yóu" and the searing "Flying High" to an evergreen
love song which will take its place alongside the great popular songs of the century,
hreeTimes A Lady."
.

t

EMI

1

THE_COMMODORESI GREATEST HITS.
"THE
TCS7 NAL 12100(cassette) STML 12100 (albúma

l

.
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"SAY, are these
guys stars In
England," whispers
a local reporter,

'i

glancing
suspiciously at
Japan as they stand
In a relaxed huddle,
"or do they always
look like that?"

1

it's the evening of
Japan's first show in

d!

--a_

!

New York, and they are
midway through a
lightning visit to
America. So far, despite
their protestations that
the dates were disasters,
the reaction, and the
reviews to the shows in
Las Angeles have been
very good. In New York
however the people, or at
least the press who have
been gathered together
fora before show party,
seem a little less certain
as to how they should
behave, preferring to eye
the band across the
spacious confines of The
Hurrah, than to risk
outright confrontation.
The Hurrah is New
York's newest venue,
still holding a vaguely
underground status. It
was once the city's top
disco, but since the

if

"YRAI
,'0142n

had a good time'. I
suppose we're Just not
Interested enough , "
The band leave alone.
Saturday morning hits
us right between the
eyes, for although tt 4
officially the group's day
off, a photo session has
been arranged, taking In
every main tourist
attraction of the city
not least the band
themselves.
As we traipse through
the streets from one site
to another, It's amusing
to watch the Pled Piper
effect the band produce.

-

1

h

Tital

Central Park.
Rockefeller Centre,
Empire State Building
everywhere they go
cameras materialise and
eyebrows raise as the
world stops to let them

-
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With

the image they
have created. Japan
have layed themselves
wide open to attack. At a
time when short hair,
lank appearance, and
'I'm just the same as
you mate' attitude is

rite, Japan are slammed
1

{

I
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0

T

r
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Japan keep this hold.
Afterwards in the
dressing room the band
are not overjoyed by the

set. Outside, at the bar
the punters delicately
pick around for clues as
to general opinion.
General opiniop is still
undecided . .
"Are you a band?"
asks the Incredulous
shop owner as we enter,
eyes fixed upon Mick's
Cerise and tangerine
be rnét.
"Yeah," replies Mick,
surprisingly tolerant, as
he answers the question
for the hundredth time
that day.
"What music do you

Play?"
"Well ...,It's difficult
to describe."
"Is it crazy?"
"No."
"Is it disco? Rock?
Jazz?" persists the
'
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owner.
"Not really .. ,"
"You are In the band,
aren't you?" he presses,
suspiciously.
"Ask them," cries
Mick, as he makes his
escape, "I'm just the
roadie .. .
The band are by now
used to the constant
questions and looks as
they walk down the
street, brought upon by
their hair, clothes and
make-up. Today 1s one
'day when the band, and
Mick In particular could
do without the continual
harassment by curious
passers-by.
They have Mat
emerged from a

gruelling afternoon of
non-stop Interviews in
their American press
office preceded by a
mammoth questionnaire
from 'le' magazine.-

-

,

i
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arrival of Studio 54, its

demise In popularity has
forced the management
to turn to live music for
salvation. Inside, a few
adventurous souls
wander to the front of
the stage but the
majority linger by the
bar, still clearly
uncertain as the band fly
straight into 'Don't Rain
On My Parade'.
Whether it's the time,
the place or the
atmosphere, Japan
produce a taut, almost
hypnotic set, certainly
the beat I've ever seen
them do. As the songs
wind into one another,
forming an eerie,
Impenetrable bond, the
audience mood shifts.
Those at the back are
thrown, all illusions of a
heavy metal band
shattered, and more
wander forwards as if
drawn by the electric
aura hovering in.the air.
Throughout the set

for their tacky glam
ap
nee and for, in s
we worn phrase, daring
to be different.
"We don't go out
lagging we leave that
to Japan." claims a
certain memberof Sham
es. A lovely quote lads, If
only 1t were true; as
Mick says: "Everyone
has a kind of set Image
of us, going to parties
the whole time, running
around trying to get our
faces into everything,
whereas It's not true. I'd
rather go to see a good
movie any day."
As darkness falls, once
again they are besieged
by autograph hunters
this time on the ferry to
Stratten Island Not
wishing to take a dip,
there Is no escape route.
so Japan grin and bear It
one more time.
Outside, drummer
Steve Jansen finds
salvation on deck. At la
he is the youngest
member of the band, and
along with keyboards
player Rich Barbieri, the

-

'
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Japan play their first show in New York and find their
freak value to. native New Yorkers .a bit of a trial.
'K EI 4LY PIKE watches and listens sympathetic like.
we have been together
for the longest. It was us
three who got together
and formed the band
from nothing four years

Sample question:
"Where would you take a
girl for an ideal evening
out?" and "What's your
favourite
song/book/girl" etc.

"It would be nice if we
could get to the point
where we didn't have to
do non-stop rounds of
interviews like that,"
says Mick, still reeling
from the afternoon,
having spent most of the
time drugged up to the
eyeballs with painkillers
after falling down some
steps the previous
evening (stone cold
sober too) and fracturing

his ribs.

Today it was the entire
band who faced the
barrage of International
press but after their
final date in Boston,
Mick will be returning to

-

-

New York with Dave for
two more solid days of

cross-examination.
These two are now
established as the
spokesman Dave
obviously as the
composer of all Japan's
material and vocalist.
and Mick as the main
focal point but the
partnership of the two
goes deeper than here
hair colour and
contortions.
Although we are all
very close within the
band Dave, Steve and I
are the closest," says
Mick, "probably because

-

-

ago, and though Rob and
Rich have been friends
since school, they only
joined the group a couple
of years ago."
The unity within Japan
shows both onstage,
where they are
scrupulously tight, and
off, where during the
three days I spent with
them, there wasn't a
cross word.
I think that's because
we're all such good
friends," Dave offers.
"If there is an argument
nobody takes it as a
personal affront and
It's usually over within a
few minutes. Also we as
a band take care of
purely the musical side
of things telling Simon
(their manager) exactly
what we need done, and
letting him take care of
the business side of
things in his own way.
That way we all get what
we want, without
Interfering with one
another the whole time
or bickering. Although
an exchange of views is
-healthy when it gets to
the stage where a band's
Career revolves around
the arguments, then I
think it's all over ..."
By the time they took
to the stage the next

,

-

-

night, The Hurrah was
overflowing with people,
but the frontline of the
crowd was most
definitely female. Japan
attract them in their
hundreds. As row by row
appeared the necklines
got lower, the glitter
brighter, and the skirts
shorter. Femme fatales
drape themselves across
the PA, whilst yet more
wriggle enticingly within
the band's view.
Their efforts are
wasted however, for
while the band are on a
stage they are oblivious
to all. Again, they
produce a painstakingly
good set: However,
despite the technical
perfection and
enthusiastic audience,
the set seems to me to
lack the tense, b1ting
edge of the night before.
The menacing attack so
evident the previous
eberíing was abated, and
the set climaxed early
on, during 'Love la
Infectious', the B-side of
their new single.
The band however are
far happier with the
second night's
performance. As they
sit, drenched and
exhausted, a steady

stream of well washers,
ltggers and of course,

girls, girls, girls wander
in. America It seems. Ls
taking Japan to it's

heart

Carefully picking his
way across the often
human debris, guitarist
Rob Dean surveys the
scene. Rob is nicknamed
by the rest of the band
'Mr Normal' and they
take great delight In
recalling his average
reactions hiccoughing
when he drinks, sneezing
when he uses pepper..
the list, they say, is
endless.
Despite his normal

-

-

attitude to life, he does
not take advantage of
the fact that there are a
queue of girls stretching

ar out of the door. But
to no avail.
"We're not really into
having a dozen girls on
each arm everywhere we
go, like some status
symbol," says Rob. "In
fact a dressing room full
of simpering females
from the moment you
come off stage is a
nuisance we can do

without."
Mick later catches the
drift of the conversation
and adds: "It's not that
we're not interested, and
me In particular, but It's
just that we'd rather go
out after a show when
we're on the road to
relax and enjoy
ourselves and It's
Impossible to turn
around and say: 'We're
going out at the moment,
but meet us later on
after we've been out and

-

quietest.
"It gets to be a joke
when there are dozens of
people flocking around
lust because you look a
ittle different from most
other people," he says.
staring pensively at the
distant horizon. "In
England people usually
just stare, but here they
come and ask you for
your autograph, and then
ask who you are in the
same breath. They don't
care who or what you
are," he sighs. "It just
all seems totally
ridiculous
Despite the constant
harassment, Japan
have nevertheless chosen
America as the site to
record their next album.
After their British tour
in December, there will

..."

-

be a lengthy break
not
for holiday reasons, but

necessity.

"I've got to go into
hospital and have my
tonsils out which
means that I won't be
able to sing for two
months. During that
time though, we should
be able to get quite a bit

-

material
together, before we go to
Japan In March,"
explains Dave clearly
relishing the prospect of
a visit to the country: for
of new

-

the album shifted lrin,000

copies in the first week
of release and fan mall
is streaming In at the

rate of 600 letters per

da

We'll

be doing four

dates In the country, and
then coming straight
back to America for e
major tour. We'll stop off
after that to record the
album probably In New
and with a
York
different producer. After
that though, who knows

-

Who Indeed?
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'Ho
I NEED advice before I

do something desperate.

I'm

IS

and starting, with

reluctance, to think I'm
homosexual. At this age I
know I should be going
out with girls but I have
no interest in them as
they don't arouse me at
all.
It does turn me on
though when I go to the
local swimming pool as I
get enjoyment out of
watching younger boys in
their swimming trunks.
One day soon I feel I'll go
up to one of `hem and
touch their equipment.
This would probably get
me into trouble.
John, Sutton Coldfield,

For your own sake,
resist the urge to live out
your fantasies at the local
baths. Your behaviour
would be regarded as
anti -social, to say the
least, and you could find
yourself down in the deep
end of the swimming pool
with a black eye
or
worse. Everyone fantasises
It's a healthy
way of letting off steam
and, to a certain extent.

-

-

relieving tension, but
when the borderlines
between fantasy and
reality meet there can be
trouble.

Ultimately, you're the
only person who can be
sure of your sexuality. No
one else can decide for
you. But before you'start

Cooling off at the idea of marriage
22

now and am fairly

good-looking. Since the
age of it or 17, I've slept
with quite a few girls, but
the fact is, I don't want to
have a lasting relation
ship with any of them

because marriage doesn't
appeal to me.

I not only stopped going
out with the girls I knew,
because of this, but I also
lost their friendship.

GAY DESPAIR
AT THE BATHS

putting labels on yourself,
live a little more, Not
every guy finds a girl he
really relates to on every
level, mentally, sexually
and emotionally until he's

much older than you are.
Many people who don't
see themselves as being
homosexual go through a
time when they don't
have `much time for the
opposite sex and are
strongly sexually attracted to their own.
Others give it `a try with
their own sex before
eventually adjusting to a
relationship with the
opposite sex. Some boys
start off by dating girls
but can really get it on
with other boys. And so
on. The permutations of
human sexuality are
many and varied.

At present, you're
channelling your sexual
urges Into the role of an
onlooker. Loitering on the
sidelines won't help you
find where you're at.
Fantasize about the little
boys If you want but, for
your own sake, make a
positive effort to get It on
with people of both sexes
in your own age -group.
Your wet -dreams could
lead in a new and more
attainable direction.
If you seriously think
you're gay and aren't just

33

copping out write again

for details of
organisations who

hereditary factors. Like
father, grandfather or
can great grandfather
offer constructive son. Dlness or shock Ilke
counselling and advice. also lead to hair loss can
Meanwhile, masturbation 'but if you've inherited too.
the
helps.
propensity for baldness
then there's nothing you
" can' do to atop your thatch
from thinning at a pre determined age.

-

Going bald,

but why me?
I AM

21

If it does happen, see a
hair specialist, easily

and have a fear of

going bald.

At

the

moment I have a good
head of hair. In fact, my
mates are always telling
me It needs thinning out
slightly. However, my
father who is nearly fifty
is very thin on top with
baldness showing through
and has been that way for
a long time now. I'm
worried in case I'll end up
the same way.
Can ' you tell me If
baldness Is passed down
from father to son, or is
there no proof of this
happening? How do I
maintain a good healthy
growth of hair? At the
moment I am using a
well-known brand of hair
tonic. What else can I do?
Pete, Newcastle
Specialists agree that
baldness or a luxuriant
growth of hair into old
age are the result of

'contactable through any
doctor, to ascertain
whether or not your scalp
is naturally heading for
the point of no return.
'Hair transplants are
commonplace nowadays
healthy hair Is taken
from one part of the hand
and transplanted at what,
in relation to the cause
celebre of vanity, is
cheap at the price.
Worrying about what
MAY happen In the future
Is a little premature

-

though. You may not
personally have inherited
the bald gene in a way
which will show after all,
even though there may be
a history of baldness
amongst males In your
family. Your son, In turn,
may be the next in line for
a patch in the hatch. Not
you.
Any good hairdresser
will advise on how to care
for your hair in the
meantime.
,

While I hated doing
this, It was very hard to
explain the way I felt to
them. It seems to have
affected my present
attitude towards girls.
When I go out with
friends, I always end -up
getting pretty drunk and
can't seem to be involved
with girls the way I used
to. I actually think I'rn.too
good for some, and Just
Ignore them' or let things
pass by. Yet I feel really
low sometimes. and
there's nothing I'd like
more than a nice friendly

relationship with a girl.

Roger, London

'You don't want- to feel,
by an ail -out

trapped

relationship

yet

and

you've somehow
managed to manouevre
yourself Into a tight little
comer, all the same.

Your, overwhelming
personaladmired

but could just
have something to do with
your current Inability to
strike -up a purely warm
and friendly relationship
with a girl. Perhaps your
be

reputation has travelled
before you, or maybe

ultra -desirable
has Its dleadvantages too. At the same
time, perhaps you still
expect girls to come to
you, without any effort on
your part. If you're either
too lazy to break the ice
with the girls you meet

your

image

nowadays or dismiss
most of them as not being
worth the trouble, what
do you expect?

'

If there's nothing you'd'
like more than a
friendship with a gir, go
out and find one. Not
every women Is hell-bent
on getting her map to the
altar, and might not turn
,

out to be quite such a

marriagable commodity
as you seem to think you
are.

Smaller` labels
to got them

... and how

LAWRENCE Blackwood of Klrcaldy writes to ask:
"Please can you tell me how to get hold of records on
Do It, Spy, Rebel,
the following labels
Rough Trade and Safari
I'm sure a lot of people
would be interested to know through which larger
record companies they are distributed as not all
dealers have this information."
The current single out on the Do It label ('M'
'Modern Man') Is distributed by MCA though should
you have any trouble obtaining It write and order It
direct from Do It Records, 48a Friars Stile Road.
Richmond, Surrey. Faulty Products (27 Dryden
Chambers, 118 Oxford Street, London W1) distribute
the Spy label, and Lightning Records (841 Harrow
Road, London NWIO) distribute Safari. Rebel is one
of those funny foreign ones (French actually) but
records on this label along with those on Rough Trade
can be ordered from Sue Dunn (Mall Order Department), Rough Trade Records, 202 Kensington Park
Road, London wil. There Is also a magazine railed
'Zigzag Small Labels Catalouge 77.78' available
(again distributed by Faulty Products) which lists
virtually all the lesser known/very small labels.

--

Replacing album sleeves
DAVID EDWARDS from Feltham, Middlesex would
like to know If he can buy replacement sleeves for his
albums with tatty covers.
Record dealers are able to order sleeves from the
record companies although service Is apparently
very slow and the record company can only usually
fulfill a small percentage of requirements. in addition the sleeve will cost you about 40p,

Subscriptions to
-American trades
PETER ADAMSON from Surblton asks: "Could you
Print some details of how to subscribe to any of the
American music trade magazines especially
Billboard, and could you find out If they do cheaper
rates for hard -up students.'
I_ feel I ought to break this gently.,. the yearly
subscription rate to Billboard (they don't consider
shorter periods) Is 175 whether you are rich or poor.

1:

e

Aiternative Routes
See Tradition at:
Music Machine, London
Nov 15
Tiffany's, Edinburgh
Nov 20
Nov 24. Central London Polytechnic

The new album fromTradition
(PL25186)

Also available from Traditión
'Tell Your Friends About Dub'

(PL25169)
RCA

Ron
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COMPETITION

tI4UNI

WINNERS
WAX DASH
Tt{ÉY'RE HERE AT LAST You Was Dash compothion entrants have
been paragons of patience But the results couldn't have come at
e
better time what with Christmas on the doorstep
The four lucky fiat prise winners who receive the Harlequin
album

prae

are:

M. Doty, London; A. Ctayder, Cheshunt; S. Mann. Kent, 0
Watkins, Susses
The six winners of the second prizes of Ferguson Radio Cassettes

t

'

-£

S

-4,

1

C

9

9

me

M. Riding, Merseyside; S Bock, Kingston; P. Bartlett, Bummgham:
Middq B Handy, London; P. Spicer, Leicestershire.

brings you

R. Tholheni,

Winners of the SO third pines 01 Bib Cassette Care Kits are
Stephen Smith, Liverpool; Christopher Payne, Manchester;

THE CLASH

..
rL
IS

Susan Spittle, London; Nige Higby. Merseyside, Dave Chapman,
London, M A Freemen, Hams; George Booth. London: Miss C Frost,
Norfolk; Mandy Game. Hitchen; Brian Heanccote, S. Yaks: Alan
Harding, Wilts; John G. Parker, Gloucester, Mark King,
Streatham:
Keith Smith, Lincolnshire. Neil Gardiner, North Yorkshire, Michael
Grant. Northampton; David Pearey, Bucks; John McMyler, Manchester; Peter Cowley, West Sussex; Adrian Cox. Merseyside; Mr
Phi ip Hollands, Surrey, Mr Simon Maynard, Kent, Miss 8 Lewis.
Lanes; Mick Hmchbffe, Sheffield; Mr Brian Carr, Merseyside, K
Hickson, Coventry; Mr Mesh Shah, London: Andrew Croome, West
Midlands; Derek Cottrell; Avon.

and

THE JAM

n

-

12
.

n
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1,4

Ill The name of tho lead vocalist
121

L

in 999 was, ut course, Nick Cash
The name of 999's own label before they joined United Artists was

-

-

u

LIFE looks rosier for thirty 999 fans, who hove won a copy of then new
album 'Separates' lust for answering three questions.

AC/DC

.

E

999 COMP

and

,-

r

tp
P A.

Nisben, E. Susses; David Flanagan, Bradford; Ian Lightfoot, Tyne e
Wear, Piers Harmer, Hants; John Donaldson. Lanes Stephen Iron,
Glos; Michael J. North, London; Mike Pewley. Willowdene, Midd.;
Russell Carey, London; H. Burton, West Midlands, David Bowen,
Swansea, Mr Phil Read. Cardlfl; John Bone, West Lothian, Malcolm
Rhodes, South Devon, Anthony R C Trent, Dorset, Kevin Williams, S.
Glare- Martin Smith, Lincn; Philip Rigby, Merseyside, Kevin Kemp,
Beds Gillian Welsh, Merseyside,
u
Mr G E. Lobe, Newcastle on Tyne;

p

.__.

r

1t

bntam

Their first single on this label was 'I'm Alive'.
And the 30 first correct enines received were those sent by
David Evans. Avon. Barry Anchison, Scotland, Paul Robson, West
Yorks; P Homden. Kent; Paul Maulkin, Kent, K. Palmer, Wilts,
M
Tolley, Kent Nigel Dully, Surrey, Kenneth Grlt, Cleveland; S.
Houghton, Essex, Steve Stuchfield, Essex; Stuart Salt, Manchester,
Ian Bradshaw, Lancashire; Rick Snarski, Midds, Keith Woodger,
Derbyshire; Philip Cheeseman, Suffolk; P R Chandler, London;
Dérek Cotttee, Avon; Tony Smith. London; A. Ashworth. Midda;
Steven Dunn, Lancashire, Ian Bridge, Workington, Cumbria; Mark
Brown, Nottingham; Roy Spencer, Warwickshire, Richard Scott.
Avon; Richard Charlton, Leicester, S. Crammer', Lanes. Wdl Jacob,
London; Mr Peter Derek Woodhurst, London, Christopher Lloyd,
Essex.
131

and heaps
more interviews

ACROSS
1

10

BY 101'Ul.All. I)I:MANI)

11

The Rats looking after the
soldiers. (5,3,3,61

2

3

151

4

A new shoe for Ian Dury. 14)
Recent Elton John single. (31
Hawkwind's machine. (6)
16 Jackson Browne hit. 14)
17 & 24 Across. 1965, Wilson
Pickett hit. (2,3,8,41.
20 Slade frontman. (51
21
The Blockbusters. (51
22 Nick Lowe loved the sound
of breaking
151
23 Reversible Steely Dan album
24 See 17 Across.
26 The Beatles were .... there
and everywhere. (41
29 S.A.H.B. leader. (41
30 Commodores album )41
31
Dirty pop group (3)
32 Mary Johnson original that
was a hit for Showaddywaddy 13,3,4,2,5).

Village People's two great disco hits
on one very special 12"single.

1

Unproved statements from
Fleetwood Mac. (7)
No relation to Roger Waters.

12
13
14

You asked for it,we've pressed it!

DOWN
Commodores No. 1. (5,5,1,4)
A single from the Album.
(4,2,3,4)
Elvis Presley said Don't Be
(51

5
6
7
8
9

1978 UFO album. 110)
1972 Stones hit. (8,4)

Hot Rod leader, (5)
Mr Davies. (3)
Chris Farlowe being different
to everyone else. 13,2,4

Magazine

under

attack,

(4,2,4,51
15
18
19
21

25
26

The Band that brought us
the Crunch. 13)
Broughton or Winter. (5)
An Advert. (4)
What The Fortunes had in a
teacup. 15)
Paul McCartney L.P. (3)
Graham Parkers treatment.
(41

27

They gave
Kings. 141

28

She had a Big Yellow Taxi.

a

Farewell To

(41

(CUR 18003)

We've'rushed it to your record shops now!

ea

k

01
accORDS
ANO TAPES

4

DJM RECORDS LIMITED, JAMES HOUSE,
5 THEOBALDS ROAD, LONDON WC1X 8SE

LAST WEEK'S SOLUTION
r ,1

P"ROSS;
ted John 6 Shoe 10 Elkle Brooks 11 Holly 14 Anchor 17 Smoke On
The Water 19 Skellern 20.Ghosts 21 Dion 22 Motors 24 Lost 26 Mike
27 Tea 29 Dr 30 Eric Carmen 31 ABC.

DOWN:
Joe Walsh
1

2 Like Clockwork 3 Elenore 4 Jar 5 Hook 7 Hull S Easy 9 Ash
Ob La Di Ob La Da 13 Love Bites 15 Waterloo 16 Mael 18 Only
You Can 21 Damned 23 Stone 25 Tonic 28 EMI.
12
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re you tot 1Mnk you know what voting teü;np about. Mere, the Record
Mono, Pull
coupon, we want you to unscramble your brain, think 10f in teen a minute
and out down
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Male -singer
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Dec.
Dec.
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New artist

3rd MANCHESTER Apollo
4th CARDIFF Sophia Gardens
Sth BRADFORD St. George's Hall

6th LONDON Rainbow Theatre
7th LONDON Rainbow Theatre

Exclusive Agency [iron: 01-267 4499
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If they told

CHRIST IT'S hot in
here.
The guy behind
me is pawing my
neck with his heavy

on the onions hot dog

breath.

!23Y/meIwa5

beside

BARRY CAIN catches á
glimpse of heaven

.

Procures by CHRIS GABRIN

outlaws

It's

sr
~

a 15.000

l

fI

,I
I

untouched but
burning the shit outta
them pumping organs
grinding away inside.
A smile has been super
glued on each and.every
face. No matter how hard
you try it won't peel off.
You're stuck with It for
three hours. Then you
realise there's something
wrong with your legs.
You know you should sit

three hour clockwork
wind up and If you force
them they'll snap.
Your eyes refuse to
leave his face. The lids
won't close because you'll
miss something If they
do. You're stone all right
but your heart Is cruising.
You're waiting, Just

waiting to respond. The
song climbs to Its climax.
You're straining to shout.

...

resembled Dylan il.e.
strung more than two

metaphors together in the
same song.
His first `two albums
were' castigated for the
preponderance of "In-

termidable"

-

I.,

fil
I
í

rhyming

techniques that exploded
In his lyrics
"Madman
drummers bummers and
Indians in the summer
with a teenage diplomat.
In the dumps with the
mumps as the adolescent
pumps his way into his
hat"
and
reliance" on cutey pie

'over

- "Silver
star studs on my duds like

J,

alliteration

Harley in heat."
But it was patently
clear to anyone who
professed a love for rock
'n' roll heroes that this
guy was, how can I put it,
something else?
With his third album
'Born To Run' the aca

r

7
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closed
doors for the most part
unwilling to talk, legally
unable to perform and
foUowtng the advice from
his lawyers that public

ENTS

1.
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ultimately lead

demnation In the eyes of
the law.
After a long and winding court case his affairs
were eventually sorted
out

Jon

Landau,

the

Roiling Stone writer
"I
responsible for the
have seen the-futureof
1

BROOOCE: ain't he so damned cute?

etc," quote replaced Mike

five

o'clock

"I try

to do as much as
possible," he says on the
subject of his marathon
shows. "The kids want to

a
tÍ/11K._
But standing is
altogether an !nap-

proprlate word.

Springsteen never simply
stands. He WORKS.- He
TOILS. He DEFIES the

laws

of human endurance. Shortness of
breath is unheard of, i)'s
inapplicable, The'show Is
a joyous celebration of
rock 'n' roll the way it
should be done and the

extravagant time factor
is merely a fulcrum for
him to flex his Irrefutably
hypnotic ostentation.
If they toldme I was
dying, I'd spend the rest
of my time watching
Bruce Springsteen. (Take
that Mr Landau).
Along with his band, of
course. Especially white
suited saxophonist Clem

Clemons a veritable
Empire State of'a black
whose presence is
redolent of either a
heavyweight champ at an
exhibition bout or one of
those ter-liishie, fermenting spade pimp
pushers Immortalised on

cheap TV cop shows and
movies.
And when he spins in

)hat

saxo

stuffing

splendour pumping those
mellifluent mega rhythms out into the hall it's
like you've caught a
glimpse of heaven.
Hey, this is getting out
of hand- Let's Just say the
songs mean much more
when you see them

performed live. Like

you've spent all your life
with only one eye and
they've just given you
another wrapped up in

starry paper for

utterance would
to con-

sued. Springsteen found

mythical sunset

shadow tones.

strange that a 29 - year old New Jersey urban
cowboy who growls of
love and death and
'Streets Of Fire' should
attract hordes of prurient

ceremonial arson Job.
Squalid squabbles en-

-

Jersey

himself behind

a
a

sneaky

sometimes as he speaks
of the past and matters
that embarrass him.
And it's all wrapped up
In thane delectable New

Christmas.
So are the 14 - year old
girls as they queue up at
the backstage door armed with flattering
photos of their idol and
hankerchtefs soaked with
tears.

colades were piled up in
heap and burnt in

ADO
LESO
t.LS

-

mean,

In a fifties
western. His mariner Is
extremely polite and he
exudes an almost
childlike demeanour
wide eyed and surprised
that he is popular In
Britain, looking away Into
a

down cos the stewards
keep telling you, but they
won't respond. It's a

anyone who even vaguely

'

1

outside

for pernicious
critics who sneered, to
their Manhattans at

It

those

microwaves that permeaté the cavernous
auditorium leaving the

target

o

Largo, Maryland.

humanwatt

B R 0, 0 0 0 C E' ,
BROOOOCE!"
And then he 'goes into
the next song...
YET FIVE years ago
Bruce Springsteen (for It
Is he) was just another
bearded electric foible
hanging out In Greenwich
village and an obvipus

I

Centre,

Capitol

heat, fulminating on
-stage,. unleashing

"BROOOOCE,

1
!

boogie

the boys

his face.

circuit

the

droplet racing down

melts

-

And that, kids, is how
this guy came to be
standing on that stage In

a death trap. It's a
suicide rap
We gotta get out while
we're young
'Cause tramps like us.
baby we were horn to run'
it's aimed at them. Now
you know where the
Boomtown Rats got their
suss' songs from.
As the girls giggle and

system abo fé my
head revels In zoom
a loom close-ups.
You can almost see
the microbes getting
it on in each sweat

closed

roll,-

'

the studio recording
'Darkness On The Edge
Of Town' and then back
on the road in an
American tour of epic
proportions.

It's

Springsteen sits to his
dressing room with a
towel draped around his
neck. With his hair pulled
back off his forehead he
looks totally different
from what I expected. He
IS totally different from
what I expected_
His face is lean,
reminiscent of one of

Not yet. Not yet ...
I am a prisoner of
rock 'n'
he
screams. And the atone

1

t`

,

girl

keeps

her swimming pool
palms. The fulsome

dying,I'd-speiw
the rest of
my time
watching ;Bruce
Springstéen

I

The
me

hitting my leg with

Appel as the wnnderboy's
manager.
And a lees hlreutte
Springsteen was back in

I guess

pubes

it

who

does

have

seem

been

playing Andy Glbb

records at home before
coming to the show.

Butthen

you

get

to

it's the kids who
Springsteen sings about.
When he cries:
"This town rips the bones
from your back

hear 'Born To Run' so I
sing It. I've got some new
numbers so I sing them.
"See, we originally
started off with a two
hour set. But 'when the
tour got underway we
found it Impossible to
keep it down to that. It
was hard for me to leave
anything out.
"So now I play as long
as It feels right. Some
nights It's too long and

others

It

ain't long

enough. Tonight was one
night they were about
ready for a double dose!
"I guess most of the
songs are pretty durable,
at least, from the reaction
they still get, they seem
to be,"
I suddenly realise, after
coming through all these
years listening to the guy
breaking his back on my
speakers, drooling over

his verbosity, trying
desperately to Identify
with' his devout 'street.
ness', after coming all
these miles to see him, I
can't' think of a word to
say to him for chrissakes!
The effect of the show
has stripped me of my

questioning

faculties,

That's my excuse
anyway.
garble
something

1

about the

differences between

'Darkness' and the other
albums. Y'know, the
absence of his cineramic
oration.
He seems to comprehend. "Each album
has been a progression, a
real progression. Like on

'Born

to Run' and
'Darkness' they could be

the same people In the
same town only years
down the line. You can
see the dfference. It's,

like, older.
"Some people have
called it a depressing
album. That's untrue. It's
just that when you have
one successful album
people tend to expect the
same format for the next

one,"

Ah, now ft seems like
the appropriate time to

probe.

Forgetting my
earlier lapse I wondered,
out loud, If all of his work
was autobiographical.

"No."
Oh.

"Oh, sure, some of the
characters on a track
like, say, 'RosWta' are
people I've come across
In my life But most of my
songs are fantasies.
Sho dd a song reflect
imagery or the performer
as he really Is' You can't
get away from the fact
that you are making the
statements, but then
again, is it the song that
dues that?

"There comes a point
where the song becomes

more and more like a
mom- And when
happens you eerie* that
to
because Ira creator and

assume the role of
director. For

you have to

sn

many different
:o let them have lives of
he

characters and It's better
heir owm
'My songs have a kind°

,lriveIn quality about
them They may be about
factories. they may be
[bout something else. I'm

ust there,

directing."

quietly

So all those songs about
razy gangs In city heats

-

,nd fights and drinking
. mu never lived any of

rat"

Not really. I was
lways pretty much on
m" own. I didn't hang out
..,th a crowd or anything.
e ever since I was 14 I

.as playing. Clubs,

\"MCA's. high school
dances, you name It. As a
easult I felt okay playing
L people but not actually
being with them.

'And I'm still like that.

am by myself. If there's
ene other person around,
.cell. that's okay. You
'nd to find that attitude
n most musicians in rock
n' roll."
Never in a gang. Wow,
I

and I'd always thought
this was one hell of a
heavy dude. Er. how
about the drinking then
Bruce?
"1
haven't taken a
drink in around two years

Gulp!
"i

guess I

don't really

have the time. I never
drink much. Oh. there
was one time. For awhile
used to hang out with
this really big guy, 1
mean really big Y'know.
1

together we'd head
out to the bars. I was
And

under age but nobody
guessed. Anyway, we'd
make It to these bars and
really shake It down. I
had a great time with this
big guy. But then I never
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saw mm again.
"I had time on my
hands then. Now, I s'pose
if I wanted to get drunk
I'd go to a bar
on my
own
with the precise
intention of getting right
out of It. But I wouldn't
want anybody else to

night the hundreds of kids the same as it always
who have been waiting was U you got enough
bee far° gil ps go gas In your ear you carry
patien
berserk.Uy

-

-

' a
R.
Oh BROOOCTE, give me

a kiss

1

See."

-

baby."

"BROOOCE, sign

this
pleaseppleasepieáse
BROOOC`F.."

And what about those
early sexual
uh

travels?
"I was

37

"I'll always love you
BRIt000CE'. Ain't he just
so damned cute?"
He signs everything
Dashed In front of him
And that smile ain't false
He loves It
We climb an the luxury
tour bus that boasts a
colour TV, sofas, beds

-

when I first
made love. And when
I'd
done it !didn't know If I'd
done It or not" He starts
to laugh. all shy and
14

secretive. Well at least
he's done something he
sings about.
Funny how pre - con.
cetved notions get their
noses rubbed in the dirt.
No matter, This guy
never be a letdown.could
For
starters he's too sincere
and bedsides, somebody
with a show like he's got
could give an interview
with a mouth full of
marbles and still gain my
respect.
The Asbury Park apparltlon found himself
alone In the run - down

and built In stereo. "Hey,
ain't It just amazing? I
came out on his tour 'cos 1
wanted to enjoy myself
again, I never dreamt It
would turn out like this.
"I've done 88 shows,
we've got as more to do,
and every where the
reaction is the same. You
get the young kids from
the suburbs and they're
such a great audience.
It's funny. At the start the
girls would Jump on

stage, then, after

seaside resort when his
parents upped and
headed West
to
California
"1 was around 18 at the
time and still at high

realising what they had
done, just stand there and

-

freeze.

"But now they're
getting used to It and so
are their tongues!

-

t'

school. I decided I didn't,
want to go with them. I
had a local reputation as
a musician and I didn't
intend losing that.
"I tried to live there for
a very short time but.]
soon found out the'place
held nothing for me.

"I like running

'

amongst the audience
while I'm playing and the
other night 1 thought I'd
take a little trip up info
the balcony. But as I got
in the foyer about ten 15 Tear - old girls hit me.

hey just grabbed me
and wouldn't let me go. I

Musically I preferred
what was going down in
New Jersey. I didn't need

guess they're

more
demonstrative at that
age_
"They even come
around to my house and

a job to get by 'cos i could

make enough money
playing in the clubs."

wait for hours outside. I
got a kid sister back In
San Francisco and when
she tells her friends who
her brother is they go

.Ion Landau wanders in.

He ,looks a little perplexed. The wrinkles in
his brow suggest It's time
for us to head back to the
hotel.
The moment Bruce
emerges info the warm

wild.

Ain't it just
amazing.?"
Bruce still lives In
Asbury Park. "It's still

SEEJAPAN

on to Atlantic

Qty,

If

not

then Asbury will Hut
have to do.
"But It'll always be my
home. 1 like Arizona and
Holland. London's pretty
cool too. My fleet show at

Hammersmith three
years ago was pretty

tough but the second one
was great.
"But CU never leave
Asbury "
During the long encores
at every show, Bruce
asks for the houselights to
be turned on, and they
stay on till the end while
he goes through his usual
rock 'n' roll medley fare.
"When you see all the
people, everybody, right
up to the back, It's such a
great feeling.
"See. It's their night.
You may get sore, you
may get hoarse, but when
you see all those kids out
there it's like the first
show all over again.
"They may not have
seen you before and they
might not see you again,
so you've always got to
make It something real
special. If you think like
that every time you walk
on stage you've got It

made,"

Jon tells everybody to
look out of the windows.
"Willya take a look at

that,

shouts Bruce.

Outside the coach Is being
escorted back to the hotel
by a convoy of cars
stretching back as far as
the eye Can see. And each
car is stuffed full of

screaming
kids
screeching horns and
singing Springsteen
songs

"Wow,'. that's never
happened before." says
BruceBut it's gonna happen
again. And again..
Md left us running
burned and blind
Chasing something In the
night..."
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Oui Oui, says ROSALIND RUSSELL
I THOUGHT Iwas
going to hate him.
After I saw him
prancing round on

Seaside Special
(which I hate on
principal) in that

poncey sequinned

jacket, I was really
prepared to loathe
him.
Then I met him. I
encountered his charm.
his beautifully broken
English. I was so

captivated I even
ignored his aggressively
hairy chest set off by the

wound gold chain and his
tight leather pants (I
ignored them, I said. I
DID notice them ). I even
didn't mind his bottle
streaked blond hair
And I have to say he
looks better in the flesh
( and what flesh) than he
does on the sleeve of his
LP where he's wearing
revolting make-up and a
Dave Lee Roth type
macho Jacket. I have to
tell you, he's nothing like
that overblown Van
Halen singer.
lie's sweet, he's shy,
he's....'scuse me while I
mop myself up off the

floor.

-He's even got a sense
of humour. He laughed

when I told him he
should give up wearing
the tight pants If he
wants his voice to drop.
On reflection, maybe he
dl.tn't understand what I
was talking about....
Isis English is better
than my French (which
is what this little Swiss
n speaks) but he can
communicate well
enough.
"I am a sex symbol?"

..

he asks. "Well, I'm very
happy to be that. I love

sex..."
(Talk amongst

yourselves, I'll be all
right In a minute ).
I have lots of
girlfriends. One in New
York and one in
Parls...but you must not

saythat..."

Sorry Patrick, I've
said it. U they start a

Transatlantic fight,
that's your problem.
"Some girls. they

stand in front of my
house In Montreux.
Sometimes I Invite them
In, the pretty ones. I
cannot answer all the fan
mall. In France, it is
tour or five hundred a
day. It Is too much work
to answer them all. If I
was Sean Cassidy
perhaps it would be OK
he's a singer for the

a house in Switzerland
and a Cherokee Jeep to
go with that. All right so
far?

He likes to spend his
money on clothes and
presents for his friends.
He also likes to go outs
lot and spends a lot of
time in Studio 54 (where
else?). But why? Why
spend so much of your
life in a place like that?
"I like the music, the
sound, the lights,"
explains Patrick. "It is
the best disco In the
world. ',can always go in

-

teeny."
And you're not?
"Not in my head. I
write music as I feel ft,
In the disco trip, you
know' I live like that.
Disco music is very
sophisticated, very
sexy."
And you think you're
sophisticated and sexy?
That's what Heel, I
don't say that's what I

am."

He smiles.

I crumple.

Pull yourself together
Russell, this is no time to
get silly over some
foreign disco singer.
"I am very shy." says
Patrick. Oh comeon,
I'm not THAT gullible. I
don't believe this
Casanova line.
"You don't believe

me?" he asks. "All
artists are shy. Two

minutes before the show
I am so af raid...I shake,
how you say? Nervous?
But afterwards, it is
-paradise. I am afraid of
the people, afraid of
making the mistake. but
I need that, to be afraid.
So when it is over, I can
say to myself,
everything Is all right.
Sometimes make
the mistake. I repeat
three times the same
phrase. and In France,

j

the audience they sing
the songs with me so
they know when I make
the mistake. It happens
specially when I drink

something...."
Yea, well. we all have
that problem now and
then

I like the English
audience. They most
hysterique, yes?"
Oh yes, anything you

say.

By the way, should you
be Interested In how
eligible Patrick is (apart
from his obvious
charms), he owns an
apartment in New York
with a Rolls to go with It.

1

'

there. With my single 'I
Love America' I can go
anywhere."
Yes, what a smart
move, I say. Patrick
doesn't understand. He
looks puzzled. He looks
wonderful.
America has opened
its heart and its doors
for him, so when he
wants to live fast, he
lives there. When
W
he
wants to write and be
peaceful, he zips back to
Switzerland. Nice, eh?
),asked him If he
really liked all this disco
music. He likes most of
it. but agrees with me
that people like Diana
Ross should stick to what
she's best at and she's
not good at disco.

-

I l Ike Donna
Summer." says Michael,
and warming to his
theme, "and I like the

-

Michael Zager band
you know? They have
the record that gobs 000h
nook 000h!"
Oh la la. Sing It again
Patrick. It HAS to be
these tight pants.
I tell him I hate New
York, ever since I had
my purse pinched in

Regine's.
But three months
ago. I have everything
taken from my hotel In
London," he tells me.
"but I still like the
English. They take my
passport, letters! like to
have with me, my
papers. I have to go to
Swiss Embassy because
the next day I am to go
to St Malo to make the
Seaside Special."
Oh yes. well, let's not
talk about that.
"I was worried,
because in my passport I
have the Indefinite

stamp for American
visa....the girl at the
Embassy in 3witzerland,
she liked 'I Love
America' and so stamp
Indefinite' In the

i

,

rt`

passport"
Like I said. a bit of
flattery gets you

everywhere.
"What sign are you?"
he asks suddenly. Oh no.
not that old line.
I tell him. He tells me
his is Leo/Cancer.
I have to feel Leo
onstage," he says
earnestly. "But Cancer
is the opposite.

`=

-re.

am a
romantic person, but I
don't want to be. That is
for the kids. I don't fall
in love often, but when I
do It's for a long time. I
don't accept that I am a

romantic.
I think here Is as good

a time as any to leave.

I

thank him for the
interview. He thanks me
(aren't you all nauseated
by now. ).
"Excuse me,'t he says.
"I must go make the pee
pee."

,

Oul Oul.
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DO'T TURN

YOUR BACU
haven't gone away. They're not
the nasty boys you think they are.

CheLc

Just ask KELLY PIKE
"CHRIST! YOU'RE right,
it is quiet!" gasps Dave
Martin, guitarist with
Chelsea, the band the
world loves to ignore, as
we enter into a scene
straight from a western
B -movie. The site is a
pub, buried within the heart
of Soho. Which, mid evening, is uninhabited
except for two rather
wizened but very genteel
old ladies behind the bar,
who serve drinks with a
smile, a shaky 'Sir', and
an even shakier hand.
-

After the bustle of the outside
world, it's like entering a time
warp and it takes several
minutes of dithering at the bar
before we manage to tiptoe across
the carpet to a spotlessly clean -

-

seatA deft flick of the tape recorder
and we're away and, as though
the three members of
on cue
the band sitting within earshot
burst into conversation, seizing
the opportunity to talk now that
they have a Member of the Music
Press, (ahem) a criminally rare
occasion. ensconsed in their midst.
"I don't know what it is with
me," says Gene October, the
band's husky voiced lead singer,
"but the press just seem to
have a dislike for me. I mean,"
he admits, weighing up the facts
with the air of a street trader,
of
"I know I'm not the easiest
but
guys to get along with
I certainly don't try to make
enemies. I heard a quote from
Howard Devoto where he said that
he goes out of his way to be
hated. I don't; I just automatically
get that kind of reaction."
"We don't worry about It,"
stresses Dave. "we know that the
band are going to win through In
the end, but guys turn around and
slag us without even hearing

-

-

-

us.

"We're suffering the backlash of
what went down over a year ago.

It's difficult to get people to

accept that this is a new Chelsea,
a new concept, with lots of new

-

-

Ideas and material
not just
a new line-up."
Dave continues: "We've been
together nine months as a new
band and only now does it
seem people are realising we are
someone to be reckoned with. It
takes so long!" he cries, his
voice rising with passion at the
injustice. "They just keep saying,
It's not worth seeing them
-they'll split up again tomorrow;

with a backing band and I'm
certainly not a solo artist, I
never have been."
"The thing Is he's so
domineering, he's a very forceful
character, you have to learn how
to handle him," says James, with
a striking candour, particularly as
he was in easy striking distance
of the heftier Gene.
"I'm not domineering, I'm me."
retorts Gene, with equal

-

-

-

well we won't! Besides, Gene has
always been there, and so has
James It's only a couple of
different members of the band
coming In, yet we're written off
as unreliable."
"The reason the line-up has been
changing is because I want
writers in the band, people with
their own ideas and minds, which
I never had until now," explains
Gene. "Before It was totally me
who had to come up with the ideas
and it got a bit boring,'' he says,
looking suitably bored.
"Now though," he adds with a
fiery glint in his eye, "we work
as a unit. Whereas before -I would
have to continually say 'Do this
and do that', ordering every single

why."

-

,Q_

-a

end."
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and we're willing to
hang on. We're certainly not losing
out on. anything by staying with
Step Forward."
Throughout the interview
Chelsea managed to dispel any
thoughts that they were purposely
controversial or obnoxious (as was
suggested by more than one
acquaintance before the meeting)
and came across as genuinely,
here's the crunch, pleasant guys.
No deals were thrown In my
face, there was rib aggravation,
and the only problem encountered
was in trying to decipher the
tape where their constant
enthusiastic Interruptions
left a thousand and one
half -finished quotes. Their uniform
faith in Chelsea is undeniable
and to echo the words of James
Stevenson: "When ycu come down
to it, If you're a good rock
band, you'll win through in the
end. Whether you call It punk or
new wave, all it is is loud guitars
and good melodies. For some _
bands it takes one year, for
others it may take five; but if
It's there you'll make It In the

"RENTA SANTA"

Speaking to Chelsea, it's obvious
that the ties within the band
are very strong. Enthusiasm is

-

-

although we sometimes have
conflicting Ideas, we do strive
for the same thing in the end."
Amongst other things, Chelsea
are at present striving for money
tc put some of their ideas
into action. Their present 'record
company' is Step Forward, the
independent label which, I will
repeat in case you should have
slept through the past couple of
years, was founded by Mark
Perry. However, although they've
had three singles out on the

move, now the rest of the band
put their own concepts into an
idea,- and if they don't like
something they'll turn round and
tell me where to get off and

-''

-

-

all basically the same

right one

-

frankness, "I am outspoken though
and I do tell people what I
think of them."
"The reason we can handle
YOU," finishes Dave with a
fatherly air, "is because we're

-

high, and the whole band share
an amazing determination and
total trust in themselves a silent
bond of certainty, that if they
carry on they will finally
succeed in proving that they have
superceded their original punk
and gaining recognition as
roots
the fine rock 'n' roll band they
have proved themselves to be.
With previous line-ups, the place
of Gene October as leader, was
undeniable but with this form
the band appear far more
fact they are only
democratic
too keen to verify.
"When yowhave leaders and
followers In banda, I don't think
it can work. Previous Chelseas
have proved that; the only way
one person can be a successful
leader Is if he goes out as himself

label, 'Right To Work', 'HI -Rise
Living' and their current (and
strongest to date), 'Urban Kids
Escape', they work without any
contract to the company.
"We're not signed to them
it's just a means of putting out
vinyl. It's a very good
enterprise they let you have
your say, and you have total
control over everything that goesout, which I've heard from friends
in other bands, you don't get with
larger concerns. We're free to
sign to anyone else it's just
that nobody seems to realise that,"
explains Gene.
"The only problems we
encounter are occasional mishaps
with distribution or something
but they're great, It's súch a
friendly atmosphere, it's like
walking into the local pub with
Mark Perry and Nick Jones
lounging about the place,"
continues Dave with a faraway
look in his eyes. "They pay us
a basic living wage too," he
adds, returning to business -"and
walking into a major after them
could well be like walking into
a brick wall. We would like
a major, there's no doubt, but the

CITY BOY
THE BOOMTOWN RATS
10cc
VILLAGE PEOPLE
LINDISFARNE
ELTON JOHN

LA'BIONDA
SHAMPOO
RICHARD MYHILL
TERRY WOGAN
IT
CHRIS(HiLL)MAS
A MERRY

GET SOME IN AND MAKE
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OK, WHO loves closing

.

_

doors, has played drums
for James Brown (not the
other one, that one) and
has a six foot six Teddy
bear strictly for
decoration?

Taking the first clue first,
think of 'Close The Door',
couple It up with 'Only You',
and the answer's very
transparently Teddy
Pendergrass, A man who's
not been seen in this country
since his split over two years
ago with Harold Melvin and
the Blue Notes whose smash
successes in the dimensions
of 'If You Don't Know Me
By Now' were arguably very
largely down to the wringing, .
wrenching tones of their
featured singer Theodore

Teddy's got one
long
six
foot
six
finds out
What? SUSAN KLUTH

-

Pendergrass.
Not seen, but certainly not

forgotten. 'Life Is A Song
Worth Singing' says his album,
and sing It he does. Everything
from 'Cold Cold World' to 'Get
Funky Get Loose'. The entire
panorama of life on oné 12 inch
slab of vinyl.
"I really do enjoy singing
any type of song,. ballad or
disco, equally well," Teddy
confessed when we got
together for a rap recently. '
"It's reflected I suppose Inatthe
music I listen to when I'm
home. I mean, I love ballads,
Nat King Cole, really soft
stuff. But It depends on the'
mood I'm in, and then again I.
listen to a lot of really hot
stuff ... I'd better not give '
my names, all my friends will
start complaining they didn't
get á mention! ",
I asked Teddy for some
more info on the album.to be
"Well, the first thing
said is that Philadelphia
International is a good
organisation to be working
for. I should know, I've been
with them for long enough! they
They try to stay small and
concentrate on people

i

;ti

they know. And that's why
Leon Huff and Kenny Gamble
have had so much success.
They know what they're doing.
"As for the album itself," he
continued, "we wanted to
the
make it a bridge overTo
gap of pop and R&B.
the
explain something about
maybe
music for people who that
way.
listening
be
wouldn't
about
I do feel pretty pleasedMy
out.
the way it's come
own favourite track is 'Close
but I love
The Door'
all the tracks anyway!" the
'Life Is A Song' sports
usual Gamble & Huff credits
of
plus a not unusual galaxy Jack
Philly talent: Thom Bell,
Faith et al.
"But I'm involved at all
times," Teddy emphasised.
begin
"Any song, before you
to record it, is very open.
no
There are no arrangements,
backing vocals. Nobody.. knows
what
what's gonna happen
I'm gonna do.
"The songwriter has brought
in some lyrics and a melody,
out
but any song which comes
Is me,
longer than 2 minutesmy
you're experiencing don't
additions. I certainly
just walk into Sigma sound,
pick up a mike and walk out
again.''
OK, point taken But now for
a diversion, and back to our
.
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second clue, Not everybody
for once,
may realise that,
Teddy did not start out in a
high school doo-wop quartet.
Ten years ago he was a rated
drummer, and at one point
he'd backed a guy called
James Brown. But not the
James Brown.

I

e

`1:-"

__

_,s

only uses it for decoration
TEDDYPENDERGRASS:
know what that makeá me.
sexy perhaps?
"He looked like James
witness, More
Brown," testified our
"Onstage I play a little
and
now, that's all. One
percussion
"sang like James Brown,
little secrets is being
said he was James Brown's
my
of
Little
was
brother. Real name
able to keep a very smooth
Royal, but who's heard of
feeling moving around from
him?
onstage, almost glidingnot
for
play
mike to mike. But I'm
actually
"I did
James
going to say too much about
one night behind itthe
spoil
feel?
the show, I don't wanna
Brown. How did
my chances when I come
Didn't feel anything either
over."
way ..."
And when ís that likely to
But, back to brass tacks,
make
be?
how does the drummer
"Well," Teddy continued,
the singer, when most featured "we're
trying to get something
singers are Of anything)
fixed up for maybe March of
guitar or keyboard players?
next year. But I'd better
"Put it this way," said '
emphasise try. I've just
musical
"my
the road
Teddy,
had seven months onvoice
is
knowledge has come via a it's
and my
States
the
in
Certainly
different route.
sounding like an old frog at
more
sing
me
made
the moment."
rhythmically, but I don't

All sounds as if you don't
get too much time for doing
anything else these days...
"No. Except one thing,"
Teddy confessed with more
than a smile, "and that's
collecting teddy bears. Some
have been given to me by fans,
but quite a few I've bought
myself when I've seen them in
different places. I've got over
300 now, and the biggest is six
foot six."
Well. I ventured, I hope you
don't take them all to bed
with you. And Teddy did have
the grace to admit that
kapok -filled growlies weren't
his favourite nocturnal
companions. "They're strictly
for decoration."

SUSAN KLUTH
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THE lnformat(on here
was correct at the time
of going to press, but it
nosy be subject to change
so we advise you to check
with the venue concr'inej
before travelling to a
gig. Telephone numbers
one give,, r. here possible.

WHAT HAS RUBBISH
GOT THAT
TRAVOLTA HASN'T?

'THE CARS
Into London for a
concert at the Lyceum on Thursday,
special guest band
be the FABULOUS
GENERATION X are back on
nerd aftery).a long
TheCricketir
off at High Wycombe Town Hall
tour kicks
Northamptonlay-off
(Saturday), Croydon Greyhound (Sunday),
and
London Wembley Arena (Wednesday), YI. lrd111 Top Rank (Tuesday) and
The Great British Music Festival opens at
the
Wembley
Arena
with THE JAM. THE PIRATES, P.ATRIK
on Wedneday
FITZGERALD, BERNIE
GENERATION X and SLADE.
TORME,
OLIVIA NEWTON -JOHN (superstar) returns
to London to play the Rainbow on Tuesday and Wednesday,
DAVID ESSEX takes to the stage again for a
series of concerts which start
at Dublin RDS Hall (Sunday), and continue
at Belfast Kings Hall (Monday)
and Glasgow Apollo (Wednesday),
TAVARES return to Britain for
13 concert tour. 'dates this
Croydon Fairfield Halls (Sunday), aPortsmouth
week are
Guildhall (Monday), Manchester Ashton Thameside Theatre (Tuesday) and
Southport New Theatre
(Wednesday).
DEVO supported by DOLL BY DOLL begin
their tour this week at Edinburgh Odeon (Sunday), Glasgow Apollo (Monday)
and NewcastleClty Hall
(Wednesday).
ERIC CLAPTON and MUDDY WATERS undertake
a series of dates
together starting at Glasgow Apollo (Friday). followed
by Newcastle City Hall
(Saturday), Manchester Apo/10 (Sunday), Hanley Victoria
Hall (Tuesday)
and WesLBmmwich Gala Ballroom (Wednesday).

thePOODLES.
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ABERDEEN, Ruffles

(371931), No Dice
BASINGSTOKE, College of

Technology(54141), The
Boyfrien
/ The Back
beats

The Beejesuses

s'
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BELFAST.
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4J

Queen's

University (42124), Wpko
Johnson's Solid Senders

11

BIRMINGHAM, Barbarellas
(021-643 9413), Chairman of
the Board

BIRMINGHAM,
Hotel
phan

-'l

Railway

(021:359 3491),

Or-

BLACKBURN. Baileys
1662662). Alvin Stardust
BRADFORD, Sadles,
Muscles
BRIGHTON, Richmond
(292.34). Nicky & The Dots /

+(

Peter & The Test Tube
Babies / Dick Damage
BRISTOL. Tiffany's 34057).
X-Ray Spex

Troubador

CANNOCK.

2141),
(Burntwood
Amarmg Dark Horse
CHELMSFORD, Odeon

T'

(53677), Judas Priest

CHELTENHAM. Pavilion

Club, Dansette / Fusion
!CORBY, Sports Club (89513).
Band of Joy
COVENTRY, New Theatre

f

I

Lonnie Donegan
COVENTRY, University of
Warwick (27406), Mud /
123141).

The Tam headline the first night of the Great
British Music Festival at Wembley Arena
The Cruiser.
(Wednesday), with Slade, The Pirates, Patrik
DERBY, Assembly Rooms
Fitzgerald and Bernie Torme.
Lindisfarne
DERBY, Kings Hall (31111).
Sham 69 / Clmarons
DERBY. Tiffany's (41441).

!;i

r
I

DUMFRIES, Theatre Royal
(4209), Boys Of The Lough

Errs FS, Labour
789 2556),

Band

Belt

Club 081& Braces

EDINBURGH, Astoria (031(561

1662), The Zones

Tools
GLASGOW,
Ventggmmas

CLENROTHES,
Arena

(753701).

/

The

Studio,

Print

Rothes

Charley

mersmllh ,(01-748 1043),
Cannidg Town (01-476
Straight 8
2889), Zane Grill
LONDON. Chelsea Drug LONDON, The Venue, VlcThe
torla (01-834 55001,
Road,
Store. Kings
Magazine (2 shows)
Homosexuals
LONDON, Dingwalls, MANCHESTER, Apollo.
Ardwlck (051-273 1112), The
Camden Lock (01-267 4987),
Clash
/ The Silts / Pressure
Carol Grimes
Shocks
LONDON, Duke of Lancaseaster. New Barnet (01- MANCHESTER, Kelly's,
Sister Ray
449 0467). Cheap Flights
LONDON, Golden Lion. MANCHESTER, Mayfair
3987), Stadium
Fulham (01.385 3942), Dead
(081.834
Doge

er

ION ON, Hammersmith MELTON

The Tear
Explodes / Orchestral
Iganceuvrcs In The Dark
7881).

LONDON,
Camden

Osar,.crow

,LONDON

3961),

John
Johnny G

Brecknoek. LONDON,

(01.485

5073).

Southgate
Matchbox

Brldgehouue, LONDON,

(01.240

/

Spencer

1y

y

101.68E a 4112),

Swan,

Ham-

/4L

1

+¡

MOWBRAY,

Painted Lady (812121),
Odeon (01 748 4081),
Kettle
Whitesnake / Magnum
GRANGE MOUTH. Town
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE,
Hall (20533). The Jolt, / LONDON. Hope & Anchor,
The Canteen (28402), John
Islington (01-379 4510), The
Cuban Heels
Martyr
Sinceros
HATFIELD, Forum, The
LONDON, 100 Club, Oxford NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE,
Chieftains
City Hall (20007), Jasper
HATFIELD, Polytechnic Street (01 636 0933), Delray
Carrots
Wilson
(69100). Here & Now
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE,
HIGH WYCOMBE. Nags LONDON, John Bull.
Chiswick (01-894 00621,
New Park Hotel (682010),
Head (27758). The Fly.
Black Diamond
L&M Express
HORNCRURCH, The Bull
LONDON. Kensington. NORWICH, Cromwells
(4212.5), Rednite
(612909), Detroit Emeralds
Russell Gardens (01-603
HULL, The University
32451, Young Bucks
NOTTINGHAM, Boat Club
(42431). Frenkle Miller /
(688032), The Bishops
Darling
LONDON. Lyceum, The
The
NOTTINGHAM. Malibu Dog
tj LMARNOCK, Sandi-lame, Strand (01-629 4173),
Necromancer
Bowl, Derby Road (254758).
Can / Fabulous Poodles
Art Failure / Flexible Toys
LANCASTER. No 12 Club LONDON, Marquee, War dour Street (01-437 6603), NOTTINGHAM, Sandpiper
(63052), Wllchfynde
Interlektuals
LEEDS, J Club, Brannlgans
( 54381), DPs / Butterflies
(663252), Punishment Of LONDON. Muate Machine. NOTTINGHAM, University.
Camden (01-387 0428),
Luxury / The ]Teas
(55912), Pere Uhl
LEDs, 9-fordo. Green Reggae Regular
OXFORD, Corn Dolly
,LONDON, Nashville. Ken(423470), The Skids
(447611, Speed -O -Meters
sington 401.603 60ít), Blast PLYMOUTH, Polytechnic, I
LEEDS, The Polytechnic
Furnace & The ... / Wire /
180771), Bethnal
Main Hall The Hawklords
John Potter's Clay
LEEDS. Vivas (456249). Red
Working
LONDON,
Pegasiu, Stoke POLESWORTH,
Eve
Men's Club, Incredible
Newington
(01.226 5930),
LINCOLN, AJ'a (30874),
Kiddy
Band
Barry Richardson Band
Gaita
POOLE. Arts Centre 170521),
LIVERPOOL. Eric. 1951.236 LONDON, Rock Garden,
Albion Band
Covent Garden
Drop
Browne

.

ir

(31111 & 2255),

Real TTi1ng

el

PORTSMOUTH,

Cum-

bernauld Tavern (730445),
The Piranha,

CONTINUED
OVER PAGE
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YOU CAN PICK UP RUBBISH IN ANY RECORD STORE
SANTA'S ALIVE/A POLICEMAN (I WAS PULLED OVER BY)
UP 36479
Arranged, Produced and Engineered by the Beejesuses.
RUBBISH IS BUT A CAN'S THROW AWAY AT
LIVE
LADY MITCHELL HALL, CAMBRIDGE
ELECTRIC BALLROOM, LONDON

....
NOV. 22ND.
NOV. 28TH.
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EASTBOURNE,

ILFORD,

Archery

Tavern 1220691, Nightrider
EDINBURGH. Clouds (ail
229 5353),

úccROh1T

F,DINBURGH, Herlot Watt

University

Rokolto

BLACKPOOL, Norbeck

FROM PAGE

Castle 152041).
Curious

42

Crazy Cavan
The Rhythm Rockers

SUNDERLAND,

Fusion

Disco (59548), Rnkotto

WOLVERHAMPTON, Civic
Hall (21259), Leo Sayer
YORK. The Barge 132530),
Thoe. Naughty Lumps

Johnny

BLYTHE, Golden Lion
(4343). The Squad
BRIGHTON. Alhambra
1276741, The Executives
BRIGHTON. Top - Rank
(23600).

Dlllinger

BURTON ON TRENT, 76
Club Ie1aT7), Jenny Darren

CANNOCK,

Troubador,

Quarto

CHALFONT ST.
Newlands
Scratch

Park

COVENTRY.

GILES.

College,

Lanchester

Polytechnic (24188), The
Bis cps
COVENTRY. New Theatre
(23441), Lonnie Donegan
íF

A574),

EDINBURGH, University
1031.667 1290),
Fairport
Convention

GAN79 HILL. Odeon. The
Chieftains
GLASGOW, Apollo (041-332
6056), Eric Claplon /
Muddy Waters

Jordanhall

GLASGOW.

College, Plgmeat / Flat Out
GLASGOW, Art School.

Haldane Bullding, The Jolt
/ Simple Minds
'GLASGOW, University of

Strathclyde
Venlgmas

(041-552 1270).

GLENROTHES,

Hotel (753701), BBC

GRAVESEND,

Rothes

Prince of

Wales. Samson

HAMILTON, College of
Education, Underhand
Jones

HIGH

WYCOMBE, Bucks

College

Further

of

Lansdale
)514911), Super-

Education. Simon Town
Mend Band
HIGH WYCOMBE Nags

University DERBY. King Hall (31111).
The Clash / The Silt.. /
Pressure Shocks
DUBLIN. Trinity College

HIGH WYCOMBE, - Town
Hall (26100), Generation X

DERBY,

NOVEMBER24
ABERDEEN,

131.229

The Tools

BIRMINGHAM. University.
High Hall (02172 18411,

PORTSMOUTH.
Polytechnic.

The Skids

College
charge

f 372751), Wild Horses
ASHFORD, Ashford College,
Church Road The Con.
demned / Iron Pig

BASINGSTOKE, Technical
College, Grand Hotel
BELFAST, Harp
Club.
Monochrome Set

Bishop

(772941). Wilke, Johnson'.

Solid Senders

DUNDEE, College
Technology.

of

Marketgate

(27225), No Dice

-

Head 121758), Here & Now /
0 -Force

/The Venta

HORNCHURCH,

The Bull
(42125), Jerry The Ferret

HUDDERSFIELD, The
Polytechnic (38156),
Frankle Miller / Darling

Odeon (01-554
2500) The Chieftains
ILKE91IVN,
Festiv el Inn,
Strange Day.
IPSWICH First Floor Club,

I

Heathcltffe (Tribute to
Elvis)
ISLE OF DOGS Waterman
Arms, Rednlle
KINGHORN,

la

Cuinrle Neuk

(596), The Squibs
Adam Smith
Centre (4264). Redhrnse

KIRKALDY,

(67512), Davey
Rand

LEEDS.

Fforde

Green

Haddon

Flail
(751115), John Hedley
Haggett Band
LEICESTER, TUL Club.

Freddie Fingers Lee
AJ'a (30874),
Luxound Deluxe

LINCOLN.

LIVERPOOL, Erics
78811,

(051-236

David Johansen.

LIVERPOOL. The
Polytechnic

(051-236 2181),

The Boyfriend. / The Back beats

LONDON. Aekiam
Portobello Road
4590).

Flight /

LJx

Hall,

(01-960

/ Night

Gonzales

Christian

LONDON. Acton Town Hall,
Satellites) London Pride /
The' Pack / Black En-

chanter. (Acton Community Arts Workshop

Benefit)
Bedford College
(01-486 4400). Advertising
LONDON, Central London
Polytechnic 101-488 58111,
LONDON,

.

Generation X, bask on the road this week with dates at High Wycombe
Town Hall (Friday), Northampton County Ground (Saturday),
Croydon Greyhound (Sunday), and Cardiff Top Rank (Tuesday).
Thé Magnets
LONDON. City of London
Polytechnic (01.247 1441).
The Inmates

LONDON, Dingwalls,

Camden Lock (01-267 49417),
Fischer - Z/Zip Nolan &
The Highway Patrol

What are you

LONDON. Golden Lion.
Fulham (013853942), RDB

RETFORD.

Porterhouse

(749811, Penetration
RUGBY. Emmalines, Kldda
Band
SCARBOROUGH. Penthouse
(632041. Stadium Doge

Hammersmith

Brown (Two Mows)
LONDON, Hope & Anchor.

(01-358 4510). The

Edge

LONDON, 100 Club, Oxford
Street (01636 0933), West
End Stompers

Institute of

LONDON,

Education, Bedford Way.
Young Bucks

LONDON,

Bull,

John

Chiswick (01-994 0062). The
Preso

LONDON, Marquee, War
dour Street (01437 6803),
Fabulous Poodle.
LONDON. Nashville. Kensington (01-803 60711,
Streetband
-

LONDON, Oval
Kennington

House,

(01-735

27881,

The Sadist.,
LONDON, Pegasus, Stoke
Newington 101-226 6930).
The Monos
LONDON, Rock Garden,

Garden

Band

CORK.

17389341.

Throat
Polytechnic

Japan

University
Martyr

SHEFFIELD.

(24076), John

Senders

COVENTRY, University of
Warwick (77406), Flscher-Z

CRESWELL, Miners
Welfare Strange Days

DARLINGTON, Central

Club, The Cruisers
DERBY, Assembly Rooms
(31111 & 2255). Leo Sayer

DUDLEY.

Club,

GEC

UXBRIDGE. Brunel

University, The Hawklords
WALSALL, Town Hall,
(21244), Mud / Cruisers

National

WF.YBRIDGE,

College of Food (42120),
The Autographs / The Torn
WILLESDEN, White' Horse;

Mystery Train
YEOVIL, Camelot Suite,
Warm Jets
YORK, The Barge (32530),
The Vye
YORK. Revolution (26224),
New Jets De Tale

LONDON, Ruskin .Arms,
East Ham (0172 0377),

)

Dog Watch

Southbank

LONDON,

Polytechnic

(01.261

1535),

gs

LONDON. The Venue. Vlctorla (01-834 55001.
Magazine (Two shows)
LONDON, Windsor Castle,
Harrow Road (01-288 8403),
Little Bo Bitch

..

MANCHESTER,
Ardwlck

(061-273

Maxwell

*
* Modern, attractive design.

Maypole Coast To Coast

BASILDON,

(20140), Speed

Dogs

Crary

NEWTON

cassette
cads

NOTTINGHAM, Malibu Dog
Bowl, Derby Road (254758),

( Burotwrod ( 21411, Video
CANTERBURY. University

House. The Frigid

-

GuvaU7lr

CAMBRA

NOTTINGHAM,
12

Sandpiper

(54381). Gang Of Four

Failure

NOTTINGHAM.

/ Art
The

Unlyeralty 155912). HI
Tension
OXFORD, Polytechnic
(68789), Albion Band

PAT INGTON, Village Hall,
Ricky Cool & The Icebergs

PLYMOUTH.
umbra

,n

ernanonal Uo

9.,r J/.1,41,e

Polytechnic
Mechanical

Dutch

NOTTINGHAM.

Guildhall

137612), The Jam

Fltzge raid

/

Meggl,

GLASGOW,

Queens

Sauchlehall Street (041332
43741. Underhand

Margaret-+ Union (041.334
15651, No Dice
GLASGOW. Theatre Royal
(041-204 1391). Boys Of The
Lough
GLASGOW. University of

Strathclyde (041-552 1270).
Wild Horse
GLOUCESTER, College Of
Technology. The Edge
HASTINGS, Pier Pavilion
1436607), Sham 69 /
Clmarons
HAYWARDS HEATH, Claire
Hall, Writs
HIGH WYCOMBE. Nags

London Road

(21758), CO AS 61, The Good

Guy.

HUDD.ERSFIELD
Polytechnic (35158).

The

Mekons
IPSWICH. Tracey'. (214991),
Rokotto
KINGSTON. Polytechnic (01549 4690),

Merger

KNOTTINGLY,

Wallboti le

Hotel, Bad News
LEEDS. Royal Park Hotel
(705076), The Sneakers

LEEDS. University

119071),

John Moab.'

LEEDS.

Vlctorla Hotel

(452084). Snooty

LEICESTER, Rothley Plpp,e
Inn, Wltchfynde

Krazy Kat
LONDON, Chelsea College
101-352 6421), Andy
Desmond / Hi FT
LONDON. Cock, Edmonton.
Southern Cross
LONDON, Corner House.
Edgware, Agenda

(297996).

-

House,

Zame Griff

(2767), The Motels

GLASGOW.

BRISTOL, Dockland Settlement, City Road (40873),

Horsetrough / Cocky
BUCKLEY, Tivoli Ballroom
12762)
Detroit Emeralds
doubling W lgan Casino I
CORBY Raven Hall, Wildlife

NORWICH. Boogie

University (031637 1290),
The Squib.
GALASHIELS, Privateer

LITTLEHAMPTON, Windmill Theatre. Piranha.
LIVERPOOL, Erica (051 ZIO

BRISTOL,

Seale

Cocky

BOOTS, CURRYS, DEBENHAMS, DIXONS, LITTLEWOODS,
MENZIES, MORRISONS, RUMBELOWS, RYMAN, SAFEWAY,
W.M. SMITH, TESCO, VALLANCES

'and leading record stores.

ABBOTT,

Horrors / PoeltiTes

(tasteless)
EDINBURGH, The

BIRMINGHAM, University
1021472), Frankle ?Allier /
Darling
BOGNOR; Sussex Hotel
(5426), Vagrant Rock Band
BRADFORD. University
Stargazer
BRISTOL. Granary (28287),
Zalne Gruff

Hayne College (2323).
Mechanical Horoetrough /

Ballroom Pallas
EDINBURGH, Gibson Craig
Hall, Currie, Belsen

LINCOLN. AJ

(3348). Resillos

Carrot
NEWCASTLE, Polytechnic
(28781). Hinckley's Heroes

153597(,

BIRMINGHAM, Caravan
Club Band of Joy

Cavan & The Rhythm
Rockers
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE,
City Hall (20007). Jasper

Nj

Club,

BIRMINGHAM, Barbarellas
(021-648 9413), Stadium

The Mekon

ASIA,

Harp

Monochrome Set

MARGATE, Grand Ballroom

& NAVY,

-0 - Meters

459937). Supercharge

BELFAST,

(061-824 114). Snips & The

(Thanet 63011),

Double Six

BATLEY, Crumpets (Leeds

Video Kings
MANCHESTER, St John's
College, Sister Ray
MANCHESTER, The Squat,
Teendreams / The Out /

*Smoked, translucent sides for easy
title identification.
*Sturdy, compact and portable.
So, if you don't get one for Christmas
you can afford to treat yourself.

Friar.,

Hall (88948).

Penetration / Gang Of Four
BARKINGSIDE, Old

1112),

MANCHESTER. The Fee.
tory. Pere Ubu
MANCHESTER, Kings Hall,
Belle Vue (001-223, 2927),
Mighty Sparrow
MANCHESTER, Mayflower

The new Cambra Cassette Caddy is the kind of gift anyone
would be delighted to receive.
Holds up to 56 cassettes or 40 with'library boxes.

-J

Accelerator.

Apollo,

Gordon GUtrap

1

Social Club, Slaa Max
ASHTON, spread Eagle. The

JB's

Freddie Fingers Lee

DUNFERMLINE, Olen

Head,

NOVEMBER 25

ABERTILERY, Aryl Street

AYLESBURY,

Education (471811. Mud
Trinity College
(772941), Swift

DUBLIN,

SOUTHAMPTON. Old MUM.
Holbury, Eyes
ST ATHAN, RAF Brtdgeford.
Muscles
STOKE ON TRENT, North
Staff. Polytechnic (4124161.
Andy Desmond Band

SWINTON,
Limelight

College of

DERBY,

(01.240
Whoopee

Kerr'.

3961), Bob

Limit Club

(730940), Sore

Odeon (01.748 4061), James

Kings Head,
Limelightt
University (2687».
Wllko 'Johnson's Solid

CORBY.

(060222). Real Thing

SHEFFIELD,

LONDON, Green Dragon,
Stratford, Paradox

Covent

University

(55382). Merger

SHEFFIELD.

0211), Landscape

Islingto

Polyteehnle

READING,

Dana Band

College. Student Union
Hall. Lewisham (01.692

LONDON.

PRESTON.

Goldsmiths SELKICK, Victoria Hall.

LONDON,

for Christmas?

Available from selected branches of; ARMY

t

Patterson

(823470). MorseW ee

LEEDS,

1

Mill

KIRKALDY, Dutch

1

CANNOCK, Troubador
of Kent
Bucks

(66224),

CARDIFF,
13964211,

LEEDS.

(623470),
Band

Young

University

Albion Band

Fforde

Steve

Creen
Brown

Johnny Moped

(30874),

e

/ The Soft
Boys / Red Crayola

7881), Pere Ubu

LONDON,

Brldgehouse,

Cunning Town HU

476 28891.

LONDON, Dingwalls,
Camden lock 101.267 49871.
Bullets
LONDON, Duke of Lan

carder, New Barnet (01-449
5487 ), Gaffe

LONDON, Etlectric
Ballroom, Camden (5195
90061, The Pollee /
/ Gerdes
Goldsmiths

Pressure Shock.

Darks

LONDON,

College. Lewisham 101692
0211), China Street

CARLISLE, Sloops 133757),
Charley Browne
CARSHALTON, St Heller

LONDON, Hammersmith
Odeon (01-748 40811,

Johnny

CONTINUED

Arno

& The

1141.642 18981.

Jailbird.

Patro ,CHIDDINGLEY, Ma Bella,
Nightrider

Bethnal
Band

/

Bernd

OVER PAGE

Torme
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The First Album.The First Tour.
MEL BUSK PRESENTS 8 DAYS-8 CITIES

4 00.`
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Book now for this
nation-wide series of concerts!
December 3rd. Southampton Gaumont
December 4th.Bristol Hippodrome
December 5th. Manchester Apollo

Featuring hit songs "it's Only Make Believe"
single...
-When You Walk in the Room" and their new
One"

"Still the
early copies.
FREE recorded Child interview with

r

4r

December 6th. Newcastle City Hall
December 7th. Glasgow Apollo
December 8th. Sheffield City Hall
Rainbow
5I December 9th. London
December 10th.Birmingham City Hall

44
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WINCHESTER, -Theatre

All's. /

Royal. 'The

zard
YORK. Revolution

Haz-

(262241,

Bluer Slater

BLACKBURN,

REDCAR.

BRISTOL. Technical College

Peasage

Coathnm

Bowl

273

1112),

(two shows)

MANCHESTER, The'

FROM PAGE 41
LONDON, Hope

&

Islington (01-369
Trbeen an

UNverslty

Anchor,
4610),

(061-275

6111).

ins
MAN
STER, The Venue,
Collyhurst Street (061.209
5111) Mar/Bellies

Rock
LONDON. London School of MIDOLF.SBROUGH,
Garden (241095). AnEconomics (01-406 1977),
niversary
The Blshope / Blast Fur
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE.
ace & The ...
The Canteen (28402), Sabre
LONDON, Marquee, War
Jets / Junco
/ 15e
dour SUee) (01-437 8603), NEWCASTLE Partners
UPON TYNE.
Fame
City Hall (20007), Eric
LONDON, Nashville, Ken.
Clapton / Muddy Waters
singtnn (01-103 6171). Crazy NEWTON ABBOT, Dyrons,
Cavan & The Rhythm
The Fans
Rockers / The Sticker.
LONDON.' North East NORTHAMPTON,.
Brldgehou_e Hotel, Bit
London Polyylechnlc,
akrieg
Walthamstow (01-527 7317). NORTHAMPTON, Cricket
The Monos
Club (32917) Generation X
LONDON, Oval House, NORTHAMPTON,
Nens
Kennington (01-735 27861.
College (714326), Grand
The Sadtstas
Hotel
LONDON, Rainbow, Fin. PORTRUSH, Arcadia (03967
&bury Park (01.263 3140),
23786), The Lurker.
-

-

Dillinger
PRESTON. Polytechnic
LONDON, Rock Garden,
(58382), Belt & Braces
Covent' Garden (01-240
Band / New Suburbia
3861), Gonzalez
READING, University.
LONDON, South Bank
(880722), Fabulous Poodles
Polytechnic (01.281 1535). ROCHESTER, Nags Heead
Dynamite
(06314 3150). Rednite
LONDON, Thames STANTON HILL, Work lag
Polytechnic. Woolwich (018550618). Squeeze

LONDON, Wheatsheaves,
Kings Road (01-736 3535),
VIPs

LOUGHBOROUGH,
University
dlWarne

Lin-

(63171),

Men s Club, Kldda Band
STROUD, Stroud Leisure
Centre (67711. The Chief
lain&
WEST RUNTON, Pavilion
(203), Light Of The World

WEYMOUTH.
College
Flights

MANCHESTER, Apollo (061.

l.ak ere Hotel
(61043). Nicky & The Dote
RYDE, (IOW), lakeside Inn.
Crazy Cavan & The Rhyne
m Rocker.
STOKE, Trentham Gardena.

Jemee Brown

Technical

(72311).

Cheap

NOVEMBER 28
AYR, Station Hotel (63268).
The Motel.
BANGOR, Bangor Theatre.

Detroit Emerald.
UPMINSTER, New Windmill
Hall, Autogrl
own Hotel
WILSHAW

(72612), Underhand Jones
WOLVERHAMPTON. Civic

The Platter.

BIRMINGHAM. Town Hall

Hall

(021-236 2392), Mighty
Sparrow
BLACKPOOL, Jenklnson'e
(20203), Agnes Strange

Princeville

BRADFORD
(78845).

Bad Newe (lun-

chtime)
BRADFORD, Royal Stan.
deed (27898), Immigrant

Alhambra
(27874). Piranha.
BRISTOL, Colston Hall
1291768), The Jam / Petrlk

BIRMINGHAM, Drakes
Drum (021-360 2224).
Paradox

BIRMINGHAM, Hippodrome
(021-622 2676), Jasper
Carrot

(44211). The Chieftain.
CARLISLE, Border Terrier
(22725). Charley Browne

BIRMINGHAM,

CROYDON, Fairfield Halls
(01888 9291), Tavares /
Gonralee
CROYDON. Greyhound (01.
681 1445), Generation X

Cross (021-622
phan
Bowl

Wiko Johnson's

DERBY, Rialto. The Platters
EDINBURGH; Tltfanys (031556 6292). Cafe Jacques

The Tools

(25550). The Jolt
EDINBURGH. Odeon (031
667 3805), Devo / Doll by

GLASGOW,
6055).

PORTERHOUSE CLUB

(Camden (01-485 3073), The

Dandle.

FRIDAY 24th NOV

-

,

(051.7093757). Juggernaut

LONDON,

Lane

Theatre (01-838
Gordon Glitrap

8108),

Fulham

3942).

(01-386

Panties

MONOO JERRY
POLYDOR

PANDA
AGENCY

01-727 8636

RECORDS
HAREEM MUSIC

PUBLISHERS

'Po

d

WEDGE

MANAGEMENT
01-493 7831

2889), Bandit

LONDON, Dingwalls.

Camden Lock (01.267 49671,
Split Rlvltt / Benny & The
Jets

Islington (01.359
Little Bo Bitch

46101.

LONDON, Golden Lion.
Fulham 101.385 3042).

(01-994

Bull.
0082),

LONDON,

LONDON,
Chl.wlck

Shoes

FRIDAY 24th NOVEMBER

DE LUX SOUND
SATURDAY 25th NOVEMBER
-

(01-903

JOHNNY"MOPED

Remington

(01-735 2786).

The Sadl.tae
LONDON, Palladium (01-437
7373), Leo Sayer / Leyton
Stoke
5930),

Arms,
0377)'

THE ALBUM
INS3023

Nashville.

(061.223

1331),

Braces Band

Belt

MANCHESTER.

&

Royal

Exchange Theatre (031.033

BETHNAL

LONDON,

Thames

LONDON, University

College, Gower Street (01387 3811), The Mono"

7th King ARreds College
8th 76 Club
9th TB A.
10th Newbrldge Institute

(01-286 8403).

Sounder

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE,
Guildhall, Steve Brown

Band

Benefit)

(Gingerbread
Polytechnic

(68789), Chas and Dave

PORTSMOUTH, Guildhall
(21355), Tavares / Gon-,
sales
ST ANDREWS. University
(4863), Refilos

City Hall

SHEFFIELD,

(22865), The Chieftains

SHEFFIELD, Limit ('730940),
Cheap Flights

John

GOSPORT,

(Fareham 352593),

2988), Zalne Gr

Phoenix Club, Volley
f lotel, Landes ape
GREENOCK, Town Hall, The

LONDON.

HUDDERSFIELD,
Polytechnic (38156), The

LONDON.

Lurker.

Boyfriends / The

Back -

beats

The Lough

LANCASTER

(061.330

Camden

,SOI3),

<01-485

LONDON.

Dingwalls,

LONDON,

Electrte

Camden Lock (01-2674987),
The Edge

Ballroom, Camden (01.485

Tavares

BIRMINGHAM. Barbareilas
8,021-43 9413). Fairport

SOON 6l7eMe.ng"

SAT, 25 NOV
ODEONis
T6els

8

i-uth

C15Ct E:LBaOtice 7184001

Convention

BIRMINGHAM.

University

(021-472 1841), Albion Band

BIRMINGHAM, Hippodrome
2518). Jasper
10214122
Carrot

(01.599

Mono.
LONDON.

Camden (01987 44291, The

LONDON,
sbury Park (01.28:1 3140).
Olivia Newton -John
LONDON, 'Rock Garden,
Covent Garden (01 210
3961). Bowles Bros

/ The Soft LONDON. Swan, HamBoys / Red Crayola
mersmith (01.748 1043).
LONDON, Golden Lion.
Wildlife
Fulham (01.385 3942),
LONDON. Trafalgar,
Straight 8
9006), Pere Ubu

(01-877 1473), The Passions

Shepherds Bush (01-749
5005), Gina & The Sharks
LONDON, Wembley Arena
(01.902 1231), The Jam /
Generation X / The Pirated
/ Slade / Patrick Fitsgerald / Beni Tormel
(Great British Music Feet)
LONDON, Windsor Castle,

LONDON, Music Machine,
Camden (01-387 0428).
Marseille / Bandit

LOUGHBOROUGH.
University

LONDON, Rainbow, Finsbury Park (01263 3140),
Olivia Newton -John
LONDON, Rock Carden,
Covent Garden (01.240

Ray Spex / Sore Throat
MANCHESTER. Hazel

LONDON. Hope

Islington

Fischer -Z

LONDON,

Anchor,

&

<01-359

4510),

Marquee

Club,

Wardour Street (01-437
8803), Adam And The Ante

LONDON,

Moonlight.

Railway. West Hampstead

/ The

Veins

Harrow Road (01.286 84031,
Bullets

(63171)

Mechanical Horsetrough /
LONDON. Nashvillee,
Cocky
Kensington (01-803 6071),
Merger / Matt Stagger
MALVERN, Winter Gardens
(2700), Frankle Miller /
LONDON, Pegasus, Stoke
Darling
Newington 101-226 59.90).
MANCHESTER, Apollo,
Tenle Shoes

Ardwick

X

1081.273 11121.

Grove Club. The Still / Holy
Newts
3081). Young Bucks
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
City Hall (20007), Devo /
LONDON, Trafalgar.
Doll By Doll
Shepherds Bush (01.749
5005), Aetlon Replay .
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE,
LONDON, Windsor Castle,
University 1284021. The
Harrow Road (01-288 8403),
Boyfriends / The Back.
beats
Stadium Dogs
NEWPORT, Stowaway NORTHAMPTON, Salon
(509781, Here & Now / The
Ballroom (51351), HI
Tension
Trendies

Imperial NOTTINGHAM, Trsnt
Polytechnic, Byron House,
Shakespeare Street
Club

NOTTINGHAM,

Hotel (42884). Gaffe

NUNEATON,
(386323),

Luxury

The Jolt

77

Punishment

Of

Woods (25138).

(482481. landscape
PAISLEY, Three Horseshoe.
(041.889 9985), Charley
Browne
PLYMOUTH, Metro 151328).

POLESWORTH, Working
Pere Ubu
Men's Club, Kldde Band
PORTSMOUTH, Guild/mu PORTSMOUTH. Arcadia
03987 237841 :The Doomed
(24355), Sham 69 / The
SHEFFIELD, Arbourthorne
Clmerone
Hotel, Swift
SHEFFIELD. Limit (730940),
The Police
STOKE HANLEY. VIctorla
Hall (24841), Eric Clapton I
Muddy Waters

TUNBRIDGE

WELLS,

Assembly Rooms (30513),
HI Tension

SHEFFIELD, Limit) 730940),
Im
SHE FF ELt
Polytechnic
(7389341. Scene
ne Stealer

SOUTHALL, White Hart,
Matchbox
SOUTHAMPTON, University
(556291), Mud / The
Cruisers

SOUTHAMPTON,

Buck,

Burley.

White
The

Piranhas
SOUTHPORT, New Theatre
(40404), Tav are.
STOKE HANLEY. Vlclorla
Hall (24641). The (lash /

ABERDEEN,

Ruffles

BIRKENHEAD.

Hamilton

Club (051647.8093), Light
Of The World

BIRMINGHAM, Bogart,
021443 0172), Video
BIRMINGHAM, Golden
Lion. Solihull, Special

Clinic
BIRMINGHAM. Hippodrome
(021.622

2576),

Carrot
BIRMINGHAM.

Jasper

Town

(021-238 2339), Reailoe

/

Pressure Shocks

SWANSEA.

College

SWANSEA,

university

Further Education, Here
Now Trendies

(571931), The Lurkere

20951

Heath

Chadwell

1533 ). Dog Watch
LONDON, Hope & Anchor,
Islington (01-359 4510). The

The Seta

Theatre

0873).

Greyhound,

Dogs / Scene Stealer
Embryo
Pegasus, Stoke
LONDON. Brldgehouse, LONDON.
Newington (01-226 59301.
Canning Town (01-476
David Blame Band
2889), The Crullers
Rainbow, Fin-

WARRINGTON, Carlton
Club (061.280 8199)

ASHTON, Thameslde

Man,

Green

Plumstead (01054
Scratch

Squeese

NOVEMBER29

Han

& Dave

Marquee Club,
Street (01.47
680.9), Adam And The Ants
LIVERPOOL. Havana, The LONDON,
Moonlight.
Accelerator.
Railway, West Hampstead
LONDON. Albany. Great
(01 877 1473), Trans -Am /
Portland Street, Gina &
local
Operator
The Sharks
LONDON, Brecknock, LONDON, Music Machine.
(563252

MacRobert

NOVEMBER28

ff

The Dote
LONDON. Dingwal(e,
GREAT MALVERN.
Camden (01-267 498.7). Chan
Arms

Centre (3171), Redbrass
SWANSEA. Circles, Mar
»ellle

LONDON
YORK
WINCHESTER
BURTON ON TRENT
WOLVERHAMPTON
GWENT

Camden (01485 3073), The

V (pen
Brldgehouse,
Peel LONDON.
Canning Town (01-476
Nleky &

1..

LEEDS
MANCHESTER
SWANSEA

December:
6th Rendezvous Club

Ken-

Polytechnic, Woolwich (01.
855 0618), Young Buck.

Harrow Road

Castle

Doune

Jones

Stadium Doge

November
24th Fiord Green Hotel
25th The Venue
27th Circles Club
28th The Music Machine

4510),

sington (01.3803 60711, The
Inmates / Lew Lewis Band
LONDON. Pegasus, Stoke
Newington (01.228 5930),
Fame

STIRLING.

11th1.8A
12th T.BA
Lv..Y Arww.D..r rwtaw...wW

Islington (01-359
Zane Griff

LONDON,

OXFORD.

GE] .a -FREE

ENTS

Spex / Invaders / Sore
Throat
LONDON, Hope' & Anchor.

Waters
MANCHESTER, Belle Vue

'®'

ADO
LESO

Kerr'.

LONDON. Hammersmith
Odeon (0l748 4081), X -Ray

LONDON, Windsor Castle,

''
1ii41'e1=1L2l_
MUSC u.
nwr.xxn eeSON_1=1:=1

N

(01-

Dog Watch
LONDON. Torrington. North
Fmchley (01.445 4710). Five
Hand Reel

MANCHESTER, Apollo,
Ardwick 1061.273 1112),
Eric Clapton I Muddy

11111S1LLE

5028), Bob
Whoopee Rand
385

-

House,

Bu.zarde
LONDON, Pegasus,
Newington (01-226
Zalne GrIH
LONDON, Ruskin
East Ham (01.472

Greyhound,

Fulham Palace Road

6071).
Tennis

Harry /

LONDON, Oval

HIGH STREET, LINCOLN

China Street

-

Warren

AJ'S,

John

Cheap Flights
LONDON, Lyceum, The
Strand (01.836 37161, Japan
LONDON, Marquee, War
dour Street 101-437 6603),
Straight
LONDON, Nashville. Ken-

sington

.

3073).

LONDON, Brldgehouse,
Canning Town (01-476

LONDON'. Hope & Anchor.

RAY DORSET &

Brecknock,

Camden (01-485
Helicopter.

LONDON, Duke of Lancaster, New Barnet (01.4.10
0167), Rednite
LONDON. Golden Lion,

HOT WATER

',NO SCRUFFS'

LIVERPOOL, Sportsman

Camden Lock (01-287 4967),
The Inmate.
t

LONDON, Drury.

SATURDAY 25th NOV
4'

Dingwalle,

LONDON.

PENETRATION

Apollo (041.532
13011 b Doll

Devo/

GREAT YARMOUTH, Ti).
fnny's 157018). HI Tension
LEEDS, Marquis of Granby.
Butterflies
LEEDS. Royal Park Hotel
(765076), Franc Blanc
LEICESTER, De Montfort
Hall (22850). Llndiedarne

Fforde `Oren.
(823470), Stadium Dogs
LEEDS, Staging Post
(6456257. Ice
LONDON, Brecknock,
DS,

CAROLGATE, RETFORD, NOTTS

/

EXETER, University
177911). The Clack / The
Stile / Pressure Shocks

Samanthas

(al

ds

LEEDS. F Club, Brannfgana

Jeta

Solid Senders

(22141), LJndlefarne

DONCASTER. Outlook
Searem

Thel

Village

/

Alhambra

1278741, Executive.
COVENTRY. New Theatre

Jel.
Routes (5(16151,
CHELTENHAM. The Plough EXETER.
The Jolt
(246087). The Tights
Apollo <041-322
CHESTER, mnrt Agnes GLASGOW.
Real
e055), David
Strange
Thin`
Tiffany's
COVENTRY, Clash / The HINCKLEY, The Croft,
The
(24570),
Kldda Rend
Site / Pressure Shock»
University (625411).
CREWE, Grand Junction. KF,ELE,
John Martyr
Juggernaut
Thoresby
LEEDS,
Senpolnt Centre Ralph
GALWAY. 52x101.
(67911), Belt &
WUko
Ballroom (091
Breese
Johnson's Solid Senders
(39071),
University
LEEDS.
GLASGOW, Amphora 1a41Albion Rand
33227601. Necromancer
Mountford
car
LIVERPOOL.
932
GLASGOW. Apollo
Hall (051 709 4744).
3728), David Eases / Real
me
Thing
LON ION, Brecknock,

32811, Ore

(26638), Sham 69

BISHOPS 8TORTFORD,
Triad (56333), Monte.

BRIGHTON,

164434), Tribesman
CANTERBURY. University EXETER,
Lucifer.. Harem
of Kent (63224), Benny

INVERNESS, Eden Court
Theatre (221719), Boys Of

Cimarons
CHESTER. Smarty.. Warm

DUBLIN, RDS Hall (680645).
David Elora / Real Thing
DUMFRIES, Stagecoach
(Collin 805), Cafe Jacques

/ Piranhas

Mercat

BOURNEMOUTH,

DUBLIN, McGonnigles

DUNDEE,

/

David Essex
Real ThJng
(665225),

CARDIFF. University

(774697),

Hall

BELFAST, Kings

Pressure Shocks

(29234 ). NV/10

(041.649 2745), Underhand

27

BADGERS MOUNT, Black
Eagle, Crazy Cavan & The
Rhythm Rocker.

Fitzgerald
BRISTOL, Locarno (28193).
DWinger
CARDIFF, Top Rank (26538),
The Clash / The Slis /

105424).

Richmond

BRIGHTON.

GLASGOW,

NOVEMBER

BRIGHTON,

LEEl

20

Llndlefarne

(213.59).

George's Hall
Llndlefarne
(44241), dC}yyer

(74420), Beelike.

REDRILL,

MANCHESTER, Mayflower
(081
624 1110E David
Johansen

King

9333), Boy, Of The lough
MANCHESTER, The Venue,
(Bllyhtaet Street 1061.205
51141, Joy Dlvlslon / The

Hai

(24851) Crazy Cavan

Rhythm Rockers
WEST

BROMWICH,

l

of
&

The

Gala

Ballroom, Eric Clanton
Muddy Waters

WIGAN,

Bluto.

/

(587401.

Supercharge

WOLVERHAMPTON,

Lafayette (26285). Neon
Hearts
WREXHAM. Leisure Centre,
The Platters
YORK. The Barge (335301,
Motel
YORK. Pop Club, The Police
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SEASONAL TURKEY TOUR
DEC 2 BRACKNELL SPORTS CENTRE
DEC 3 GUILDFORD CIVIC HALL
DEC 4 EXETER UNIVERSITY
DEC 5 CARDIFF, SOPHIA GARDENS
DEC 7 HAMMERSMITH ODEON

DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC

E

9 GLASGOW APPOLLO
10 LANCASTER UNIVERSITY
12
13
15

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, PAVILLION
MANCHESTER, APPOLLO
RAINBOW, LONDON
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Stiff stick
the rails

STIFFS: Lyceum

DOLLY PARTON

at Lerie Lovich.

Thegent is Jona Lewis, formerly Terry
a
smart young man in the habit of waving Dactyl,
his arms
about in a pigeon - like fashion and singing charming
and very simple songs.
Although Jona is not untalented, he is

-

-

than

Despite

getting through

-

A brief summation for a short set
none of the five
spent more than about 25 minutes onstage. Jona got
polite applause, exactly what a civil set merited.
The appreciation at the end of Rachel Sweet's
performance was anything but polite. Rapturous is
more like it. and rapture Is only her due for what Is a
behemoth talent.
Her set was the only one that seemed.criminally
short, so intense was the response of the crowd to her
pubescent magic. Beginning with 'Truckstop Queen'
from the 'Akron' compilation, she punched her pudgy
hands in the charged air, smiled brilliantly between
hgr ribbon tied hair and sang like the cherub she
lobks.
The frenzy she conjured was driven beyond the
barriers of decorum by the appearance of vacuum cheeked Graham Parker for 'B.A.B.Y,', which he
sang with a venom and style that half upstaged the
tiny girl's massive voice: but he could never come
close to Rachel for zest.
The yob, Mickey Jupp has no charisma and a
faintly poncy hairstyle. Of the five, I expected least
from Jupp. I was proved very shortsighted.
Having said that, it is true that this. so called
"legendary" figure Is not capable of the Invention
that some of the stiffs are. He sticks fairly closely to
the well trod paths of rock 'n' roll, rhythm 'n' blues,

looked

radiant

mersmith Odeon

least
exciting of the five faces, simply because he the
Is'too flip
for his own good Accordion playingIs quite jolly, and
very popular on 'Junior Showttme', but terribly she'd swallowed a billy
limited. 'Seaside Shuffle' was fun, but the other goat (see last Sunday's
squeeze box shimmies tend towards the dull.
Observer) Is just one of
Lewle does more than play the accordion; the plays the peripheral stories
keyboard, he plays the fool. Homely music, nice - around Dolly
like her
friendly - boy - with - dimples music.
joke against herself that
The climax of the set came where it ought to come, people only come to see
at the tail end, with the Sweet sisters, Rachel and Lia her out of curiosity. She Is
and Lene Lovitch joining In for some swing and wide a hell of a singer and a

eyes and smiles.

year, Dolly

I COULD count on one

hand the number of
singers with voices that
give me goose_ bumps.
Dolly Parton Is one of
them. All this stuff about
her sounding as though

very fine songwriter.
She Is also astute
enough to surround
herself with a superb
band,

led by keyboard

player Greg Perry, who
has been with her through

many line up changes. He
controls the guitarists,.
bass, pedal steel, banjo

player and two back up
singers.
For her last gig for a

change from a from- line
of 29 screaming guitars

fashion, He's also but
natch a very good blueish
one
acoustic guitarist
of the few survivors of the

will know,
'Every time I walk in the

Here You Come Again'
and 'Two Doors Down'
are two of her best
examples of rock efongs.
but I wasn't so keen on
'Heartbreaker' which Is
too bland for Dolly's
dramatic style.
She really scores on 'I
Will Always Love You',
where that fantastic voice
full reign and 'Down

Great British

Fets
rom

rainbow
coloured chiffon outfit
and a less exuberant wig

London Ham-

THE FIVE faces of freakdomt the gent, the teen, the
yob, the tramp, the .. , I Imagine all definitions stop

pedals, heartbeat loops
and echoplex spanning
out many of his tidily
mysterious songs, sung In

good MOR songs as she
does rock and country

'>4

LENE LOVICH; .the discovery

I don't blame her for
that at all, she'll make
more money this way
than she ever would have
sitting in Nazhville. But I
think If may lake some
time before she writes as

In

a

usual.

-

a Couple

of dozen songs
opening
with 'Higher And Higher'
she managed to hold

quite

lengthy conversations with, an enthusiastic audience. Last
year she attracted a lot of
rock fans It looked then

as though she was going
to

move Into

the Em-

mylou Harris / Linda
Ronstadt market
but
this year it looked more
like mums ,and dads,
having a night off'from
the telly.
Although she performed a lot of her
classics 'My Tennessee
Mountain Home', 'Coat
Of Many Colours', Applejack' ánd 'Bargain
Store'
she's expanded
her set to take in a lot of
the new material which
puts her firmly In the
MOR / Las_ Vegas
market.

-

-

-

Dover',

an

emotional song written
early on In her career.
But not being one to leave
you on a downer, she
ripped Into 'The Seeker'
for het finale.
Dolly's a talented lady
and the sooner people see
past the image, the
better.
ROSALIND RUSSELL

JOHN MARTYN
London LSE
NOTHING STUNNINGLY new from John
Martyn ['other day; but
then he's an artist whose

folk -jazz -ballad=

electronic fusions have
run off the mainstream at

timeless tangent.

a

Although a new album Is
projected for next spring.
it was Die year -old 'One
World' and a few of Its

that

predecessor's

provided the basis for the
gig for obviously hardcore fans. It would be nice
(lY Impossible) commercially to see him
packing the Rainbow, but
a great deal better
emotionally to find him
packing the LSE Old
Theatre. John Martyn,plays solo
' onstage,
self and guitar

surrounded by.

a

barricade of knobs and

know

It,

'One

Hence

World' (that song) sllding
with almost religious
grace like a slowed down
film of an international
gymnast at work. and the
almost extrovert and
funky 'Zertain Zurprtse'.

Inevitably, with

so

much gadgetry around
there has to be quite a bit
of order and discipline In
the set. But at the same
time, John Marlyn keeps
it real. SUSAN KLtJTH

AC/DC,

Hammersmith
Odeon

of

ONE EVENING
electrified heavy rock
from AC/DC simply
wasn't enough and
therefore, having attended the first of their
two London dates, I
decided to venture back
the following night to
wltness'the second long
live metallic masochism.
I'm certainly glad I went
along, for' the final gig
was far better than the
previous one. Lead

-

Angus
guitarist,Young,
stole

'schoolboy'
the limelight throughout
and when the rest of the
band appeared on stage
at the beginning, there he
stood on his own elevated

mW - stage behind the
drumkit, poised to leap
intdactlon.

The show started with

'Live Wire', an old
favourite, and after
Angus hit the opening
chords, it was a case of
hammer- and tongs rock
'n' roll for the next hour
and a half. This tour has
coincided with the release
of the live 'If You Want
Blood
You've Got It'
album, and thusthe set
was based around the
material featured on that

-

usual

Bon

Scott

items as 'She's Got The
Jack' and 'Whole Lotta
Rosle', a tale about a big
fat lady. Malcolm Young.

Cliff Williams and Phil
Rudd all worked hard but
nothing, bar the collapse
of the Odeon, could rob

Angus of his well deserved attention. His
energy Is amazing as he
paces around like one
possessed by a severe
case of dementia- Not
only does he manage to
provide amusing visual
entertainment, but he

' Bo to the seamier side of life. that likeable little
tramp and drunkard Wreckiess'Erlc.
"I don't really know why I'm standing up," announced Eric In' -s best cockney whine, and lurched
Into a set that v s not the most distinguished of 'the

also succeeds

in

delivering the goods for
aural delight,
The band will also have
to prepare their next
studio vinyl attack, a field
In which they have yet to

evening.

I don't know 'ether It was the alcohol that was
probably cours: through his veins or a frog throat,
but Eric's set,[_uck me as a bit too rough at the

triumph,

edges,
IL

-

tradition, would you but

As

Incontrovertibly enjoyable.

sultry 'Home'
"home Is just emotion / slicking in
my throat". Apart from a giant personal charisma,
she is effective, if not technically brilliant,
saxophonist and a preposterously imaginative
songwriter. Lene Lovich is the discovery of the tour.
and the prime talent, with Rachel Sweet very close in
the slipstream,
Stiff is becoming an Institution, and an immensely
admirable one. No other company has embodied the
essence of pop music so completely. And even when
the inspiration is lacking the all Important atmosphere of celebration remains. Sunday night was
riveting and tremendous, despite its flaws.
TIM LO7T

Blues

readily, aired his gritty
vocal chords, proving
that he must have one of
the dirtiest voices in rock
today; also an equally
depraved mind becomes
evident through such

and straight blues.
To make that sort of old hat interesting, you have to
be good Micky Jupp, fortunately, is.
Hisparticular saving grace is that he doesn't take
his affection for oldstyle music too pompously, too
religiously. There is an obvious element of send-up In
what he does, particularly the heavily punning
'Switchhoerd Susie' ("when I look at her I 'get an
extension") and the definitely non autobiographical
'Too Old To Roll'.
It was a set that typified the spirit of the evening,
light hearted, incredibly adept In its fashion, and

was eepeci, .ly disappointing since Wreckless'
new album, quit-, apart from Its magnificent cover, is
a great deal bet' r than anyone expected. Sad to say,
but at 25 minutes, Eric's set tended towards the
overlong rather than the truncated. And after he put
on his best togs as well.
Lene Lovich with stick -on pigtalls and demonic
voice, closed the tour by confirming my suspicions
that she, the unclassifiable bizarro, Is the most
unique and interesting of all the Stiffs.
A voice like a synthesiser, a voice like a star, she
sings songs upside down and makes beautiful sense.
She is flexible and precise, from the crooning Nick
Lowe romantics of 'Tonight' to the rebellious and

-

platter.

e

aILL_>F JACKSON

MILLIE JACKSON,
Birmingham Odeon.
LAST

Jackson

TIME

Millie

played

Bir-

mingham It was a sell
out. This Thursday. the
lady billed as 'The
Temptress of Soul' didn't
manage to lure' too many
people away from the
antiseptic sex of Miss
World, to appreciate her
brand of rather gutsier
sexuality.
Backed by Easy
Akshun, Millie belted out

'Get It Outcha System'
but followed with classics
like 'All The Way Lover',
'My Man Is A Sweet
Man', 'I Don't Wanna Be

Right'

and

an

encore

version of 'Sweet Music
Man' which would lead

you to doubt that Kenny
Rogers ever heard it, let
alone wrote it.
Millie can belt with the
best and has a powerful
voice in the Aretha
Franklin mould; but what

really makes her
isn't the
but the raps in

memorable
songs

a selection spanning between. Or maybe it's
several years of her the songs that are in
between the raps
none of the
career
"Have you ever seen a
"here's yet another song
from my new album" lady dress so nice and
talk
so dirty?"
routines. She opened with

-

Good looking men have
had it. Any woman who's
listened to Millie's advice
on where to get the best
piece of ass ain't going to
be Impressed. For those
women who weren't there
Millie advises you to
get yourself an ugly bald
guy with a beard. If he s

-

- "he's gotta be
good at sumptin - and
ugly

'

he'll try harder. And the
beard and the baldness?
Well, I can't go into
details here, but It's to do
with friction. Listen to
'Feeling Bitchy' and
you'll get my meaning,

with more

power, especially as they
have now used their
trumpcard of a live effort. Nevertheless, in
concert theyy've got It
made and If you want
raunchy, ballsy 'rock 'n'
roll
you've got AC/DC:
STEVE CETI'

-

DIL LINGER

Manchester Russell
Club

Considering It's a West
Indian Centre, there sure
have been a lot of pale
faces at the Russell these

last few months, but with
a dude like Dillinger In
town, It's a cert that the
regulars will come down
and confirm the excellence of race relations
guess by the end of the
evening It wasn't only her In these parts.
Me? Well, I ain't no
own underwear that was'
wet just from thinking fully paid up Rasta (yet k.
but It sure makes a
about It, EILEEN KING
1

What's

more, the

weather's not been too
as all

and
daintily lugubrious good
'Cokane' fans

rain I feel a pain burning
in my bloody brain'.

And of course, you can
your tall to it
maybe even slip a disc or
two. Earlier, DJ Rasta
Keith Eastwood had
slipped discs of a different kind to the turntable for Dillinger to
come toasting on stage.
Then It was the turn of
the man 'Imseif to make
án entrance, resplendent
In three different sets of
stripes. And he sang and
danced and strutted and
generally provided for
the bounding rhythms
behind him.
Most of the material
was vaguely recognisable
as the kind of stuff punk
&hake

injudiciously sandwich between 'Anarchy in
D.Is

the UK' and 'One chord
wonders', and whatever
else, It's great to dance
to. Dillinger himself has
enough charisma to lend
credibility to his self -

description of being
and
'dynamite'
'outasight', while his

band, usually numbering
about five, fall neatly in
step.
Understandably, the
greatest huzzahs of the
night were reserved for
'Cokane in my brain' and
although I'm still not
sure. why 'A spoon, a
fork, a bottle and a cork'
should spell New York, it
was a fun way to spend an

evening. MIKE
NICHOLLS

WILD HORSES
Salford University
IT'S ALL been kept fairly
low profile, buf oc-

casional 'Thin

Llzzy

guitarist Brian Robertson
and ex

Rainbow man
Jimmy Bain have gotten
-

themselves

band

a

together and called It
Wild Horses. And good
lads as they are, instead
of launching themselves
in a blaze of hype, they're
content to start again at
the bottom and work their
way up via the college

circuit.

Along with Nell Carter
guitar and
Dixie Lee

(rhythm

vocals) and

(drums) the boys have a
whole new set of material
so it's obvious that

-they've

been doing more
than -just hanging out at
Ilgs together these last
few months.
The titles
'The Kid',

-

'Retribution', 'Streetgirl'
and 'Shame' might not
exactly be unpredictable,
but they know their
audience and are giving it

the good old
fashioned
heavy rock It wants. A
couple of journeymen
rock 'n' rollers In the
tradition of say, Rory
Gallagher and Jeff Beck,
Hain and Robertson seem
relieved to be away from

respective egomaniacs
Blackmore and Lynott.
For one number Brian
strapped on Jim's bass,
announcing 'I always
wanted to do this but

someone wouldn't let
me!' The rest of the time
he was spilling out a
succession of the usual
exhilarating guitar lines
and taking about one third of the vocals to
Bain's two - thirds. On
some of the tracks the two
of them even attempted
to harmonize, but overall
this was no - frills, man size music with .no time
for Eagle-lah wimpery.
All things considered,
Bain and Robertson have
shown considerable bottle
shunning super
`In
stardom In order to
pursue their own dlrec
lion. Wild Horses might
never attain the dizzy
heights of either of the
parent bands, but they'll
secure a large following.
and most Important, they
are doing whattheyy ward
-

PIKE

yy
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A

run.
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The Ne

start of 'Exit' were
Impressive nevertheless,
A strange, uneven set,
lacking real cohesion or
purpose, still proved that
new bands are able In be

Cave

different daapits
audience

apathy, and In
singer Mickael Hinkall,
Frantic Elevators have a

potentially exciting

PEKE UHU
Chishlehurst Caves

I

talent. Catch them now
while they're still raw.
(Don't get sucked In

SECRETS AND promises are to be broken, the secret
,.aa. The promise wasn't,
Everyone seemed to know that Pere Ubu was going
to play Chtslehurrt Caves but the promise that It
wculdn't be printed was kept. The reason? The gig
gg
would have been blown out If higher authorities had
found out. Seems the place 1a unsuitable.
How did everyone get there? Coaches from a
couple of points in London set off on the 'mystery'
tour ending up at the caves.
Caves are alright as caves but as rock venues
they're bloody cold. A glees of lager in the hand had
to be switched from left to right very quickly to atop
them from going blue. Brandy was definitely the
answer.
Red Crayola were on when we got there but'I'm
atraid not much can be said of them. Anyway, most
people had come for the fig or to see Pere tJbu.
You can't miss him, he's the big one. Actually,
that's being kind, he's obese.
Bloody hell! He doesn't sing as you'd expect. He's
got this high pitched ,shriek of a voice. As though
someone's grabbed him by the short and curliest and
is tugging away. No wonder he uses a throat spray.
I'd like to know what he's singing about. I don't
think I could put any of the words to the title of hie
songs. Well, perhaps a few but I'm sure I'd get moat
of them wrong. I know It's pretty hip to get into the
the deeply meaningful1 cs but
guy and
1'll have to lower my head and admit that I don't
know what he's on about_
The stupid thing Is, I really enjoyed' him and the
band. Musically they were good tf a little strange at
times. It's difficult to describe him but the closest I
can get is early Bee Gees! What? Fans of Pere Ubu
might say. But If you remember them as bleating
lambs and speed It up a bit, that's him.
The people who are in the know and have their
fingers on the great 'man's pulse, enjoyed R. Me? I
loved It. He made me feel warm. Or was that the
brandy? ALF MARTIN
understand

XTC

Electric

London

Ballroom

iT'S DIFFICULT to
ionic ewe of XTC as
asething less than a first
division band. They have
managed to synthesise
pup conventions into a
unique and oblique
perspective that Is
always refreshing.
Their slant seems to be
that they play their in
struments with considerable proficiency yet
they have managed to
retain the naive and
experimental vision of an
enthusiastic beginner.
This has led to a surreal
reliance on primitive
rhythm as the propulsion
ti their material. Thus

Partridge's gutteral vocalising or his
Andy

lunar playing becomes
literally a rhythm instrument whether he's
scrubbing out chords or

throwing
solos.
But

out jagged

essentially XTC are
about hooks, pop ditties
that etch themselves to
the grey matter and don't
ge away. The arsenal of
sounds varies from the
loopy but dextrous
keyboards of Barry

Andrews to the

fascinating
juxtapositloning

of the
various combinations of
p'iiyrhytms conjured by

the

fertile Terry

Chambers

and Colin

remaining

remarkably
Somehow

Moulding on drums and
bass respectively.
To be honest XTC are
playing music too far
ahead of the game to have
labels conveniently affixed to them, yet still

accessible.

Promotion to the first
division isn't high enough
Praise for such a consistently entertaining and

enticingly

perplexing

outfit. MIi E GARDNER
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Ed Banger was so utterly dismal with his
theatrical heavy metal
punk pretentions, that I
cannot understand his
appeal at all. Playful
Idiocy for retarded under
fives.

Not a total waste of an
evening though, as the
first band on, Frantic
Elevators, (who played
for beer money only) did
enough to convince me of
their worth. Like early
'versions of Wire and
Subway Sect, their Ideas

still. outweigh their

musical ability, but songs
such as the stark 'Every
Day I Die' with simple
drum backing, or the stop

thusiasm and Is,certainly
their biggest stage asset.
The Music Machine's
stage Is too high to jump
off, but when I saw them
at the Marquee he waS
leaping Into the erod
with the best of them.w
Their musle Is entertaining tuneful, well
poppy and
- executed,
fast And fast is maybe
what's wrong. They're so
obviously a product of the
speed generation, without
really having the
flowing through t eir
veins. Thére's inn seething
anger and frustration
boiling in their souls, and
without that I don't- see
any point In breakneck

-

renditions, except of

of the London course to be in vogue.
venues, poised on the, The evidence for my
edge of a breakthrough, argument Is their one
but not quite making It. stand - out number, 'The
Which' Instinctively Silence', and it's a slow
makes me ask myself one, the only$ slow one In
what are they fact. It begins with
why
doing, or not doing, that spacey lead riffs and deep
stops them from getting vocals building up the
atmosphere, taking
there?
They were formed late something from the
last year' by two ex -name Doors, Something from
Shadows even. The
band men: Larry The line
comes pounding
Berridge, lead vocals and title
in
break the tension, at
to
Mungo
rhythm, from
Jerry, and 'Dr' Terry which point it's back to
Jenkins, lead guitar, who Nose beautiful lead rifts
build up I
was with Pilot. and the nexta killer
and If
Credentials like that don't tell ya, ft's
cut much ice these days, only they had two or three
but at least it means that more like that sprinkled
they've learned a thing or through their set they'd
rotunda

>:1

\

THESE guys are in the
same position as dozens
of others. Busily doing the

.

c j

,

se

HI-FI,
Music Machine

6

.

-

about
two
professionalism.

Enlisting the .services of
Byron Con (bass) and
Steve Petters (drums)
they've put together a
decent, if conventional,
outfit, and written a
couple of dozen neat
tunes.
So, that's the hard
facts, now for the
analysis. Visually they're
a clean cut bunch

-

Byron comes closest to
the bad boy character
amongst them. Mod crew
cut, sneakers and. jeans,
the Small Faces image.
he's all nimbleness and

rabblé

-

rousing en-

KAI

be onto a winner.
As for the rest, 'Round
And Round' I like best
with its interplay between
bass and lead, conventional but exciting and

satisfying, 'Silhouettes' is
good, reminiscent of 'All
Or Nothing' and Run,
Is worth a mention,
their .single out next
week. The others just
tumble out one after
another.
If only they'd allow
themselves to pace their
set 'with a variety of
speeds they'd be doing

their obvious latent

talents a favour. ALEX
SKORECKI

RID

lilfirilPIflys'
NEW SINGLE

-

CHS2265

-

great gig. I only hope, for
they
their sakes, that
make amends the next
tune. MIKE GARDNER

Barbarellas

THE FIRST time i sawa

"THIS JUST Isn't rock 'n'

Squeeze was on
my
sonambulant Sunday' roll," Icommented
mean, EMI had
afternoon at Reading mate.
close
installed
even
there
Festival
tacklusture performance
did nothing to disturb the
slumbering hordes.
This was the eecond

`

w

)
ct).

r

BirmIn-ghatn.
where

WALLER

DAVID THOMAS: warming warbler
And it was L2.50 to get in. 'ultimately, cliched.
Thank God I enjoyed Fortunately for them
the music. China Street though, most of the crowd
played an excellent set didn't notice, so intent
full of danceable rhyth- were they on having a
ms. They do play reggae, good time regardless.
but ire not an em- Murderous versions of
barrassing imitation. 'Sweet Jane' and 'Who
'Rock Against Racism' Are The Mystery Girls'
and 'Tequila' are in- highlighted the band's
tricate but accessible mundanity with every
songs, while 'He's A Star' crowd '- pleasing trick
time and It was a dif- shows that the band can used to cover their
ferent kettle of fish who write equally successful musical deficiencies.
launched into the superb rock numbers. What the Even fair songs like
'Wrong Way' with an
lacks in charisma 'Victims Of A Vampire'
overpowering com- band
they make up for in the 'and the repetitive 'Where
mitment. The audience quality of their Have All The Boot Boys
was ridiculously depleted musicianship. At times Gone' failed to prevent a
by the Jam gig down the China Street did drag on, perfect lesson in why
road but they played to but that was because they never to reform a dead
the sparse punters with so play dance music and no band.
much ferocity, it might' one dances at Dingwalls,
have been a sardine unless they have to.
Wembley
packed
And so on to Charlie
Stadium.
Ainley and his band of
Jools Holland,
stars,
including an ex
shrouded in cigar smoke Cockney Rebel drummer,
and those impenetrable Tony Ashton and Pete
shades, ran off the hurdy Wingfield on keyboards.
gurdy runs to "Saints Howie Casey from Wings
r.
Alive' with the non- ,on horns and two
challance of a Sunday glamorous 'girl singers.,
stroll before actually The band, due to their
getting up for a rub- sheer numbers, provided
berlegged dance during unnecessary visual exd
'Get Smart'. He shared citment. Ainley has an
the visual spotlight with emotive soulful voice and
drummer Gilson lavls a whole batch of first
whose wideboy humour class songs. 'Don't Need
o.
and fluid, witty but firm No Doctor' and 'Heat Of
1
percussive work was a The 'Night' were the
delight to watch.
In a hot
The new material is highlights
set.
strong enough to over.. sophisticated
The music Is very
shadow 'Take Me I'm
6f' early.
reminiscent
hit
one
the
Yours', so
full of powerful
wonder tag doesn't sit too Motown;
b melodies. Ainley is
comfortably ft their ar 'n'
in his own right as
as hestarstruts
shoulders, 'especially
around out they can afford to leave
everyone in the
posing
out their superb new audience. His music may
single 'Goodbye Girl' be dated, but it is bloody
without any devaluation enjoyable.
In entertainment.
The test will come when
The always interesting Ainley
tours with a
vocal combination of permanent
band. At
monotone
Chris Difford's
he didn't even
adenoidal rasp and Glenn Dingwalls
a well deserved enTllbrook's more angelic do
then perhaps his
tones were- more than core, but
being paid
adequately harnessed to band weren't
PHILIP HALL
overtime.
some bright melodies,
slippery lead runs and
some driving thrust from. SLAUGHTER &
the bass of the gum THE,DOGS,
chewing Harry Kakoulli.
Really, I feel sorry for Manchester Russell
those who couldn't be Club
bothered'to make the trip
Jam gig, GI.)RIOUS MEMORIES
after the
because they missed a of yesteryear, when

CHARLIE AINLE Y
/ CHINA STREET.
London, Dingwalls

SQUEEZE

please). JOHNNY

circuit TV, so that the
pathetic posers could see
moving
the bands without
groin the 7Op a pint bar,

t

^A

a
promising young punk
band featuring on the
Rosy album. Not only did

iL

tonight's
crowd
remember those days,

one paced, unadv eat
u

rou's and,

rc

.

Slaughter were

but (for one night) they
actually relived them,
complete with mass
gobbing and pogoing.
Yes, my children, it's
reunion time, cash in on
former triumphs with
instant replays.
Unfortunately,
Slaughter were rather

47

RECORD OF THE WEEK
ON THE S/MON BATES SHOW
RADIO ONE!
Chrgsdis
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WE SERVE THE SOUTH!

89 SCOTFORTH ROAD LANCASTER
Tal: 0524-62634
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01-304 8088

ASK your local dealer about all the
DAVE SIMMS MUSIC PRODUCTS
or send 15p for catalogue
Protect Electronics Ltd.
1.6 The Grove, Ealing. London W5 5DX

Tel. 01 567 0757

-

TRADE b export enquiries welcome
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FREE Pulsar 3000 worth £85.
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WHERE ELSE?)
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CHRISTMAS IS COMING

9.00 am-5.30 pm Mon -Sat,
9.00 am -7.00 pm Thurs.

For full details write or call us at

STILE LONDON'S MOST HELPFUL DISCO SHOWROOM
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Now at new and larger showrooms
we have on show equipment from.
Chronic, Haze, Soundout,
Optikinetics, Pulsar, Zero 38, S.i.S.,
SAL, Millbank, Eagle, Project,
Electro -voice, and many more.
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NOWADAYS JOCKS are noting the number
of beat' per
minute (BP6() for record, which
V revel U you're into
U6 -style mixing
but as
DJs in thla country re my
own old way of Indlc.ting few
a record's 'tempo could nMill be
~Mil Very early on 1 developed n shorthand sytern
which depends on the relative
sizes of letters In the
alpmark
you can
that I which
bat record sleevelikethief
Me-MF
means that the (ek 1ppablel Intro Is(DSslow, graduating
into MEDIUM slow before becoming DEAD
good solid stomper
that'e Fe for FAST measured againsto an
M 1hnl might Just
as well be
plain vertical line, except eomeUmes
I put a
V for VERY above It) The final small
cold, or f mean, It fade.. So long a, your c mean» It ends
constant, you can tell at a glance how each system remains
record le going
to sound
especially useful for rarely-working mobiles.

-

-

., b(j4oN

-

-

Record Mirror
the only
music paper with á page for
the professional DJ.

-

HOTLINE
returns (excluding London)
produce n current chart like
this: I Dan Hartman, 2 Eddie

Henderson, 9 Ma nu Derango
Third World. 5 Sylvester
(new), 6 Mualque, 7 Phil
!turn, 8 Rahn! Harris, 9 Roy
Ayers (1210). 10 Chic, ll
Sylvester (old), 13 Ashford &
Slmpnnn, 13 Donna Summer,
14 Roney M, 15 Patrick Juvet,
16
Heatwave, 17 Crown
Heights Affair (new), IN
19

hick/ions 20 Alicia Bridges.
Shalamar, 22 Chnka Khan,
Three Degrees. 24 Manley
Turrenttne, 25 Funkadelic, 26
Aquarian Dream. 27 Goody
Goody, 28 Cleveland Eaton,
20 Teddy Pendergrass, 30
Village People. Chart con21

23

DISCO DATES
WEDNESDAY (22) Tony Jenkins opens Anthony's Soul Club
weekly at Harrow's Kings Head Hotel with /00 percent Import hntSau; THURSDAY (23) Robbie Vincent funks
Margate Ocean Nightapot, Paul Burnett and Steve Dee hit
Wheeler End's Brlckmakers inn near High Wycombe,
Tony
Prince and Mike Parker hit Middleton Civic Centre In
Manchester; FRIDAY (24) Dave Else has fancy dress,
freebies and fun at Guildford Bridge's funky anniversary
party. Tony Prince and Mike Parker hit Huddersfield
Coachouser Steve Dee hits Haddenham Village Hall:
SATURDAY (25) Greg "Sllmllrse" Edwards and Steve Allen
funk Peterborough Crewel at Bretton, Sean French and
Froggy funk Southgate'Royalty, Poe Tong and Mike avelle
funk Gravesend Woodville Halls, Mick Ames funks Dover Youth Club. Mike Parker hits Weymouth Pavilion. Steve Dee
forgets the bananas again at Tyler, Green VWage Hall;
SUNDAY 126) Chris HUI (no stranger) and Colin Hudd funk
Canvey Gotdmine, MONDAY (27) Chris Hill and Pete Tong
funk West Kingsdown Kings Lodge near Brands Hatch, John
DeSade hunks Othem Orchard Spot near Maldetnne, John
Bradbury alts Macclesfield Images. Nikki Peck starts an
EMI promoUon whek at Chatham Scamps, with EDU'Dlsco
Dancing on TUESDAY 128).
1

Phonogram are auditioning for

an Orions -type three gale/one guy oldies group in the Darts
Tricky Dicky's
style: contact Annie Challis on 01-491 4600 ,
Disco Music record shop at 391e Mile End Road, London ES

..

(opposite Mile End tube) Is open Mon/Thum/Fri/Saturdays
from noon till 8 pm and services regular DJ customers (Including Chris Hill and Tom Holland) with really cheap prices
LP 24 50, 1210
(no minimum order). Le imports
(2.50/220, 71n 60p; UK _ LP LG 50. Tin 70p , . Chic and Ashford and Simpson hit the pop chart last week thanks to being

-

pr
OT

warnln/

on UK 12m! FLnkadellc's US 121n
after LK'productlon had already begun, so
r the LP length version will be avaUabie here on their

Were

d without
Io was out

Upcoming special

1210

EP

...

Bunny Maloney 'Baby I've

Been Missing You' is now on extended 12in (Gull GULS 05.12)
but the dub last part Isn't very strong, while Shampoo
'Harlem Hustle' is aleo on 121n (Ensign ENY 1812) with the
Chris Hill re-mix as A -side . DJM are coupling Village
Man' for belated 12in in lace
n
People 'San Fraesco'/'Macho
Gary Hirst and Paul
of Mercury's 'YMCA' success
K.vssell's Jewish Teenage Sunday Club has moved from the
and
Sundown to London's Global Village , , Paula CarpenterHotel'
Clark funk Brighton's new Bunnies in the Salisbury

every Thurs/F'ri/Saturday

..

.

(ChelmsMICHAEL MORGAN'S Confunktlon Roadehow especially
ford 440277) naturally spina quite a few alowles,
but not too late, he say's.
towards the end of an evening
as people start going home! As well as his smoothers,
Michael aleo has a request for other central Essex jocks to
contact him If Interested In forming a local DJ
...elation: write to him at 281 Main Road. Broomfield,
Chelmsford CM1 SAU.

-

Derain
KNIGHTS W WHITE SATIN, Moody Blues
EMI America
BLITER THAN BLUE. Michael Johnson
a THE GREATEST LOVE OF ALL, George Benson
Arista
4
TURN BETWEEN TWO LOVERS. Mary MacGregor
Arlola
SORRY SEEMS TO BE THEHARDEST WORD
Rocket
Elton John
6 BURT, Manhattans
RSO
7
LOVE IS SO RIGHT, Bee Gees
e THE WHOLE TOWN'S LAUGHING,
Phil Mt
Teddy Perdergrasa
9
YOU RE ALL I NEED TO GET BY, Mathis/Wlillams
1

2

CBS

10

EMOTIONS, Samantha Sang

Private Stock

dos - wop fans but possibly a
bit too hip for them
JONATHAN RIC (OMAN &

Typically

BZZ

HI - TENSION: 'Autumn
Love' / 'Unspoken' (island
WIP 8462).
Pleasant U less than mind blowing soul siowle, totally
overshadowed for most Jocks
by the more typical rhythm

by Bobby 'Rockln Robin' Day
when with the Hollywood
Flames.

-

taste?

rattling fast flip, which while
maybe riot total A - side
quality Is already packing
dancefloors in London,
TWO MAN SOUND: 'Que Tal

25).

idiosyncratic and Intimate
revival of the "tweedle deedle
dee" , filled oldie.
penned and originally done
-

ARTHUR MULLARD
HYLDA BAKER: 'Don't

Breaking My Heart' (Pye

&
Go

TN

46139). And now Elton and
Kikl get sent up for good MoR

HELEN REDDY: 'We'll Sing
In The Sunshine' (Capitol CL

18067). Gale Gamella oldie
stays a pretty MoR swayer.
America',(Mlracle MI -1.2).
RACEY: 'Lay Your Love On
Rushed out on Gull's new. Me' (Bak 284). Sixties style
Miracle disco logo (motto: organ - based pop romper.
'If It's a hit. It's a now different enough to be
Miracle)"), Just as the fun again.

VARIOUS:
Disco
2886).

LIQUID GOLD: 'Anyway
You Do It' (Creole CR 159).
Noisy

chick

sung

-

pop

stomper, recently featured
rather strangelyy, on TOTP
TYRONE ASHLEY' 'Don't
'DownTown..l Stop Dancing' (United Arties

Party' (MCA MCF UP

Patchy LP in the 'CBS Instant Replays' style, with
side one mixed continuously
In US style: Stargand'o
'Which Way Is Up' into 'What
You Wait.n' For' Is superb
(and worth the price), but
after that Rose Royce's 'Put
Your Money Where Your
Mouth 15f -falls flat, not really
to return even with War
'Galaxy' and RR 'Car Wash'

Side two Is unsegued oldies
Dy such as Osibisa, Deodoto,

Elila, Len Barry,
Double Gray and Love Unitd,
MACHO: 'I'm A Man' (EMI
Shirley

12EM1 2882).

38431). Ian Levine produced great leaping funky
percussion rattling rhythm
track spoilt by lacklustre
lead vocal
THE MEXICANO: 'Treasure
The Momenta' (Ice GUY 18,
via Lug-tons). Attractive fast
-

romantic hustler, without
trace of reggae.
EMOTIONS: 'Whole Lot Of
Shakin" (CBS 6767). By now
typical but oddly empty sounding shrill staccato
lurching strutter
FAMILY PLANN: 'Shake It
a

Up. Shake It Down' (Pye 7NL
25790). KC soundaltkes (Mtn
AVI on bass - heavy 8 10 121n

or

3 15 71n.

MAZE:

'Traveilln'

Man'
Slinky

Spencer Davis / Chicago (Tower 12CL 16017).
classic becomes a powerful slow rhythm plopper, similar
fast Euro stormer. already 'to and about as useful as
out on 71n and now on War's 'Baby Face', on 5,00
dynamite extended 10:30 33 1210 or 3.17 710
1/3rpm 121n with many more VIVIAN WEATHERS: 'Rip
exciting instrumental Hug' (Front' Line PIA 114).
segments.
Compellingly sparse ellnky
REAL THING: 'Can You aloes reggae grinder.
Feel The Force?' (LP 'Step PUMPKIN DELIVERY:
NSP
Into Our World' Pye
'The Creeper' (Creole CR
18587).
156). Very laid - back and,
Fast funky 5:02 flier leaps almost dub - like sparse
along with a catchy "weep funky thudder from Wing & A
whup - sob ooh"' variation on Prayer, on 5,34 710 and 1210.
the usual chant, and is LAWRELL: 'Overdose of

already hot for some
specialist funk jocks.
QUAZAR: 'Funk 'n' Roll'
(Arles ARISt 224).
Parliament - style dated US
funk tears the roof off the
mother quite energetically,
on 3:46 710, or on the 4:39 LP
version (ARTY 157) Joins
type
many more Boots):
things to please the Mersey /

Love' (Pye 7NL 25799).'
Slowly building mid - tempo
Jogger eventually reaches the
Barry White like vocal and
lots of "ooh.ahs", on 9.15 121n
only.
SHAZAMI: 'Logan;» Run'

via
Presldent)- Predictable

(Bulldog BD

14,

zbngy strings disco treatment

of the telly theme.
Manchester area!
GIGI: 'Honey Do' (Pye 7NL
CHANSON: 'Don't Hold 25794). Phonetic chla sweetly
Back' (Adele AROP140).
cooing a Euro racer with long
Fairly typical US - style funk, electronic build up on 6.35
Peeler with an extended 1210, less on 4,04 Tin.
longer
4:05
and
rhythm break
AL SHARP: 'Bewitched'
B - side version, due soon on
(Arlola ARO 199). Fast
coloured vinyl 1210 too,
overly "disco" treatment of

JACK

PLUOG

&

THE

CABLES: 'When The Chi
Are Down' (RCA PB 5124).0
Pete Wingfield (presumably),
doing a vintage Norman
(General) Johnson Impersonation In a remake of

CHART BREAKERS
BUBBLING UNDER the Deco Top 90 are Marlyn Ford 'Happy People' (Mountain / 121n).
OWe Baba 'Stomp Your Feet' / 'Do It Good' /'Give Me A Break' (lJ3 Polydor LP), Erotic
Drum Band 'love Disco Style' / 'Plug Me To Death' (US Prism LP). Mankind 'Dr Who'
(Pinnacle / 12101. Peaches s Herb 'Shake Your Groove Thing' (US Polydor LP / 1210
promo), Law Hayee 'Shall B' "LBW The Freak' IPolydor LPI, RichardCroove Holmes
LeeiGeoove',173 Verealile p-Pl. John Davis 'Ain't That Enough For Your (U9 Sam 121n),
Rom / Jackaon 'Ease On Down The Road' (MCA), Munich Machine Machine 'A Whiter
Shade Ot Pale (peel./ 121n), Franker Valli 'Save Me Save Me' (Warner Bros). Family
(Pye). Switch There'll Never Be' (Motown / 121n), Wilton Felder
Affair
,jnly 'Love
D.,e Huité
Together' (US ABC LP), Vel Valence 'Needs In A Haystack' (Motown).
Missing You' (Gull / 121111, Eaatswnd Eepreaiway 'Never
Bunny Mersey 'Baby I've Been
(Pye 121,5), Patrice Ruahen 'Let'. Sing A Song Of love¡ / 'Play' (US Elektra LP).
)Arista). p[ tropolle 'New York la My Kind Of Town' (Sal5oul),
Cisaneurs 'Don't Hold Back'
Tal Amerlea' (French Vogue LP). Liquid Gold
'raso man Wnsd'que
You Do It'
Pulse 'Prediction' ¡Island / 1210), lase Symphony'Anyway
Oncceetra `Let Me
.(Gwyn /121551, Steel
Be Your Fantail (ITS Penthouee LP), Macho '1'm A Man' (EMI /12.1.

l

'It

classic

some reason the weedy vocal
version Is A - side on the
edited yin (0007198)
don't
Monogram have faith In our

-

ALLEY DJ Assn members meet at noon' on
Sunday (28) In Reading's Caversham Road Fire Station to
learn, not so surprisingly. about fire prevention and fighting
Satre Records' new disco plugger Is Greg Gregory of
London Sundown fame, and he wants more locks for his list
(old applicants please re apply) at Satre House, 441 Finchley

..

normous on import, the

Showmen's

Will Stand', aimed at modern

Infectiously
skipping Ire
strumental driver le at last on THE MODERN LOVERS:
full 5: 56 Gin here, but for 'Buzz Burr Buzz' (Berserkley

71n,

V

Road. London NW2 2HY

CI

French Import shown up, this
last funk Jazz Latin leaper
nueh a great groove It
so gel the
hits
hould be huge
7:55 121n rather than the 3.40

DISCO -REINS
THAMES

0199958),

the

the

'Bothered and

Bewildered' oldie.
FREDERICK KNIGHT &
FEARN KINNEY: Sweet

Pleasant
swaying dated soul duet
TIE PIPS: 'Baby I'm Your
Fool' (Casablanca CANL 13012). Bumpy soul chugger on
7.45 1210 or 3 45 710, each with

Life' (CBS

6830)

alp

Fdifferent
OUR TOPS: 'Put It On The
(ABC

News'

ABCT 4236),

Suprisingly undramatib
"newslash" Intro to a
blandly hustlin 4.21 12in and
JAMES WELLS: 'My Claim
To Fame' (Pye 7NL 26606).
Happily zipping 9.10 Ian
Levine

-

produced

121n.

again

spoilt by poor vocals
M. J. WILLIAMS: 'Only Your
Love Can Save Me Now'
(Arlola ARO 1361e Blddu
produced dated frothy gay
ringer badly out of touch
with cur'r'ant tastes (except
maybe at the Embaasy, 'hey
BIddu. ).

tributors from the area In
elude Kevill 1Brentwoodh
-

Dave

Potter (Tilbury

Riverside), Glenn Fletcher
(Southend henrys), Bob

(Chelmsford Dee
Jones
Jaye), Bob Harris & John
Hounaome (Chelmsford),
Michael Morgan (Chelm-

sford),

Rob

Harknett

(Harlow Gilbey Vintners).
Greg Davies (Stevenage Bo

Terry Emm

Jangles),

(Dunstable). Mick Amen
(Bedford), Robbie Stewart /
Dave Middleton (Bletchley

Peaches). Del Mead (Watford), Phil Cooper (Cheaham
1812), Marc Anthony (High
Wycombe Tuesdays), Steve
Dee (High Wycombe), Ken

1

2

3

5

4

3

5

7

B

4

7

B

8

9

9
6
15

11

12

12
13
14

15

18

27

I

11

17
22

SUMMER NIGHTS, Traocdta.Newosn-John
eo
ONE NATION UNDER A GROOVE. BF
GET IT WHILE YOU CAN, Olympc R,,nn rs

23

16
74
24

24

40

25

31

26

36

27

14

21

22

39

37

40

38

41

35
28

Lodge).

Colin Hudd

(Gravesend Wings), Nikki
Peck (Chatham Scamps),
John DeSade (Maidstone),
Dave Stoddart (Canterbury
University), Robin Quinn

42
43
44

-29
e8

49

74

50

56

LHawkinge Soundhouee),
Richard Moffatt (Folkestone
011ver's La Clique). To my
mind, this seems like a good
way of doing the DJ Hotline
now . , what do you think'

There

will

be

problems

though when we reach areas
with only a few contributors,
so some strange hybrid area
groupings may be the result.

46

47
46

VINYL
CURRENT IMPORTS also
with DJ support include Caz
'Sing Sing' /'Boogie Woman'

(Salsoul

LP).

Creative

Coming' (Epic LP), ADC
Band 'tong Stroke' (Cotillion
LP), Brides of FLnkensteln
'Disco To Co' (Atlantic 12in).
Evelyn King 'l Don't Know If
Idles
It's Right' (RCA 12101,
Muhammad 'pleco Man' /
'Doc' (Fantasy LEI, Kin man Dais 'Saturday Night' /
'Get To The Feeling: (20th
Century LP), Paris Can:
nection 'you've Lost That
Lovcin' reeling' (Caablanca

LP).

Poe1vJse/124,

BLACK IS THE COLAUR, Wilbert

Loma

12'n"*""12'n"*""51

61
62
63

46

61

75

65

63

66
67
68
69
70

62

Brass
BOOGIE FUND,

71

58

.57
56

-59

-

59
87

-

64

`

61

82
67

60
57

-

49

69

a-

53
73
65

Sea Level '54'
(Capricorn LP), Mandrill

'Spread
Al Hudson
(Jove' (ABC 12m remix),
Bionic Boogie 'Hot Butterfly'
/ etc (Polydor LP). Laura
Taylor 'Dancer' In My Feet'
(TN 121n), Klkrokos 'Jungle
DJ' (Polydor LP). Double
Exposure 'Newsy Neigh.
bows' (Salsoul 1240). Studio
88 'Mlnlrlou' (Warner Bros
121n), Chaco 'Ole Ole'
(Saleoul 1210). Fat Larry's
Band 'Boogie Town (Fantasy
LP). Free Life 'Second

650
1Tn promo{LP

US Tappan 2es LP
US 20th Coerces 121n,LP
CONTACT, Edwin Iran
Funk A6Mtv,ca 126
STAND UP, Mantic Stan
Werner Bros
LAY LOVE ON YOU, Lama Fernandes
Moown
JUST TO BE CLOSE TO YOU, Commodores
HAVE YOU HEARD THE NEWS/THANK YOU FOR
FUN KING UP MY LIFE Donald Byn1
U Bean LP
NO GOODBYES. Curtis Mayfield US Curtom LP )2e, promo
YOU STEPPED INTO MY LIFE. Melba Moore Eprc/US 12in
TK/US 1218
FREAK IN FREAK OUT, T,mmy Thane:
RCA 126
SHAME. Evelyn "Charnpagn'e' King
d ux'g
SANDY, John
Ae'sta
EAST RIVER, Breaker Brothers
TURN MY WORLD BACK AROUND, Eddie Horan
US MOM LP
I CAN TELL/LADY LADY/PLAY THE MUSIC, John' rierese
LIS Warren Bros LP
GET UP/HELP YOURSELF ONE TO ONE,

121n),

LP).

jai

LP
CAN'T YOU SEE ME, Roy Ayers
CAN'T STOP DANCING, Chanter Senors
Salon/German si:n
I LIKE THE MUSIC/MAKE IT HOT. Rodney Franker
US lollasxxa LP
I LOVE TO SEE YOU DANCE, Mashed
,shed Touch
Mrgo,'wsn/US

42
52
53
54
55
56

Source 'Who Is He And What
Is He To You (Paul Wlnley

'Stay Tonight' / 'When You
Smile' / etc (Arista LP),
WWIe Hutch 'Easy Does It'
(Whitfield LP), Cameo 'Ugly
Ego' / 'Insane' (Chocolate
City LP), Gold Bullion Band
'talse Idol' (Channel 1210),
Keith Barrow 'Turn Me Up'
(CBS LP), Dennis Brown
'Money In My Pocket' (Gibbs
12101. David Simmons 'Will
They Miss Me' [Fantasy
WMOT 1210), Sarah Dast,
'Sinner Man' (Kirshner 12in /

,slpt2n

I

51

H OT

6

Poty,fnN)2w,

li

41

45
46

LOVE THE NIGHTLIFE, Akca Brdges

Sanes'121,

wa,ner Brariln

RCA: tie
TAKE THAT T0 THE BANK, Somer.
MIND BLOWING DECISIONS/ALWAYS AND FOREVER,
n
Heatwave
OTO
I'M GONNA LOVE YOU FOREVER/SAY A PRAYER FOR
M'ecurrvvfl2adLP
TWO, Gown Heights Altos
SAY
R
AIN'T
WHATCHA
FANTASY,
YOU'RE A STAR
Aquarian Dream
ElMfrt LP
I'M EVERY WOMAN, Cha,a Knan
W omen Bros/U5 12n inmrto
LOVE DON'T LIVE HERE ANYMORE/DO IT DO R,
5655,0965
Rose Royce
HIaMlIiie
BRITISH HUSTLE, H.Tensron
ONLY YOU/CLOSE THE DOOR,hsk5y Pendergwss
Phd In, 12,n
TK.'US )2,n
PLATO'S RETREAT, Joe Menus
RIDE
-O -ROCKET. Brothers Johnvon Fwsk AfbMenea/Re
GET DOWN, Geri Chandler
US 2055 Century ChiSond/ 1T,n/LP
Mercury/t2.e
YMCA, V,Ilsge People
1Ln
DISCO DANCING, StanlayTunenlee
US Atlantic/1210 promo/LP
No I DEE JAY, Goody Goody
OSO
GREASE, Franbe V.IIVGary Brown
M.dsnrgfl2n
BURNIN', Carol Douglas
NIGHT DANCING, Joe Farrell
US Warner Bros 12. promo/LP
SHOOT ME WITH YOUR LOVE Tasha Thomas
US Orlin tb,n
HAPPY SONGNVHY DON'T YOU LOOK INSIDE.
Ronnie Fratu,
US Columba LP
Mercury/lion
ONE FOR YOU ONE FOR ME, La Benda
Gu9'l21n
BAMA BOOGIE WOOGIE, Cleveland Eason
IT S MUSIC. Daman Horns
US Fantasy WMOT Ibn
SAVE SOME FOR THE CHILDREN, Howard Kenney
US Warner Woe LP
Riva/12sn scores
DA'YA THINK I'M SEXY, Rod Stevsn
LOST MY HEART TO A STARSHIP TROOPER,
Anou Manful LOe
Sarah Brightman Er Hot Gossdp

28 I8
29 23
30

Fantasy tale
Oecca 121n

AttmUt?n

Casanlanca(LP/1Tm

US lnspratronel

GIVING UP GIVING IN, Tisme Dopers .
IT SEEMS TO HANG ON, A*hro.4 6 Slmoson

Oasis), Peter Reilly

Kings

Jwet

ee.go

13

43
27
39
33

(Borough Green), Pete Tang

CBS/12nrlP
O.

SIX MILLION STEPS, Rahn Hew

19

38

Dave Else
(Guildford Wooden Bridge),
Geoff Buckwell IGodalming
Red Lion), Roger Sheldon
(Horsham). Alan Crawford
(Crawley). Dave Kennard
(Crawley), Tim Shaw

S lcel,e1nee

17

36
37

(Aldershot).

promo LP

S

Mewl.

LE FREAK, Ch,c
I LOVE AMERICA, Patrick

It

47
25

(Farnborough Gallaghers),
Stevie Quinn (Farnborough

IN THE BUSH,

er

33
34

(Maidenhead

OkIry-piu

Peemy. 12InrLP
M.CARTHUR PARK SUITE, Drnrs Sunvner
Casetsnr'carlin12sr nvaso
RASPUTW, Betsy re
Alkmleel2e
BLAME IT -ON THE BOOGIE, Jackson
Etr,4 125.,
NOW THAT WE FOUND LOVE, Tbed World
Israrld/Ilrr
PRANCE ON/SAY YOU WILL/CYCLOPS 145 mod/
BUTTERFLY, Edoe Hadarsn,
Tosser 121,' LP
DANCE (DISCO HEAT I, Sylvester
Foy.,'LP/US 1In
GET ON UP GET ON DOWN, Roy Ayers
Po(ydOe/12nAP

'21
20

Boulters Lock I, Thames
Valley DJ Assn, Andy Davila
(Reading), Dave Rawlings /
Nick Halliday (Basingstoke
Maxwells), Chris Bangs /
Robin Nash (Camberley
Frenchles), Johnnie Walker

Kingedown

Herman

GIVING IT BACK, Ph4 Mode
)0 'SUN EXPLOSIONIBIGBLOW, Menu

26
30
44

(West

Dr

YOU MAKE ME FEEL (MIGHTY REAL],

10

31
32

Brlskham

INSTANT RELAY,

1

2

Hive

SOUTHE ASTERN

Olympic, Runner.,
RAHNI HARRIS & F CO:
'Six Million Steps' (Mercury

51

-

90

-

52
54
48
50

--

TravoisM4S.,121::

ConstructionS
Sola Flare

RCAU

A LP

)tin

I2in
US
IT'S ALL THE WAY LIVE, la5eede
GALAXY OF LOVE, Crown Heights Atlas Mercury 121n/LP
BOOGIE 0001E OOGIE, A Taps Of Honey CeptuIFlSn/LP
Blur lnCi I2m
STAVIN' ALIVE. Renard Ace
STAR CRUISER/FANCY DANCER/THIS SIDE OF
MIDNIGHT, Gregg Dieriwd's Star Crwser TKAJS Mean LP
TK,US MMm LP
Gregg Danwnd's StanCrurse'
warren BrosflP/US tbn prpro
VICTIM, Card, Suton
US CoWn,b,e LP
ALL THE WAY LIVE, Ramsey Lewd
MCA/12ín
PARTY, Leon Heywood
Ee,son/12n
HARLEM HUSTLE, Shampoo
THE OTHER SIDE OF MIDNIGHT, Marsha Hunt
Magnet 126
US btnr,ron LP
SUDDEN SAMBA NedLarsen
A,,ni. Hansa 12n
MONTEGO BAY, Suga, Cane
HOT SHOT Karen Young Apenhr 12eVOS West End 12m
Amalie
BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE, M,ck Jackson
M,stafl2,
RHYTHM OF LIFE, Alto Cuban Band
Soong
TM FIRED UP, Fatback
RATRAP, Boomtown Rats
Olw Nnw,on JWvngn
DEVOTED TO YOU, Ole.
HOPÉ
RSO

f5

76

86
87

72

®

66

P9

71

GYPSY LADY/IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW,
12in ororno
LP/
Linda
EMI/12ín
DON'T LOOK BACK. Peter Tosh/Mack Jagger
GROOVIN'/GIMME LITTLE SIGN ME AND MYSELF
Lialierop LP
Ronnie Janes
CALLING PLANET EARTH/GIMMIE THAT FUNK,
US Westbound tilo prorroR.P
Dennis Coffey
Dote' THE BEST THAT I CAN, Berm LeVane

90

-

SOUVENIRS, Voyage

K)

Chno,dGorton

Atlantic/12in
GTOJIbn

MIX MASTER
gotxilal
JUST TWO minemlxes this Ume, but what
can be kept
They're both synchronised running mixee'andlucky
with your
going for anything up to a minute If you're
'Countdown'
varsble speed adjustments. Dan Hartman
rhythm and plan
(US Blue Sky LP), running the main
Br. t21n),
break Into Studio ge 'Mlslrlou' (US Warner'Beyond The
which ran similarly be run ,elth Quartz seem to alter
doers
Clouds' IPye Lain). but Ma latter The
Freak' (Putydor
tempo *tightly; Isaac Hayes 'Take
Into Rahnl Harris'Si,
LP) towards the end rmning Sounds
1210), winch seems
hell on Steps' (US Wp(rational
to have the dame luny llne

ta[

WYL(te0

111

Irrnl, ryOVen1OM L], 13/e

ADS

SMALL

e

ATTRACTIVE AFFECTIONATE male 24
5'10" non smoker seeks
loving girl to
Share happy relaxed
1friendly
loving relationship.
Likes Genesis Thin
Lizzy. .Iiml
Photo

Hendrix.

yours appreciated If possible,
Reading Berkshire. Box
No 1835.
sent

-

LONELY GUY (18).
seeks pretty, friendly,
intelligent girl, Ewell
and Epsom area only
photo please
Box No

-

1834.

MARC

SEELEY

17.

looking for kind sincere
girlfriend 15/17 tel
Derby 85223.5, anyone
please

- Box No

STEVE

NEW WAVE (16) seeks
boyfriend.
Midlands.
Box No. 18.?e.
JANE SCOTT genuine

1833.

seeks sincere
girlfriend 17-27 for
steady relationship and
with a sense of humour.
27

friends,

introductions

records, cinema, letter
writing, radio and
travel, all letters answered. Box No. 1832.

-

LONELY

MALE,

friendship,
in
Southampton. - Box No,

-

fulness. Details free.
Stamp to Jane Scott.

POEMS PUBLISHED.
New Horizon,Dept 5
Victoria Drive. Bognor
Regis.

FREE PHOTO
brochure,

your
own friends from our
photo catalogue
Send
stamp to Dovelmc, A 16
PO Box 100. Haywards
Heath Sussex.
select

-

MARK,

18.

shy seeks

young lady, aged 14+ for

lasting

relationship,

- Phone

Croydon area.
784 6650,

EDDIE 6FT 210, shy,
seeks girlfriend, Birmingham area.
Box

-

No 1820.

141

51,000

coun-

LP.C.R. 39A Hatherleigh
Road, Ruislip Manor,
Middlesex
YOUR PHOTO in LT
means new friends

-

Details:

Leisure Times, (N 38),
Chorley, Lanes

CONDATING offers
the
FIDENTIAL
most comprehensive
Introduction service
available for

all ages

-

nationwide.
details, Dating

Free
Con-

fidential, (Dept RD/A).
44 Earls Court Road.

London W8,
SHARE YOUR XMAS
with someone special.
Join Sue Carr's Friendship Agency now. All
ages / areas Free
brochure Somerset Villa,

Harrogate. Tel:

0423

63525 anytime.
HOW TO get girlfriends,
What to say, how to
oveercome shyness, how
to date any girl you
SEA for free
fancy.
details. Dept R. 38 Abbeydale, Winterbourne,

-

Bristol.

a

SQUARE

TANGO

-

group,

Notting

.

London W.

500

Hill Gate,

11.

ROCKNROLL

singles - original labels
64
20p -80p each. SEA

Avenue,

COLLECTORS'

Nl
Don't feel lonely_

41e..1hl.ie,núdene'
n,u
re
hut
.t/M^
5

'...DUI

intro.." w I,,.,4n,COne
1

into.o um* .ho.n,OJhie

\Dar

'

e+ N.,h n
DrPI.IaM 1.
\M,.IdunWnrd I,.a1.NNn,'
Ib,,.,. uI.9d7ae.L

11,I.í
2,1

Abergele, Clwyd.
12"

SINGLES. (Over
500), coloured vinyl.
punk, Bowie. oldies: lots
of rarities. For 45 page
catalogue send 25p
(deductible from first

order) plus SEA.
Adrians Record
R.

FINDING

sill

get If not.
any artist, any records.
just jot down those you
need and send with SAE
Don. 157 Southend
Road, Wlckford, Essex.

-

LP'S FROM 20p, 45s
from 5p
Large SEA:
Pat; 24 Beaufort Avenue.
Blackpool.

-

EX -TOP

THIRTY

records (1960-1978). from
12%¢p, nearly 2,000 titles,
most major stars SAE
list. Dept H8, 82 Vandyke

-

Liverpool

Street,

L8

ORT

PASTBLASTERSI

ALWAYS 1000's of rock
soul, pop. Tamla
SAE.
24
Southwalk, Middleton. Sussex.
THOUSANDS NEW /
used singles. Huge
selection recent hits and
oldies at competitive
prices. 10p stamp for

-

-

Box 39. Banbury, Oxon.

AUC-

TIONS and sales. New

list every month.

-

Amazing

selection.
Send SAE. 6 Wendover
Drive, Frimley, Surrey.
HIT SINGLES from 29p.
large SAE 'TSM
Records'. 220 Victoria
Road West, Cleveleys,
Blackpool
BIG DISCOUNTS on
LP's. singles, tapes.
Latest titles. Send large
SAE (12%p) for price
list.
G. M Records, 14

Pa rkwood

Road,

Isleworth, Middx
BIG DISCOUNTS on
LP's, singles, tapes.
Latest titles. Send large
SAE (1214p) for price
list. -G M. Records. 14

Records Wanted

CHEECH AND Chong
records. tapes. state
price / condition. Stephen
Walker, 12 Coleridge
Drive, Orgill, Egremont,
Cumbria.
FOLLOWING SINGLES
in good condition: Neil
Protest Song /
Iones
It's not
Heartbreakers

-

enough / Phantom Lazy Fascist / Kinks Father Christmas
(Picture bag)

-

/

Peter

-

BARGAIN
MUSICASETTES!

Hundreds from 50p (also
Large SAE
bought).

RMC,

-

17

Belgium.
A QUICK service and top
prices guaranteed for
your unwanted LPs and
cassettes, Any quantity
Send details
bought
with sae for cash offer by
return of post. GEMA,
Dept RM, PO Box 54.
Crockhamwell Road.

-

Jessel, y'oodley, Reading.

Loughton, Essex.

Berkshire.

Doctor

Dana,

Feelgood, Commodores.
Diana Ross, only t2 a set
Also 2 Marc Bolan Photne
80p or 3 Slade, Li Please

state

Cleaver

artist.

Robert

Accommodation

Actaeon. The
Green Wingham. Canterbury, Kent.

01-9652991.

JOKES,

sonality considered.

-

available if required.

STINK bombs,

LYRIC WRITERS fart powder, snow
required by recording blizard, cigarette

-SneydDetails
Hall

company
(sae):

30

Road, Bloxwch,
fordshire.

Staf-

bangers,

hot sweets.

exploding matches,
volcanic

dirty

sugar,

sneezing, itching

teeth,

powder.

garlic

mucky pup,
toffees, saucy

-

Send
posters, novelties
SAE for long list and free

-

gift.

Dept R, 167
Winchester Road, Bristol
BS4 3NJ:

For Sale

ELVIS NEWSLETTER
films, photos, records and LIVE COLOUR rock now available.
other items for sale SAE. photos
92 Burke
Street, Blondle, Wishbone Ash,

-

-Scunthorpe,

South

Van Halen, Slade, Bowie

AUTOGRAPHEDABRA

Presley,- Travolta, new
Quo, Patti, Costello. New
Gabriel Tom Robinson,
Abbe. Genesis, Motors,
Kiss,. Zeppelin, Sabbath,
Runaways, Rush, Lizzy,
UFO. Blackmore, Purple.

Humberside_

- The Albums,
'Laun.Ceston

offers:

2015

evenings.
SIOUXSIE PICTURE t shirts, small, medium,
large, only 12.50 cheques
/ PO's to Mark Klkklck, 2
Belltrees Grove, London
SW16.

MOBILE DISCO plus
tight show, equipment

'78. '76 & '74, Stranglers.

Gillen, ELO, ELP,
Wings, Who. Yes. Rod,
Mac. Ferry, Rosy,

Parker. Tubes,
Ronstadt, Elkle, Essex.
Stones,

Includes projectors Dylan, Eagles, Oyster
strobe, Ultra Violet and Cult, Nugent. Mlles,
Ramones. SAI$, Floyd,
over 1.000 records Heap,
10CC, Trower, Tull
Bargain at 1500.
Braintree (Essex)

-

Tel:

24949

+ many more A set of 10.

GENESIS T-SHIRTS. 3%in

x

borderless

Sin,

badges, books. etc send colour prints, costs just
SAE to Genesis In- 13.60 (2 sets. 18.50) both
formation. PO Box 107. Inc p&p, or send sae for
free catalogue. List the
London N6 5RU
JERRY LEE Lewis. In proofs you'd like to see
concert. 5 photos Tin x 51n. Sample print, 25p. For
Robert quickest service and best
only 11.30.
Cleaver, Actaeon, The photos write to: Dick
Green, Wingham, Can- Wallis Photography. 159
Hamilton Road, London.
terbury, Kent.

-

-

-

PERSONALISED
BADGES,

send

photograph,
professionally

2;rin metal badge.

5

30p

Photobadge,

55

Eastbourne,

MIRRORS BLONDIE,
Travolta, Rats, Rainbow.

Buzzcocks, Who, Clash,
10cc, Ramones, Boney M,
apex. Queen, Jam, Quo,
,Siouxsie, Commodores,
Motors, Hendrix, Sham,
Lizzy, Pistols, Zeppelin,

Patti. Ferry, Bowie,
Devo, ELO, Tubes,
Genesis, Magazine,
Marley, R. Palmer,

Stranger, Holly, Dylan,
G.G's, A. Gibb. Grease,
Stones,'Steel

Pulse. Yes, RezWos,

Elton,

Kiss.

Stewart,

Penetration, Talking

Heads, Clayton. TRS,
Beatles, Reed, Sabbath,
AC/DC, Costello, Fonz,
Eastwood. 91y x Tin, LL30
+ 10p packing (4 for
14.50/5 for, £5.60) ALSO

mirror BADGES lyr,in

x

2in in same groups as
Rose
above. Plus
Royce, Wuko, Sgt PepX.
Gen
Rock:n'Roll,
pers,
Essex. 999.
40p each (5
Skynyrd
(or £2/10 for 13.50) + 15p
P&P, PO's / cheques for
mirrors or badges. To:
Roldring (2nd Floor), 14
Church Road, London El?
6AR.

-

-

-

COMPLETE

Working condlhon 1959
200 play and 120 play rock

MOBILE

to

£175

Williams,

1250.

Dartford

weekends.'

-

-

D.J.'S

IDENTIFY

records, cassettes, etc.
Your Disco name printed
black on white, self adhesive labels in handy
dispenser. 1,000 quaUty
labels, only f3. Postpaid'
Overseas 15. Cheques /
PO's to: JOMCAST, Dept
RM, PO Box 39. Banbury,
Oxon. SAE Samples,
Overseas, 1 IRC.
DISCO CHAINS fantastic
light metal chain, 3ft long
hung with dozens of light
reflecting tabs that flash
and sparkle as you dance.

only 60p (2 for LI) from
Seagull Trading Company (Dept R4, 9 Terminus Road, Eastbourne.

AND USA!! FANTASTIC
MOVIE STAR BOOKS!!
Over FIFTY different
titles available including:

ELVIS(!

MONROE!!
JAMES DEAN!! 007!i
EASTWOOD!!

evemgga,

FOSTER!!

BRUCE

JODIE
etc.

PACKED with colour and

1

9 5

s

25p

SAE for extensive
illusfrated list to Simons,
28
Woodstock Road,
London N4.

Ronstadt.

Johnny Rotten.
Sari
Stranglers

3,

Quo,

tana, Stewart,

Smith, TRB,
Travolta
Tloeas,

Patti
Lizzy.

4 &f1. Cheryl
Bardot, Linda

Yes, Bruce

Carter.

Springsteen, Ted Nugent.
Jagger. Foreigner, Joe
Walsh, Foghat, UFO.
Rush, Lynott, BOC,
Siouxsie, RezWos and
Elvis, 3-D picture only,
12.25. Colour rock photos
Bowie,
diff
10
Blondle, Bolan Exclusive
set.
per
13.50
photos
Also 10in x Bin pies Ll 75
each, 5 deft or each.
Bolan. .Blondle, .Bowie,

-

-

Fr'ee

sgate,.

.C1e

68

-Su Peter-

City,

For Hire

COMPLETE
DISCOTHEQUE systems

with lights for self
operation. We deliver and
collect. No deposit.
Maximum .Axle +161570,
DISCO EQUIPMENT,
PA systems. sound to

light

unite, reasonable
Newham, Audio
rates.
Services. 01-534 4084.

-

Penfriends
SLADE FANS wanted as
penfriend for J. Moore, T.
Andrew Avenue, Lerida,
Glasgow.
PETER, 31 seeks female

Interests

penfriend,

recorded on 8 track
cartridge. Bleep or ikHz

cue. Post 12.50 for your

first Cart today

"Young

Americans".

posters, U.50 each, plus
20p P&P,
J. Logue. 55A

-

Park

Herts.

Road.

Bushey,

AMERICAN COM-

MERCIALS
SAE.
3.

-

to

Dolfijn

Recordings. 18 Bowman
Road. Dartford, Kent.

JINGLES

1.500

Only

15.50

PO

Tamworth B77

x (`40
- BoxCWO
6

3,

CDR.

Radio DJ Courses
GOOD ENOUGH for
radio? Then why not try
our one day radio
presenters course. Por
further details contact

Mike

Devereux at
Recording

Telecom ms

EXCLUSIVE:
Immaculate Record Tel:
Company promotion
Up's".
material. "Pin

on C60, Li +

Keytappee. PO

Box

Tamworth, B77 1DR.

(0705)60036

Fon Clubs
GENESIS OFFICIAL fan
Send SAE to:
club.
Geoff Parkyn Genesis
Information, PO Box 107,
London, N6 5RU.
LENA ZAVARONI fan
SAE 20 SUnele
club.

-

-

Road, Wymondbám,
ELVIS BUCKLES in solid Norfolk, NE18 9AY
minted brass, 3% x 3% on
leather backed belts,

14.95.

-

Bents

Leathergoods. 202 Main
Street, Newbold, Verdon,
Leicester.

faat5

Musical Services

n, Pell sn
.,.r,i.y alr,an
g

PROFESSIONAL
COMPOSER
lyrics.

-

needs

SAE details
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Catalogue of Dawsmere Close.
books, Camberley. Surrey.
SAE LYRICS WANTED by

Statckport.

Ireland

Studios, 189 London Road.
North End, Portsmouth

"Ziggy Stardust".

Runaways,

Limerick

(RM),

All Keytape,

Eagles, Fleetwood Mac.
Fonz. Frampton, Farrah
5 diff,
Ferry, Genesis,
Andy Gibb, Hendry, Bill
Idol, Jam, Kiss 3 diff,
Olivia 4 diff, Floyd. Elvis
6 diff, Twiggy. Suzi
Quatro, Rainbow, Live,

Essex,

contests,

song

-

BOWIE

Eastwood,

- Free booklet from
International
Songwriters' Assoriatlon
etc.

Chatsworth DJ Jingles
Prints, 40 Metcalfe
Avenue, Newhaven, DOLFIJN PRESENTS
Sussex.
Disco Jingles. FOUR
DIRECT FROM JAPAN professional jingles
PAP.

BeeGees,
Clash, Dury, Dylan. ELO,

Boney ,M,

paying,

-

collection of rare
- Superb
USA movie magazines,
mainly
0'
photographs (colour and
b/w). Poster / stills. Send
plus LARGE

POSTERS: L1.10 each, 2
for 12! Plus lip P&P
Abba, Gaye, Advert,
Blondle 5 diff, Sabbath,
Bowie 5 diff. Boston,

ABSOLUTELY FREE.
Songwrlting Magazine
explain copywright,
publishing, recording,
royalties, setting your
lyrics to music without

music, letter writing.
view to meeting because I
MERRY CHRISTMAS, like travelling also going
great Christmas gift. to cinema
R. M.
Give pop belts any name Kendall, 12 Hazeidene
or group choice of colours Road, Welling, Kent.
black / silver / red / gold
/ white / red / blue
cheque / PO f] plus 15p
Sussex.

Surrey.

Horley,
Horley 2564:

-!Telephone. ,Harlequin,

300

YOUR FAVOURITE rock
star painted In water
colours, superb quality.
Details Box No 1825

Station

26

Road,

disco for sale, tneluding posters, photos,
records, llghts'and truck( badges.
£1,500 ono.

Brighouse, Yorkshire.

into

different Li post Ola.

Bolan.

Road, Rastrtce,

b/w glossy photographs!!
ALSO JUST ARRIVED!!

Netherfield Avenue,

Dory

Sham 69 (Iltoodstained),
Generattor X, Jam
IBloodsuibtedi, I taught
John Travolta to dance,
Studio 54, New York. Small, medium, large, f2,
Stuart
plus 211p P&P.
Reynolds, 36a ThornhUl-

LEE 1!

cutting JUKE BOXES inbe vestment models:

drawing made
to
each.
paid.

SE27 9SW

T-SEl TS VESTROY
filth. Clash. AdvertL.

any

Culture, Presley.

Apostle. Noel
Park wood Road, Green
Isleworth, Middx.
Wackenier Lindemlen 1
CHARLY ALBUMS. B-8190 Alveringem

amazing discounts, also
Elvis connection send
28
wants and SEA
Bellamy Farm Road,
Shirley, West Midlands.

DISC-JOCKEY, male /
tamale 16-25yrs wanted.
No equipment needed.
Beginners with per-

Gwytherin,

123 George
'giant list
Street, Mablethorpe,
St. Peters
Lincolnshire.
Caverham, Reading 1.
LARGE SELECTION ex T / LIZZY BAD
juke box records SAE reputation £2.75 cheques/
lists 47 Chelmsford St, PO's KRS Dept RM. PO

Weymouth, Dorset.

Sayer,

-

Malltapes

service. Those you want
and can't find, thousands

Rockabilly, R&R, CAW,'

ism

Rarities

LOOK COLOUR photos
for sale 6 to a set. Leo

Situations Vacant

(Not Bootlegs) from 95p.
Catalogue 14p,

In stock,

'

tries SEA details

MUSICASSETTES

BARGAINS,

RECORD

Records For Sale

-

members In

-

Wlckford, Essex

-

FRIEND service,

_

Golden Oldies available
'56-'76. A must for
collectors
A Godsend
for DJ's. SAE Diskery,
86/87 Western Road,
Hove, Brighton. Callers
welcome.

Specialist. REF,

-

PEN -

CHARTBUSTERS!

Sussex, BN1 3GS

stones

WORLDWIDE

Sussex. Tel: 0323 640978.

3/RM, North Street.
Quadrant, Brighton,

Beatles. Pic disc 12"
ELO WWII (yellow)
hot stuf (Blue
YOUNG GUY 26 English promo)
David 031 669.
single heavy build 5ft
Sins tall, in to life in RARE QUO, "Gergeneral, seeks genuine dundula" single, offers
11,
girlfriend London area. to 1VIlliam Foster Top
Box No. Thompson Gardens.
All answered
Nottingham.
Valley,
1830.
GUY 20 seeks girlfriend
for gigs disco. OLIVIA s NEWTON
15 +
Bearwood.
Quinton John
Toomorrow. LP offers
Box Number1829.
BEATLE PARTY Xmas Telephone 0772795713.
event, Thursday SET -PRICE single sale.
December 28 all-dayer SAE David Vendor 72
plus at. -night' Beatles Thackeray Towers.
Send SAE: Chester. Cheshire.
movies.
WW Associates (RM). 20
Tlthbarn Street. BOWIE: EVERY single,
Liverpool L2.
Drag cover etc SAE 24
1831.

'Bernies", 208
Seaside, Eastbourne,

cerity and thought

18,

seeks sincere girlfriend
14-18 for outings and

lists.

opposite sex, with sin-

Interests collecting

galore.

FLASHBACKS: Avalon
Zapper. If you want, It,
we've probably got it!
Send or phone your
request. SAE for current

-

Personal

music publishing house
St Albans Avenue,
11
London W4.

v
f.rcrn.
P'"y' £1.75
(/toNyl.nfn,r

rra

crñsiée,`

I

Record Mirror, November 25, 1978

,,[

MORE NEW
BLONDIE IN

ADS

53

YOUR WEEKLY POSTER GUIDE
ACTUAL
LIFE-SIZE
CHERYL LADD

?MALL
k

DEB

OIwIAc)p.10

9£1.10

OIIYIA

C1,S0

F"

-

E1.10

4

Special Notices
ROD STEWART
tickets December 6th.

swop

for similar

December 2nd,

chester. or offers.
04012 4542.

-ManTel

CHILD COMPANION
wanted, concert 9th
December, Rainbow
Theatre. London.

-

STILES. Happy
Birthday keep on rockin'.
Mud rock on is fabulous,
love you always and

75p,

-

BOLAN

ROCKS

M A L V E R,N

december,

It!!!

,

don't

1

L

RONSTADT

°E1'°N

TEN TOES disco 200w
pop soul funky Reggae
punk rock 'n' roll and
;complete light show
tentoes disco is for
Chrtstmas,and new year
too 9611803.

CLOUD

9

Discotheque

888 2325 368 7447.

STARGAZER

-

-

A Doe, 2 Abbe

- UFO,

041-334
Gordon
Brian 041-339 3812.
iCLIFF SHAW
Ecclesfield 62772

EEO

Dylan.

O-

Rleckmore.

12

Bl.aknW.
Gerse,.. rtP R,elr

-

7228

FREE CATALOGUE

HARLEQUIN,

ring

68 ST.

-(0977)

552658.

MARBLE

ARCH

West

-

-

venues.

-

and Fo. wen

Convert your singles caSe roto a Ors -Joe Case lot more Convenient SlOenge
with Dn Jos GuardedSingles.
DIoJo. Caw. Conversion Eh Sep Plus V A.T. 3p Plus P. e P 7p

roml.y.
KOtBR215HJ

01.732 1719.
occasions.
especially Yesshows DISCOTHEQUES. 0177/78.
G. B. Smith, 28 965 2826/2991.
Rushletgh Road, Shirley. KEITH LAYTON. 01-521
2322.
Solihull B90 1DM.

-

Skin tight 'Grease trousers, Synthetic leathers in Black,
Red, White- Pink. Patents and various shades of
snakeskin.
Sties 10-14.

Style 2 slit vents at ankles.
Usual price approa f18. Our price C9.50
Call in or phone us at

RISEWARD LTD.
346-350 BETHNAL GREEN ROAD

BETHNAL GREEN, LONDON
Telephone 01-739 2902

}Per. cartb., ermg this ad In BM1

E2

li

1

gatn

2

Inc.
postage &

packing

complete with
attractive chain.
An His or Her
giftein attractive
_

Reduced Cedrason m

metal case. Send
now Freepost to: -

Ió

Effective from 16th October 1970
VAC

25

-

to:
clreeue/PO
Send
NIGHTBIRD LTD IDeer RIM71.
PO
BOB 100, CAMBERLEY,
SURREY 10275 3431111

e

SOUTHAMETDN

- order form
for

Insertionls) commencing issue dated
enclose s cheque/postal order for
MIRROR
I

FRIENDS.
RECORDS FOR SALE.
PEN

500 MILLBROOK ROAD

' PLEASE PUBLISH my advertisement under the heeding

Rotes b Conditions

Under IC UBS.

ow,

London dubs bnel
N you're over It sand no money.
ire the *101410500
w
CARD for 10 day* Free
SPECIAL OFFER. Send (7 A with
and addles' end p.,
your
D Card for a !nand td only
t2213 olu* a FREE NIGNTBIRD T
SHIRT lama suet

SMALLS

01-524

- Tel

SOUND
Discothegldes for all

with wide zip from knee to turnup.

-

Peenn Pending

SUNSHINE

GIRLS PUNK TROUSERS!

ese

Serf aI10B W le.J
Ee
`nel PrP
Ohms. Photos

in thing. This
genuine 38 calibre
gold plated bullet

of Ponen, Pilotea, fledges. SA plee.e

- SONL'WISE LTD

-

z

It's here: its the

PETERSGATE, STOCKPORT. CHESHIRE

DIS-agXRCASE KITS

C'

699 4010.

Any non,* ro

0AUbce4GlrwyB/W

0803.

23705.

-

a t.n.nl
Co... Pnnrn
240 ¡IX_ ~Ole Ole.
I

Debbie 05

BIRMINGHAM

Bullet

eDIS-21iXeUUARDS

IC

Rush, Cloab Jem. Yaa,
OA.,u. FenM. Chwyt Ladd.
Pinn1*, Vse NANA, ELO

a

The soh coloured moulded plastic strip you fis around your single, lo,
ideal prot«l.on storage and selection. You'll be omared Or all the advantgreen
ages ChoiCe of see Colours, whtle. yellow, orange iurguors° pink
P.12p
0120 Pechat of 20 lone colour) Plus VAT. 10p Plus P
U

r.pp.rin.Oun Sobbed.

The
Golden

dlecogrephy included, only 12.135 plus 30p
nage.
SEW ON PATCHES 60p plus SAE
rot Quo, Sebbnh.
Rush, ELO, Geneeh, (LP.
Us*y. eurpla, Elvis. Bowie Rainbow, Kim. BCC.
Dylan, Bohn. H wk wind, Floyd. TAB

Cap. Biondi* IS) In Thigh Soots. Robe. In GiRy.
roc.. end Songless« end GbM BO' a 20'. John
Travel.. n,95 plus 25p pons*

B.

1...#,- Wib,
IM.I. s,e.l~Me ono

POSTERS"

[1.20

SENSATIONAL ELVISCALENDARSI
/3 full-colouf pages. 15' i 17, Wm .nit

n Mee nl, Kam Bush. John end 011vle In
'Grote., Clash, Drury. Farrah ISwlm.ultl, Jam,
Cheryl Ladd (Hot-P.nr,l, Freddie Mercury,
Runways, Elvis 1e DIM, ,..n Stnogler, Quo.
TAB, Bowie II 0110, Rod Cloak. 4 Dill Uve. In

.ach - Deb K Rainbow,
Kara Bud, Jere.
R.11los Strut,/ten
New Rod Sr.wers

...snots . Abbe . Bohm

Hundreds of others

Nugent Foreigner, Joe Welsh, Foghet.
h. Lynott, BCC, Bee Gees. Sloua.ie. elm

ELIO

ADD 30p postlpecking for I/2
Porters, Sp each ware one

-

Eagles.

Can

5

3

"CARDS &

j

-AROUND

"LES LEWIS.

1

0,10 seen

C. Ladd ele

Trees 2. Deb 34 E1.0
Sow.. NEW Ov1e.r,

22 MOOR STRUT,

COLOUR ROCK PHÓTOS
/Noodle.
10' . 0- n 95 such 5 dill 6f loch
Bowl.. Bolan. Abb.
on of 10 dill
Bowl t Blondl.,
B' a 311'
Abbe, Bolen. Bowie es ZIOeyn ILO. Elvis. plus

GId.. Boomtown Rau, Rush, EEO.

Sprinq.t..n,

DEBBIE

i

FOR POSTERS, PHOTOS;`BADGES

NEW POSTERS
£1.15 plus 25p postage

DISCO,

DAVE JANSEN.

Style

Nn

0

nA

/

'HARLEQUIN'

Mobile Discos

4976."

-

;El.

Nr,O1..nerr

BI""'-'° kk',

I4NI *BRA

73359.

BOOTLEGS

FARRAN

New Bowie

L

NOW

-

YES.

C1.10 STOCKINGS £1.20

o

-

SOUND
S
T. REXMAS PARTY at G
Malvern Winter Gardens, discotheque for disco
5th December. Live disco music this paper
Milton
Boogie from ^SLIDER" reviews.
and Metrosect" ,and a Keynes 647428.
Bolonic Fllmshow. Ticket DOUGLAS FALL ON.
and Badge, £1.25 + SAE 229 1292 and -450 2847
from Fiona Bolan, 123 Chicks Disco.
Lower Howseli Road, HAYSTACK DISCO:
Malvern Worcs.
Ring Chris, Biggin Hill
Wonted

2

AID

on
01-8361522

Discotheques, genuine
Ken, 015 t h entertainers.
miss 328 6424.
,STEVE GOSS, South

3.1.9. COME back' soon
cos we all miss you?

04E111 (S) CI-3S

nIGS'C1,10

PMIfI,,.,Lynon Jpew

SOUNDS
large Music for all occasions.
Phone Castleford

Glen Puttock, 95
S.A.E.
Bolekon Road. Grange
Town, Middlesbrough.

C.

i

-

T.REX mags

11001111116.3)£1.20

1117

1

genius.

esf

Doi £1.10

CIAO

DEBBIE I

Ring
ANDRINA,

Frances. 297 Lewis Trust
Flats. Amhurst Road,
Hackney, London E8 2J13.'

forever. all my love
Terry. Nicholls .CDC.
.AGNETHA FALTSKOG.
I had to write to say thank
you for the super solo
albums. You are indeed
the best looking member
of Abba. So there
Vaughan. From your No.
fan, Duncan.
TWO WEMBLEY tickets
for sale. December 2nd,
excellent seats, C5 each.
Phone Liz 0382 78539
after six any night.
HAPPY BELATED birthday Eric Clud, les Clud
thanks for the super LP.
do a tour soon, love
Margaret and Corinne.
BOLAN FANS unite at
Southport. Saturday, 2nd
December for T.Rexmas
Bop Tickets, £1 for
members and £1.40 non
members. We are proud
to announce that Marc's
parents will be attending
this convention. SAE for
details or tickets to T.Rex
Appreciation Society, 148
Wennington Road, Southport. Merseyside, PR9
7AF. Celebrate T Rex mas with us, as we wanna
meet the most loyal
following of the ultimate
in rock and roll Music Marc Bolan,,, truly a
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SHEILA PROPHET delivers a germ -free, pun -free run-down on one of the fastest móving groups to
come oút of Boston (the town)
WHEN I ran into them last

week, the Cars seemed to be
in low gea... (No, no, no,
NO, I WON'T use any Cars
puns in this feature. I WILL
NOT give in to temptation).
Let's start that again.
The Cars, or at least the three
members of the group who turned
up for our interview lead
guitarist Elliott Easton, drummer
David Robinson and "bass
machine" Benjamin Orr seemed
a bit down -In -the -mouth Atter
giving me a distinctly tepid
welcome, they sat back, waiting
suspiciously for my questions.
Disconcerted, I looked at my
notes about the band. A few
superficial, predictable comments
I'd scribbled in the tube on the way
to the hotel. 'The acceptable face of
American music? A neat
combination of different sounds
British rock and US MoR pop. An
attempt at bridging the two
markets? A calculated attempt?'
They bristled.
"We're not calculated," snapped
Elliott. "We just happen to be a
band who grew up in America
liking British music. We're pot
self-conscious about It We have no

-

-

-

gimmicks-our gimmick Is talent."
I bristled back. Obviously, I'd
said the wrong thing.
We meandered on a bit,
maintaining our mutual wariness.
changing tacks a few times, getting
nowhere in particular, until finally,
I got round to the subject of the
boys' piccy single, which as it
turned out, was the reason they
were in a bad mood In the first
place.

"The British press Is being really
hypocritical about us," complained
Elliott. "They've talked a load of
bullshit.
"You get some group like the
Rezillos bring out a purple vinyl
single, and that's all right, that's
art. Then we come along and do It
and suddenly it's a hype."
Unfair, they claim, because for
one thing, the group themselves
didn't have anything to do with it.
"It was the English record
company," explained David. "They
showed It to us for approval, but by
that time the thing was all finished.
"We thought they could've done a
better job, anyway. A much better
job. We would've preferred our
picture to be on It than the cartoon
car. It seemed like a waste to us."
Whatever, such a flash gimmick
immediately set the British critics'
hackies rising. I explained to the
band that over here, we're very
suspicious of American newcomers,
after the recent influx of such
manufactured 'successes' as
Foreigner and (oh no!) Van Halen.
"Corporate rock," groaned
Elliott In agreement.
It turns out that the Cars hate all
that sort of thing almost as much
as I do. (Whew. that's a relief).
So what do they identify
themselves with? I suggested the
Beserkley bands the connection
being strengthened by the fact that
David was once a member of the
Modern Lovers "before Jonathan
Richman flipped. He's impossible
but I'm
to work with now"
forgetting that Beserkley is not
held in much esteem on the other
side of the Atlantic.
"I mean, what talent do they
have?" said Elliott. "Greg Klhn?

-

-

He sounds like the Byrds after
shock treatment. I mean, If you're
going to take from the past, you've
got to improve on it."
Yes, but how many bands do
improve on it?
"We do!" he replied

triumphantly.
Musically, the Cars say they
don't want to be part of any wave
"because what's part of the new
wave now is part of the old wave in
a few months"
but they will
admit that they see such names as
Tom Petty, Cheap Trick and
Dwight TwWey doing the same sort
of thing as they are.
"Only we're better and we sell
more records," they grinned

-

-

modestly.
Interestingly, they see this
movement of bands who sidestep
neatly between the two markets by
providing tuneful, poppy songs with
as
a hard-hitting, rocky backing
the people who will one day close

-

-

the gap between Britain and
America
gap which up till
now looked as if it was doomed to
widen irrevocably into two totally
incompatible scenes.
"It swings back and forward,"
said David. "I think It'll move

-a

together again."
Although, to British eyes, the
Cars' success seems to have
happened overnight, they've
actually been together for two
years now.
After getting regular gigs at the
Rat Club In their home town of
Boston, alongside other vaguely
famous names as Willie Alexander,
the Real Kids and DMZ. an
enthusiastic disc jockey began to
play a demo tape of theirs on local
radio "and 1t began to get airplay

like it was

a real record".
The band had decided that, if
they weren't signed within a year,
they'd put out an album
themselves, but as it turned out,
WEA snapped 'em up well within a
year. They came over here to make
the album, and had the whole lot
finished in a mere 1.2 days.
"When we walk into the studio,
we've already worked out all the
arrangements, we can already play
the song live like we want it to
sound, so all we do la go in and
play It live one more time. There's
(no point In wasting your money
messing around in the studios."
Quite. They've got their heads
screwed on, these boys. (And I
don't mean that bitchily).
Onstage in marked contrast to
all,those other US bands we
dismissed earlier, the group like to
simplify things rather than add
masses of overblown effects.

"Streamlined" and "stripped
down" are the adjectives they use.

\Vhich, as they point out, is much
more difficult than going the other
way.
"We do look good onstage
though," said Elliott. "We all come
on in black and red because as far
as we're concerned they're the
strongest colours, they re the only
colours that don't change under the
lights. Red, black and white it's
like a deck of cards."
And like their picture single. All
very smart So who comes to see a
Cars multi -colour extravaganza?
'
Well, everyone, it seems.
"It's very mixed," said Elliott
the
who
like
to
people
"Like,
English punk bands, the Cars could
be the one other band they like, and
on the other hand, to fans of

-

Foreigner and all those groups, we
Could be the one cool group they

like."

Exactly what I was saying in the

first place. The Cars have a sort of

-

everyman appeal the kind of
group anyone can like without
.damaging their credibility.
But, say the group, it isn't
calculated, It hasn t been cynically
worked out, it's Just the way It
happened. All right?
All right. Well, I'm convinced
anyway
specially after they
apologised to me for their initial
grumpiness. The Cars are OK.
And if you still don't believe me,
one final proof
surely If they had
been one of those corporate
non -rockers, they would've spelt
their name Can. As In Stan.
(Remember Stan? Eeeek ! !)
They groan in unison. "Isn't It
horrible? That's why the 'The' is
very importando us. It's The Can,

-

-

not Can."

David, it seems, chose the name
"because it was short and simple."
Oh yeah? What about the
puns, then?
"No.1 didn't even think ót it like
that," he said "All that came

later."

It Is true though, that in Boston,
they played with two other bands
called Street and the Mechanics,
that they'd love to tour with the
Motors, and that every feature ever
written about them has contained a
Cars pun.
"We're just waiting for a feature
that doesn't contain a pun," they
said.
Well, here it Is.
Do I get a medal?

I
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'The electrifying new single
\frorn_ John Trovolto.
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